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Gen. Nos. Iltn6. 11037. 11036

IN THE

APPELLATE COURT OF ILLINOIS

SECOND DISTRICT

Agenda 34

FEBRUARY TERM, A. D. 195' n J

PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS, )

Defendant in Error, )

vs.

MICHAEL JANOSKI,

Plaintiff in Error. )

13 I.A2* 56

Writs of Error to the
Circuit Court of Du-
Page County.

EOVALDI, J.

Three indictments under case Nos. 56-292, 56-293

and 56-294 were returned in the Circuit Court of DuPage

County against plaintiff in error charging him with reckless

homicide. Pleas of not guilty were entered as to each in-

dictment, jury was waived, and the defendant was tried be-

fore the court. Evidence was heard under the first indict-

ment, and a stipulation was entered into that the evidence

under the first indictment shoiJ.d be the evidence under the

second and third indictments, and that the record unuer the

first indictment should stand as the record under the second

and third indictments. Defendant was found guilty. Under
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the first indictment, he was sentenced to the Illinois Stat*

Farm at Vandalia for a period of 3ix months. Under the se-

cond indictment, he was sentenced to the sae institution

for a period of six months, the sentence to run consecutively

with the sentence under the first indictment. Under the

third indictment, he was sentenced to the Illinois State

Farm at Vandalia for a period of six months but the sentence

was to run concurrently with the sentence under the second

indictment. By stipulation of counsel and by order of this

court, the three cases were consolidated for review.

In the indictment in the first case the defendant

was charged with driving a motor vehicle, to-wit, an

automobile upon a public highway with reckless disregard for

the safety of others, and vrith repeatedly bumping and colliding

with the rear end of a certr.in motor vehicle to-wit, an

automobile then and there being driven in a lawful manner by

one Jack Fleetwood on said public highway, and in conjeouence

thereof causing the death of Phyllis Sweitzer, a passenger

in the Fleetwood automobile on the 26th of February, 1956,

Case Mo. 56-293 charged the death of Muriel Fuller, another

passenger in the Fleetwood automobile, under the MUM cir-

cumstances, and case No. 56-294 charged the death of Jack

Fleetwood, the driver of the Fleetwood automobile, under the

same circumstances.

The statute under which the three indictments were

returned is Chapt r 3S, 111. Rev. Stat., 1955, Paragraph

364 (a) which reads as follows:
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"Any person who drives a vehicle
with reckless disregard for the safety

of oth ers and thereby causes the death

of another person shall be guilty of
| e offense of reckless homicide. Any
person convicted of reckless hor.icide

hall be punished by a fine of not less

than one hundred dollars (£100) or more
than one thousand dollars ($1,000) , or

by imprisonment in the county jail for

a determinate period of not less than
sixty (60) days and not more than six

(6) months, or by both such fine and
such imprisonment, or by imprisonment
in the enitentiary for an indeterminate
period of not less than one (1) year or
more than five (5) years."

The theory of the defendant is that there is no

evidence whatsoever to sustain the conviction against hia.

Furthermore, in his reply brief, for the first time the

defendant contended that there was no testimony in the re-

cord to 3how that anyone was killed, and therefore proof

of the corpus delicti to sustain the allegations of the

indictment was completely lacking. In their oral argument

at the time the case was submitted to this court, the People

pointed out that as defendant had not raised this point at

the time of filing his brief, the People did not furnish an

additional abstract. While we recognise, under Rules of

Court, that new points raised for the first time by reply

brief need not be considered, we have examined the record.

The record refutes defendants position on this point. A

stipulation of facts was entered into at the trial. The

stipulation was dictated into the record by the Assistant

State 1 s Attorney, William J. Bauer. In the stipulation

- 3 -
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the parties agreed th,

"** the matter arises out of an autoi&obile
collision with a bridge that occurred on
the 26th day of February, 1956, an automo-
bile driven by one Fleetwood, who is one
of the decedents, and case No. 56-294 in-
volves his death. There were tvro other
passengers in the Fleetwood automobile
also killed. One was Muriel Fuller, and
the defendant is charged with reckless
homicide in connection with her death in
case No. 56-293* Miss Phyllis Sweitzer
was also a passenger in that vehicle, and
the defendant is charged in connection with
her death under indictment 56-292, all three
being reckless homicide charges. *•••*•
"The stipulation recites, I think, that the
three ..ere killed in that auter.iobile.
"Mr. VaSalle (defendant's attorney): That
is correct.
"Mr. Bauer: And that they died on the day
of the accident, that is, the 26th day of
February, 1956."

In view of defendant's contentions with reference

to the sufficiency of the evidence to sustain the c-nviction

it will be necessary to review the evidence.

On motion of defendant, the witnesses were ex-

cluded. Sandra Sweitzer, sister of the deceased Phyllis,

testified that she was 15 years old and that she was at the

party at the Al Fiest home on the evening in question and

that Jack Fleetwood was going to drive Mary Vlasaty,

Muriel Fuller, her sister, Al Fiest and witness home in his

Ford convertible. She testified that the car driven by de-

fendant was behind the Fleetwood car and that after they

turned into Route 53 defendant kept bumping their bumper,

"I don't know how many times the Janoski car bumped the

Fleetwood car. When he first started bumping, I was turned
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around and I could see hin bumping * • *. I saw another

car, but I could not describe it. I hi ve no 14m of the

rate of speed at which our car was driven when v/e passed

the car. We passed the Wf :md then Michael Janoski started

bumping us again. He kept bumping us and ve just went down

thet creek. The vehicle we were driving in struck a cement

bridge, on the driver's side on the left hand sile. I

don't remember what happened when it struck the bridge.

The next thing I remember is that I was lying there and I

just crawled up." On cross examination the witness testified

that she did not know how much time elapsed between the bump

that defendant gave the Fleetwood car and the tine the

Fleetwood car started skidding. "Jaaoski bump- d the Fleetwood

car after we passed the other car." Witness admitted that at

the Coroner's inquest she was asked the following questions

and gave the following warn ers:

"Q. Just prior to the time when the
Fleetwood automobile went out of control,
were f&u in the process of passing another
vehicle?

"A. I guess we passed it. 1 can't
remember.

4* Is that when the Fleetwood auto-
mobile went out of control?

"A. Yes, 1 think so, after we had
passed that car and we were going for a
little while.

"Q. Did he bump yo; at any time
after you passed the other car?

"A. I'm not sure."

Witness further testified that she was not sure at this time

whether defendant bumped Fleetwood after they passed the other
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car.

Mary Vlasaty testified for the People thrst she was

1$ years of age and that at about 6:30 on the evening in ques-

tion she was at the home of Alan Fiest, reaaini g there until

about 9:30 or 10:. ©•clock; that she left the Fisst home

with Fleetwood, Muriel Fuller, Sandra Sweitzer, Phyllis

Sweitzer and Al Fiest in Fleetwood* s Ford convertible, "about

T 54 or '55, 1 don*t know what year; I was sitting in the

front seat, in the middle. On my left was Jack Fleetwood

and on my right Sandra Sweitzer. The other three were in the

back seat. * * * I did not see the Janoski car until we turned

on Route 53* I didn't p / attention to it. That evening

we were involved Is an accident. We were going down Hobson

—

Route 53 » I mean, and I don't knew how far we went and

eventually we skidded and I saw trees and the t is ail I re-

member. I don*t think Me passed any other vehicle before

the accident."

Alan Fiest, IS, testified for the People that he

had been at his home on the evening in question and that

he rode in the Fleetwood automobile, a 1955 Ford convertible,

with the persons previously identified, and thvt the Janoski

car, a *55 Plymouth, two-door, sedan hard-top was following.

"As we ap. roached the intersection of Route 53 and Hobson

Road, they tipped us once just before we got to the stop

sign. I was sitting in the right rear of the Fleetwood car.

I had occasion to look through the back window of that err.

-





I saw Mike Janoskl'r car behind us, I did not nee him buap

us, but I felt it. When Wi got to 53 we tWftei north. We

proceeded north approximately a mile. The Jar ' vehicle

was following us. On Route 53 we passed another vehicle

right by the Dolrayer farm. The Janoski vehicle was in beck

of us when we passed that other car. He followed us around

the corner and bumped us once. Mike Janooki tipped us once

right about the top of the hill there, and he followed us a

little While longer and then tipped us again and then tipped

us once more around the corner and she started flying. The

first time he tipped us we were going about 55 > the second

time about 50 to 60; and the third time about 60 to 65.

That was before we passed the other motor vehicle. After

he passed the motor vehicle he was right in back of us when

he passed us. He wasn't pushing us. He wasn't pushing us

when we passed. We passed the other car and he slapped us

after the pass. We struck the abutment of the bridge. The

next thing I remember is, I woke up. I was lying half in

the water and then I passed out again and woke up once in

Bob Janoski* s car and I woke up again at the hospital.'*

On cross examination the witness testified that the Fleetwood

car began to skid about a half mile between the bridge and

the Dolmyer farm and that he did not recall how far they went

down the highway after they began to s :id. rtGradually we

got to the shoulder. When we reached the shoulder as
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skidded we were not too far from the bridge, about a quarter

of a block or a half a block. * * * When he started to s>id

the Miller car was in the right lane. I couldn't 3ay how

f i:.r back of the Fleetwood car. He passed him right by-

Dolayer's. I co ldn't say for sure how far he was. I would

say 8 or 9 car lengths, th. t is the Miller car was £ or 9 car

lengths behind the Fleetwood car, when the Fleetwood car

began to skid. The Janoski car w<\s in back of us. He was

in the left lane. VJhen Fleetwood started to skid the

Janoski car was about 10 or 15 or maybe 20 feet, I think

back. Janoski last bumped Fleetwood about 10 car lengths

before v;e passed the Miller car."

An independent eye witness—the only such witness

not directly or indirectly involved in the incident—testified

that he was a precision grinder, employed b. Illinois Tool

Works located at 2501 North Keeler Avenue, C icago and t!

his address was Haperville, Route 2, Box 214 and that he

lived in Plain ield, Illinois; that on the date of the acci-

dent he owned a 1952 Hudson and was travelling on Route 53

to Chicago where he had a sleeping room to save driving 60

miles a day in bad weather; the condition of the road was

fair; it was clear, and the pavement was dry; after he passed

the intersection of Hobson Road and Route 53, he did not see

any other vehicle pass; he saw an accident about a mile and

a half or two miles north of Hobson Road; th: t he was driv-

ing about 40 miles an hour, and had his radio playing. "All
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of a sudden I heard a car behind me. I didn't know at the

time whether it was one or two, but I heard a terrific

roaring and all of a sudden two cars shot by me at lerst 70

miles an hour. They didn't seem any more than 5 or 6 feet

apart, almost one on top of another. I started slowing

down, and as these car^ p*«M« me, I would say they were at

least 75 feet ahead of me when the second car caught up to

the car that was in front and be,:an pushing it. The c^r

left the high ay. The last I saw of it, it appeared to be

turned completely over nose first, and the car that was

doing the pushing just kept going north. So, I pulled off

of the highway and I left my headlights burning and I

started—at the time I didn't realize where I was at. 1

noticed in my headlights this bridge abutment there and I

can't say for sure whether the car struck it or not before

it disappeared, but I did see it when it started rolling

over. * * * When the cars passed me I was maybe 200 feet

from the bridge. Well, I don't know. When the cars passed

me they couldn't have been over 5 or 6 feet apart. 3oth of

them went by me almost at the same time, one immediately

behind the other. I was able to observe the first car, the

1953 Ford, as it pulled back into the right hand lane. I

was able to see the Ford as it pulled back into the right

hand lane. They were both in my headlights. I was able

to see the second car as it pulled into the right hand
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lane. The cars were then still close t«g«thcr« After they

passed me the re; r car caught up to the front car. That is

when the c< r, I think, was pushing the first one. That is

when he went off the highway. I am afraid I co ldn f t say

how far it was that he pushed him. It is hard to 3ay how Tar

he pushed him. The car that was doing the pushing was right

behind him. The front end of the Ford vehicle left the ro< d

first. Route 53 is a tvra lane highway." The witness tes-

tified this was the first occasion he had to meet any of

the people. On cross examination witness Miller testified

that it was a quarter to nine, close to nine o'clock when he

left home, and that it was about 6 or 7 miles fron Plainfield

to the scene of the accident, and that he must have driven

about 15 or 20 minutes; and that he did not know what kind

of a ear the second car was. He admitted testifying at

the Coroner* s Inquest that the second car was a convertible

and that that testimony was incorrect. The witness further

testified "Both cars passed going about 70 miles an hour,

and I was in the right lane, When they passed me, I was in

the right lane going north, and they both passed me. They

did not get right in front of me aft or they passed me but

they did finally. Both were in that lane. We were actually,

forgetting the distance, one behind the other. All the three

cars, after they got lined up in that position, were to the

right of the center line. When they passed me the second car

caught up with the first car. They were right of the center

- 10 -
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line. Forgetting the distance we were one car behind the

other* I saw the second car bump the first c r. It happened

right in front of me, they were rijht in my Im hts. I

could not see between the two cars. * * * They both passed

me at the same time, one right on top of the oth.r. *

I can't say how far av/ay I was from the bridge when they

passed me. I didn't even know I was near a bridge, but they

passed me and sot into the lane in front of me. Vihen I caae

back, I did not observe the highv/ay leading to the bridge.

I did not see any skid marks on the highv/ay. I did not no-

tice it. The skid mark appears to be to the right of the

center line on People's Exhibit 2. I also see the skid mark

in the photograph on People's Exhibit 1. The two cars

travelled about 200 feet past me. All in all it took the

two cars at least 100 feet before the first car started to

skid. It seemed about that far. I would say they both were

going about 70 ;rdles per hour. I have no idea as to where

they started to pass me. I didn f t say it took 2,0 feet to

pass me and get in front of me before the othor c.-.r started

to skid. I say approximately. I don*t know. * * * I saw

the Fleetwood begin to skid. That car was ah^sd of the

Janoski car. I was going about 40 miles an hour. * * *

From the time the cars started passing me until the Fleetwood

car started to skid, I have no idea in seconds how much time

elapsed. * * * When the Fleetwood car went out of control,

that car and the Janoski car were both approximately the

- 11 -
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distance ahead, about 50 feet. I was moving all the

time."

John Devaney, a Deputy Sheriff of DuPage County,

testified th t ue Bad 0CC9.si.on to :;o to the scene of the

accident, receiving a tall about 9:55, taking approximately

6 minutes to get there, so that it was Bear 10 o'clock;

that his partner, ELmer Rosen, did most of th? ing to the

defendant and that he was present aft part of the conversa-

tion; that he observed whet appeared to be a skid mark which

led directly to the abutment. Witness testified as to the

statement of defendant as related in People's Exhibits 11, 12

and 13 which were later admitted in evidence aver the objec-

tion of the defendant. On cross examination the witness

testified that the statement was taken at about 3: 30 on the

morning of the 27th in the County Sheriff's office; ti

defendant was brought in by officer Rosen and by witness;

that they went to defendant's home to pick him up approximately

between 2 and 2:30 in the morning; that they brought him to

the station and questioned him; that Janoski was there at

home in bed and that he was aroused; his father was up. nI

asked his father if I could have a word with him, and so he

got up and went \d.th us to the station. * * * Janoski'

s

conduct was very -;ood. He was cooperative."

Elmer Rosen, a Deputy Sheriff of DuPage County,

testified that he and Devaney had occasion to go to Route 53

near the intersection of Hobson Road, getting a call at 9:55

- 12 -





i arriving there shortly thereafter. He testified as to

People's Exhibits 11, 12 and 13.

In People's Exhibits 11, 12 and 13 defendant stated

that when the girls wanted to go home, they and Alan Fiest

got in Jack Fleetwood's car, and thr-t he was following

Jack Fleetwood in his 1955 Plymouth, "driYing about 50 M.P.H.

I came up behind Jack Fleetwood's car and my front bumper

hit his rear bump r. We arrived at Route 53 and turned north

off Hobson Road, As we rounded the corner, my front bumper

again hit his rear bumper. We were going about 25 M.P.H.

The Fleetwood car picked up speed and pulled away fron me.

I was driving about 4 feet behind the Fleetwood car. At

this point we were going about 70 M.P.H. Ry brother,

Bob Janoski, yelled out that there was a car ahead of the

Fleetwood car. I slowed up and the Fleetwood car passed the

ccr ahead. As Fleetwood was passing this other car, he must

have lost control and headed for the ditch. Ue then drove

ahead, passing this other car. We did not see the Fleetwood

car after we passed this other car. * * * The last time I

bumped the Fleetwood car was c-bout one-half block before he

crashed. The Fleeta-rood car h d passed. I was alongside of

the Miller car when the Fleetwood car hit the ditch. The

distance between my car and the Fleetwood car was about 5

feet when he ran off the road. I was doing about 70 M.P.H.

and passed the Miller car. I was about 5 feet behind the

Fleetwood car just before he ran off the road. I think the
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approximate speed of the Fleetwood car was 75 IbFJk when

he left the road. I was doing about 70 M.P.H. when the

Fleetwood car left the road."

Michael Murray was called as a witness by the

court and testified that on February 26, 1956 he met de-

fendant for the first time; that he was in the Janoski

car and that after they passed the intersection both cars

went in the north direction; that after they got on Route

53 the Janoski car bumped the Fleetwood car; this t

place right after the turn; they were going about 25 or 30;

that there was another bump after that about 100 or 150 feet

up the road when they were going about 45. "From the time we

got into Route 53 until the time that we got to the curve,

there were 5 or 6 bumps- The last bump occurred before the

curve, that is south of the curve. When the last bump oc-

curred, the Fleetwood car was ahead of us. As we came to the

curve I saw another automobile. That other automobile when

I first saw it, was about 150 or 200 feet ahead of us. That

other automobile was a 100 to 200 feet ahead of the Fleetwood

car. When we first saw this third car we were going 65 to

70- We passed this third car, which eventually I found out

was the Miller car. Both cars passed the Miller car probably

right past the curve, that is right north. I saw the Fleetwood

car slide. It occurred maybe a 100 or 125 feet from the

bridge, when he started to skid. He was in the right lane,

maybe a little off to the left. He was more in the right
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when he started to skid. I think part of tne car was in tne

left lane, because he just passed the oth .-r car *nd was

pulling back in front of him. Before he got back in tne right

lane where you usually drive he started skidding. It looked to

me that he was skidding as he was entering into that lane. He

didn*t straighten his car out when he started to s;:id. I was

then sitting in the Janoski car behind Mike Janoski. We were

following the Fleetwood car." On cross examination by the

People, the witness testified "When the Fleetwood car struck

the culvert it was facing toward the right side of the road,

I think."

Without objection, the testimony of Bruce Scott

which was taken at the Coroner 1 s Inquest on March 15, 1956

at Hapervij-Ie was reaa into the record. He testified that

he haa just turned IS at the time of the accident and that they

bumped Jack just before the stop sign; that he turned left

on 53 "and we tapped him again. Then we tapped, I guest,,

one more time and started catching up with his car. There

was a car up in front, and we were following Jack, and we

tapped him once more. Bob Janoski said *Slow down. There is

a t*r in front of Jack.* So Jack passed out in front of this

other car and that is the last time I saw him." He testified

that at the party he drank about 5 bottles of beer and t;

he didn't know how many Mike Janoski drank, maybe 5 or 6;

that in his opinion defendant was not intoxicated when he got

into the car to drive it after the part;-; thr.t he drove sanely;
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that in his opinion defendant was not feeling the effect

of the beer Ir my way; he Mm*t staggering nor slurring

his speech. Ho testified further that on the second oc-

casion of the bumping the vehicles were t ?Q miles

an hour; on the third bumping the vehicles were going about

30 or 35; he tapped him about k times; on the occasion of

the last bump the vehicles were goinr about 55 or 60 miles

an hour which was just prior to the Fleetwood car assing

the vehicle in front of it, nI couldn't say exactly how

far the vehicle was in front of the Fleetwood car. My es-

timate is about 3 or 4 car lengths, that is, Jack was 3

or 4 car lengths behind the other, After the last bumping

the Fleetwood did not immediately thereafter begin to cross

the center line in preparation for a pass. On further ex-

amination the witness testified "I knew all about this bump-

ing that was going on. I could feel him bump. I didn't make

any comment about it. The Fleetwood car was approximately

3 or k car lengths behind the third car following the last

bumping. • • * After we got around, after we passed that

car, I couldn't see Jack's car on the road. 1 didn't see

Jack's car start to slide. After we passed the car I ha pened

to look over and there was dust coming over by the side of

the bridge. Then Mike turned around and pulled up along by

the bridge."

Defendant testified in his own behalf that he was

23 years old, was single and lived wit . his father, and that
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he was a rnachi e operator for Electro-Motive; th-.t he cut

wire on a machine; that he had been wor'<im; since 1951;

that he worked there in the office for about a year then

went into service for 2 years; came back and worked there

a couple of months and was planning on going back to school;

that he was still working for Electro-Motive. He testified

that at about 9:30 r" .M. February 26 he was driving a »55

Belvidere sport coupe; his brother Bob was sitt.ng beside

him and Bruce Scott and Mike Murray were sitting in the

rear; that he knew Jack Fleetwood casually maybe 3 or 4 years;

Jack Fleetwood was driving in another car with 6 in the car,

counting himself; "Just as we were coming to Route 53, Jack

was slowing dovm, 1 hadn't been going too fast, and bumped

him. We couldn't have been doing but about 20 or so. We

were slowing down for the stop sign. Fleetwood travelled

north on 53 • X followed him and i bumped him again. He

just rounded the bend of the intersection. I think he had

his car In second gear and I had mine in second gear. He

had just come around the corner at the intersection far

enough to get tone cars in. I was right behind him. He was

2 car lengths from Hobson Road on Route 53. I bumped hia

again. He was just starting out. He was only doing about

25 miles an hour. After I headed north on Route 53 I was

in the right lane. I bumped him after that. It was just

before the farm house on 53. I believe the Dolmyer fans

house. * * * The last bumping took place about 100 feet

south of that. After the last bump I didn't see another
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car, but ay brother Dob noticed it; ' ra&a
Mike,

there la a car ahead.* £o I slowed down and noticed it at

that time. • * • The third car which I eventually found out

the Miller car, \ I first saw it I Mil ground the curve

leading to the DoLayer farau T,Jhen I saw the RUl«r car, the

etwood car was still going ahead. He might h-ve b--en a

err length ahead of me at the time when I firrt saw him.

The Killer car was about 200 or 250 feet ahead of me. Jack

Fleetwood kept going straight down on Route 53 in the right

lane. He started cutting out into the left lane to pass

the Killer car and then went on around. When he did that, I

was a couple of car lengths back of the Fleetwood car. The

Fleetwood car got into the left lane. He passed the Killer

car. They were alongside of one another. * * * I was still

a couple of car lengths behind the Fleetwood car, when they

were abreast of each other. Fleetwood started cutting into

the right lane. • * * At that time my front end was alongside

of Miller *s middle. Fleetwood's car skidded. * * * It started

skidding in the left lane. When he started to skid I hadn*t

passed the Miller car. My front bumper was about the middle

of Miller's car. Fro^ the point vrhere Fleetwood started to

skid to the bridge is 175 feet. From the point where he

started to pass, or when he was ubreast of the Killer car,

to the bridge is about 230 feet. * * * I would say that the

Fleetwood car was doing at least 60 miles per hour when it

pacaed in front of the Miller car. • • • I bumped the
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Fleetwood car before we got to the Dolmyer farm. Thiit was

the last time. When Fleetwood started to skid I was along-

side the Miller car. In the process of soing from the

right lane to the left lane in order to get around the

Miller car, I did not at any time get back into the right

lane in front of the Miller car. • * • I left about 11:30.

I gave my name and address to the police officer and I

went home. I again saw the police officers around 2 or 2:30

in the morning. I was in bed. They came to see me or to

talk to me. They took me back to the station. I got to the

police station about JlOO o'clock. I was pretty nervous.

My understanding of shock is the way you feel after something

like this has happened, whether or not you are scared or calm,

I believe I was under shock. They questioned me about what

took place in the accident. I told them what occurred. They

prepared a statement. The statement was written by Officer

Devaney. When the officer got through preparing the state-

ment he read it to me. I did not read it. He said I co id

read it, but I didn't ml it. I signed it. In the state-

ment which is People's Exhibit 13, there appears a sentence

'Last time I bumped the Fleetwood car was about half a block

before he crashed.' I did not make that statement to the

Police Officer. I told him 'about half a mile before he

had crashed.' Other than that, the statement is correct.

On cross examination defendant testified that he bumped the

Fleetwood car 3 times; that he accelerated only once; the

t
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he had bumped him before he became aware of the Miller car.

"I was following him. I wasn»t exactly chasing. I did not

accelerate faster than he did to catch him. We were going

about the same speed. We were right together when we left

the Intersection."

Defendant's brother Robert Janoski testified in

his behalf that he was riding on the right side in the

front seat in the Janoski car when defendant bumped Fleetwood

at or near Kobson Road almost at the stop the first time;

"We weren't going very fast. We just started out. as w«

proceeded down Route 53 we proceeded in the right lane.

After this bumping there on 53» there was another bumping

maybe a block or half a block away from Hobson Road. I know

where the Dolmyer farm is situated. In relation to the

Dolmyer farm the next bump was just south of the Dolmyer farm.

It was maybe 100 feet south of the driveway. This was the

last bumping. As we proceeded north behind the Fleetwood

car I saw another car. It was In the right lane. It was

maybe about a couple of hundred feet ahead of us when I

first saw it. Just as I saw it I said we should slow down.

Mike slowed down, applied his brakes. He kept on travelling

on the right side of the road. The Fleetwood car kept

travelling on the right side of the road. The Fleetwood

car started to traverse from the right lane to the left

lane. As he started to traverse we v/ere a few car lengths

behind. The Fleetwood car finally got into the left lane.
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It passed the Miller car* Y.Tien it became abreast of the

Miller car we were not in the left lane behind the Fleetwood

car. We were about 30 feet back. The Fleetwood car crossed

in front of the Miller car. When it started to cross we

pulled out a little and we were getting alongside the Miller

car in the left lane. Our front end was about by his door

and I couldn't see the back end of the Fleetwood car then.

After we had gone up aways we realized that Fleetwood was

clear off the road. Miller's car blocked my vision and I

couldn't see when Fleetwood's car went off. When the Fleetwood

car started to cross from the left lane to the right lane, our

front end was about the back of the door of Miller's car. It

was a little ways after we passed the Miller car that I didn't

see Jack Fleetwood* s car. Then we saw some dust. He must

have gone off the road already by then."

There is no dispute in the evidence that on more

than one occasion defendant intentionally bumped the car of

Fleetwood in the rear while both cars were travelling in the

same direction; and that at no time did deceased Fleetwood

bump into defendant's car* The only conflict in the evidence

is as to the place in the road, and the position of the three

cars thereon, when the last bumping of deceased's car was

done by defendant. The one eye witness who was also travelling

in the same direction in his car just as it was passed by the

two other cars, testified that the automobile driven by the

defendant was bumping or pushing the car driven by deceased
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after the cars had passed him and had returned to the right

side of the road, at a speed in the vicinity of seventy miles

an hour, and that immediately following 3uch bumpinr; or

pushing, the Fleetwood automobile left the road and crashed

into a culvert. As a result of this collision three per-

sons in the car which was bumped or pushed lost their lives.

In People v. Cullotta, 376 111. 333, at 33# the court said:

"The trial judge had full opportunity
to observe the witnesses while testifying
and is in a better position to weigh their
testimony than is a reviewing court. IVhere

there is no jury, the law has committed to
the court the determination of the credi-
bility of the witnesses and the weight to
be accorded their testimony. This court
will not substitute its judgment for that
of the trial court where the evidence is
merely conflicting."

To the same effect is Feople v. Martishuis, 361 111. 17#;

People v. Cohen, 363 111. 303; People v. Bolger, 359 111.

5$. The Supreme Court applied the same rule of law in the

case of People v. Ristau, 363 111. 5#3 in affirming a cause

tried before the court without a jury where the evidence was

conflicting.

The trial judge saw and heard the witnesses who tes-

tified in this cause. He was convinced from the testimony as

to the guilt of the defendant. We would not be warranted in

substituting our judgment for that of the trial court under

the facts as related in this case.

After a careful consideration of this record, we

are unable to say that the evidence is insufficient to author-

ize the finding which the trial court made. Accordingly,
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the judgment of the circuit court of DuPage County is

affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

Crow, J. Concurs
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CARROLL, J.

Under the terms of a divorce decree entered by the Circuit

Court of Macoupin County on July 3, 1951*-, plaintiff was awarded

custody of Linda Jane Brown and Norman Brown, minor children of the

parties hereto. Subsequently, defendant petitioned the court to

modify said decree by taking custody of the children from plaintiff

and awarding same to him.

Neither the filing date nor the contents of defendant's

petition are Included in the record. However, the basis thereof

is indicated by certain specific findings of fact recited in an

order later entered by the court and which are as follows:
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"The court fur her finds that after th<r entry
of said decree, to-wlt, on the 26th day of August,
1^55» there wcr born to the rrid Mpry Elizabeth

owr a female child; thst 68id child was born out
of wedlock and that the psme Is now feting roared
In the home of the said Mary Elizabeth Brown with
the two (2) minor children of the y.arties hereto;
namely, Linda Jone Brown and Norman Brown; that
paid Mary llsafeath Erown has been guilty of Im-
moral conduct and has not demeaned herself as a

loving tnd faithful mother; thst tne conduct of
the said Mary Elizabeth Brown In becoming the
mother of KB Illegitimate child and cf rearing
said child In the same home with the tvo (2) minor
children, Linda Jane Brown and Norma- Erown, Is
injurious and detrimental to the bert lnterets
and welfare of paid miner children, and that the
.
c aid Rary Elisabeth Brown, because of her conduct
is no longer e fit and prcper person to have the
care, custody, control and education cf raid minor
children."

On Pfefernary 2, 1?56, after a full h: ?rin^ cf defendant's

petition, the court made the above findings and awarded custody of

the children to defendant, subject to plaintiff's right of reason-

able visitstio^.

Prom this order plaintiff appeals, her theory feaing that

the evidence shows her to be a fit and proper person to have the

custody of the children and for their best interest they should

remain in her custody, and that the evidence fails to show such a

change in conditions since the entry of the decree as to require

its modification.

The birth of the illegitimate child and its presence in

her home are admitted. record discloses the facts surround-

ing plaint :ff's indiscretion which resulted in the birth of a

child out cf wedlock to b6 that after her divorce she fell in love
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with a man who promise^ to marry her; that he purchased nnd showed

her a wedding ring; that plan? for her marrieje were "lade in the

Pall of 195U? that in e srly January of 195£ he and plaintiff left

Gillespie, Illinois where she lived to go to Du':.uoin to be married;

that due to an automobile accident the wedding was postponed; a-

in March 1955 because of en objection by his mother and a waning

of affection, he refured to marry plaintiff although knowing she

was prepnant as the result of relations with him. There la no

evidence of any other misconduct on the part of plaintiff.

The home in which the children live is in "illespie and

that the same is comfortable «nd adequate for their needs does not

appear to be questioned. Fro^ the record it also appears abundantly

clear that plaintiff is fully meeting her maternal obligation to

properly feed and clothe the children. Likewise, their religious

and educational needs are not being neglected. Both have been

baptized and attend church and Linda, the older child, attends

parochial school regularly.

Since the Chancellor made no findings to the contrary,

it may be assumed the evidence supports the conclusion that the

children are receiving proper care.

The defendant has remarried 8nd lives in ^icero, Illinois.

He testified that he and his wife live in an apartment consisting

of a bedroom, living room, kitchen and bath but that If custody

of the children is awarded to him, he will obtain larger living

quarters. During the If years since the divorce, the defendant,

-3-
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according to his own testimony, has exercised his rignt to visit

the children on only 7 occasions. However, plaintiff insist*

the visits were less in number.

Under Action la f the Divorce Act (onap. \0, Par. 1 ,

111. ov. Statutes 191^5) # trie trial court is clothed with a wide

discretion in determining questions pertaining to the custody of

iiildren. 3u6hlcr v, Buehler , 305 111. *pp, 609.

The oasic ouesLion presented by this appeal is whether

the court abused such discretion in modifying the original decree

by awarding custody of the children to defendant. A divorce

decree fixing custody of children constitutes a final adjudication

on the conditions existing at the time cf its entry and should not

otherwise be modified unless new conditions are shown to have

arisen. Stafford v. Stafford , 299 111. Ll38: Ny_e v. Nve.» Ull 111.

ll.CS. However, the above general rule is not interpreted to mean

that the ne re fact that there hr.s. been a change in conditions is

sufficient in itself to warrant modification of the custody pro-

visions. It is only where the welfare of the child or children

is affected by such changed conditions that the existence thereof

warrants the court in changing its prior custody order. Haupin v.

Maupin , 339 111. App. k-Qkl Wade v. H'ade , %$$ 111. App. 17C; Ihcmaa

v. Thomas , 233 111. App. U53.

It Is a well established rule that in a situation ?uch

as Is presented by this case, the welfare cf the children is

preeminently the thing to be considered. Marti nee v. Sharapata ,

4-
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32'3 111. 0pp. 339; Wade v. Vadc , supra . Of equal Importance la

the rule indiorted by many decl alone of the court* the t other

thinra beinst equal, the mother will crdinsrlly be awarded the

custody of children of tender years. Fount sine v. Fount sine .

9 111. App. 26 h^2; ^y_e v. Nve_, gupra ; 3uehler v. Buehlor , aupra .

Little argument is needed in support of such rule, since it must

be recognized thnt In the life of b child of tender years, no

fector c.nduelve to Its happiness and contentment outweighs the

love and affection of its mother.

Plaintiff argues In support of her position kluit the

evidence shows her to be a fit mother, giving proper care and

guidance to the children; and thrt her prior misconduct resulting

In the birth of an illegitimate child in the absence of evidence

indicating further misconduct on her part, affords an insufficient

basis for the trial court's action. It is further contended that

since the children are of tender years, their curtody should

remain with plaintiff and that depriving her of their custody

would amount to punishing both her and the children for her past

misconduct.

Relied upon principally by plaintiff as sustaining her

argument is the case of N^e v » lf>« gupra . In that case, the

plaintiff was awarded custody of the minor child of the parties

by a divorce decree entered December 21, 19*1.3 . On the morning

of February 25, 19U9, the defendant entered the home in which the
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plaintiff and the child w«r<- living and discovered plaintiff

engaged In i-iprop' r conduct with Herbert Bruckrr , who wn q t

then iher husband but to whom rhe w p carried thrt afttrnoon and

with whom she war living at the time of the hearing on the custody

question. t*n petition of defendant, the Chancellor fcund that the

circumetancer of the parties had materially changed since the

divorce decree and that cue tody should be chant-en in the best

Interests of the child. The Appellate Court reversed the

"hancellor's ruling and on appeal to the Supreme Court its judgment

was affirmed, "he Supreme Court In pointing out the reasons for

holding trie modification order of the Chancellor to be an abuse of

discretion, had this to say

J

"-"here the mother is sble to care for her T.incr
daughter and Li net saown to lack the proper attri-
buter of good motherhood, psst misconduct,
the evidence indicates no probeMe future misconduct,
should not be a basis for denying custody to the
mother. To do so would be not only to pooloh the
mother for her paat mint at, but, mere La] rt?;nt,
would pun* el; the child by denying her a mother's cere
and guidance. It is not the purpose of thif court,
nor of any court, lo so punish an innocent child.
The guiding star la and mat be, at all times, the
best interert of the child. Other then the alleged
prior misconduct on the wife'f part here, she is shc-n
to be an if

I

"'ectionste, dutiful mother, giving proper
c?>re and guidance to her ahild. She is r-arried to
the only man with whom she allegedly was indiscreet.
She has a good home and ! s rerpected in her community.
rhe har never been absolutely proved to be an adultress,
nor wr-s any of the alleged misconduct absolutely proved."

In the instant case, the sole basis of the order modify-

ing the decree is the finding that plaintiff gave birth to an

-6-
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Illegitimate child v.'hich If being r- red with the I -en of the

parties. No evidence Indicating probable future misconduct on the

part of plaintiff sopears La the record. On the other hand, there

is abundant proof therein th-t she Is not lscklng ii affection for

her children and that they ere receiving proper care. The Chancellor

mode no finding to the cootrsry but concluded that because of her

past misconduct she was no longer a fit person to have the custody

of the children.

V* think the significant point made clear la the Nye

case is thst in determining what is best for children ody

is the subject of judicial inquiry, the court must not base Its

conclusion upon one single consideration to the exclusion of all

other factors beerlng upon their welfare. «.s the court In that

esse observed, by so doing, the result accomplished is tbs inflict-

ing of punishment on both mother and children. This would be

foreign to the true purpose sought to be echieved by courts seeking

to find a solution for ouestions Aaallag with the custody of

children.

admittedly, this record shews important considerations

related to the welfare of the children aside from the ml a -ct

of their mother. At the fciaa of the hearing, Linda was 6 years

of age and Norman v;?s !i years old and they are be*n.~ cared for by

their mother in a home adequate to their needs. If the defendant

is awarded their custody it will mean taking them from such home

where they are receiving proper care at the hands of an affectionate

-7-





mother and placing them la a new environment to be cared for by a

person who to them is a stranger, ^here considerations are of aucn

importance th*t disregard thereof can result only in a decision

falling snort of that required under the circumstances.

TTpon a careful reviev; cf the record, we are satisfied that

the Chancellor erred In holding as a matter of law that Lalntlffj

because of her past misconduct clone, war not fit to nave '.he

custody of the children.

For the reasons indicated herein, the judgment af the

Circuit Court is reversed.

Reversed.
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In the

APPELLATE COURT OF ILLINOIS

Fourth District

A

Term No. 57 F 14

JANICE BOKER,

Plaintiff-Appellee,

vs.

HOWARD BOKER,

Defendant-Appellant.

Agenda 10

i# W'1 r?
Appeal from the

City Court of

Alton, Madison
County, Illinois.

Per Curiam

This is an appeal by defendant from an

order denying his motion for judgment on the plead

ings .

For a judgment or decree to be final and

appealable, it must dispose of the subject matter

and leave nothing to be done but to enforce by

execution what has been determined. 2 Am. Jur.

Appeal and Error, Sec. 22.

The denial of defendant's motion did not

finally adjudicate the issues nor award plaintiff

any of the relief prayed, but left the case ready

for trial on the merits. This is not an appealable

order and the appeal must be dismissed.

Appeal Dismissed,

Publish Abstract only.
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MOTOR BUILDING CORPORATION,
an Illinois corporation^

'lee,Appel

Vo

FREDERICK C. BIGHAM, as
Trustee tinder Trust No, 1,

Appellant.

APPEAL FROM SUPERIOR

COURT , COOK COUNTY,

18 I.Ac 130
MR, PRESIDING JUSTICE ROBSON DELIVERED THE OPINION

OF THE COURT.

This is an action by plaintiff, Motor Building

Corporation, to rescind and cancel a lease and to restrain

defendant, Frederick C. Bigham, as trustee, from enforcing

the lease. The complaint consisted of three counts, one

of which was in equity and is Involved in the instant

appeal. This was referred to a master who rendered a

report in favor of plaintiff. Objections were filed to

the report which were overruled by the master and allowed

to stand as exceptions. The chancellor, after a hearing,

entered a decree sustaining the master's report. The

decree ordered the lease be rescinded and cancelled and,

among other things, directed the defendant to return the

sum of $2,000 paid by plaintiff to the defendant as a

deposit on the lease. Defendant appeals.

This appeal presents only one question. Where

a tenant makes repeated demands on his landlord to comply

with a covenant in the lease, requiring the landlord to

make any and all repairs to the roof of the premises,

and the landlord fails for almost a year to make the

requested repairs, is the tenant justified In abandoning
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the premises and rescinding the lease?

The law in this State Is well settled that

when a landlord fails in his duty to a tenant and thereby

deprives the tenant of the beneficial enjoyment of the

leased premises, the tenant is Justified In abandoning

the premises before the expiration of the lease. Gjddings

Vi. Williams, 336 111. k82 (1929)5 Gibbons 7. Hoefeld
T 299

111. h$5 (I92D5 Lawler v. MsNamara, 203 111. App. 285

(1917); Sloss y. Brockman, 171 111. App. 1+65 (1912).

It is clear from these cases that the issue

we must consider is one of fact. The record reveals that

plaintiff leased certain premises for a term commencing

February 1, I951, and expiring January 31, 1953, at a

monthly rental of $800 and including a deposit of $2,000

to cover the last two and one-half months of the rental

period. The lease contained the following covenant:

"Upon receipt of written request from lessee, the
lessor shall, during the term of this lease, make
any and all repairs to the roof and exterior walls
of the premises demised herein, and, when necessary,
paint the exterior of the window and door sashes,
except in case of damage thereto caused by any act
or neglect of the lessee."

Plaintiff used the building for painting, fender

and body repair work and for conditioning new automobiles.

Richard Hoskins, a witness for plaintiff, testified that

in March or April of 1951 the leaks developed In the roof.

He attempted to contact defendant but was unable to do so.

In September the leaks had grown much worse and he called

in the Nelson Roofing Company to determine what could be
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done to stop the leaks and the cost of It. He again attempted

to contact defendant to inform him of the situation but was

not successful. In September of 1951 he turned the matter

over to his attorneys. The leaky roof had forced plaintiff

to move the polishing rack. It interfered extensively with

the painting and repair of cars. During the period from

September of 1951 to the date that the premises were vacated

no one on behalf of defendant inspected or visited the

premises to see about repairing the roof.

On November 28, 1951} plaintiff's attorneys, by

letter, notified Mrs. Rose Bigham, as landlord and authorized

representative of defendant, of defective conditions in the

boiler and the roof. The letter contained estimates on the

cost of repairing these defects and called upon the landlord

to undertake these repairs. No response was made to this

letter. On January 31 j 1952, the tenant's attorneys sent

another letter to Rose Bigham. The letter called attention

to the earlier communication, recited that the lessee had

expended money for repairs to the boiler, related a failure

in the sewer system, and called upon the landlord to take

immediate action in defraying the expenses incurred in

remedying the defects described. The letter further stated

that the tenant could not continue to occupy the premises

under the existing conditions and advised the landlord that

unless immediate action was taken, the tenant would institute

proceedings to cancel the lease.

On February 7, 1952, the landlord's attorneys
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I

notified the tenant "by letter that the matter was under

investigation and that the landlord would "take care of

whatever items we deem are our responsibility in connection

with the above building." The tenant requested an exact

statement of the repairs to be undertaken by the landlord

in a letter dated February 20, 1952. The landlord's

attorneys replied by letter on February 22, 1952, assuming

responsibility only for repairs to the roof,

William Nelson of the Nelson Roofing Company

examined the roof in September, 1951, in March, 1952, and

again on October 1, 1952. On his first two examinations

he recommended a new roof to correct leaks in the old. On

his third examination he found that the timbers supporting

the roof were rotting. He informed plaintiff of this

condition. Nelson testified that after the third examination

he sent a letter to Mrs. Bigham recommending a new roof, and

that, at about the same time, he informed her orally that a

contractor should check the beams before any roofing work

was done.

Prior to Nelson's third examination of the roof,

plaintiff, by a letter dated September 26, 1952, informed

the landlord that it was exercising its option to renew the

lease for an additional three-year period, but that this renew-

al was to be conditioned on the landlord's repairing the

roof, a beam supporting the roof, the gutters, the sewer,

and the boiler. On October 9, 1952, after Nelson's third

examination, the tenant, by letter, withdrew the offer to
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renew for failure to make the repairs requested on September

26 and informed the landlord that it would yield possession

of the premises before the end of October, 1952, requesting

further that the landlord refund the $2,000 deposit. The

tenant vacated the premises on October 31, 1952, Finally,

in December the landlord replaced two trusses and repaired

the roof.

Anthony Huberty, testifying on behalf of plaintiff,

said that he had been in the construction business for h6

years; that he had inspected the premises involved; that the

rotting of the trusses had been caused by the leaky roof;

that because of this condition the roof could have caved

in at any time.

The testimony of defendant's witnesses reveals

no Justification for the failure to repair the roof.

Defendant attempts to argue that the leaky roof is separate

and distinct from the rotting of the trusses. He contends

plaintiff waived its right to abandon the premises for the

leakage in the roof by its continued occupancy and that it

failed to give him sufficient time to repair the rotten

trusses.

It is clear from the record that the reason for

plaintiff's vacating the premises was the leaky roof, which

in turn rotted the trusses. This was a single continuing

cause. It was properly treated as such by the master and

by the chancellor. The cases cited by defendant lend no

particular support to his theory. As an example, defendant
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in his argument stresses the case of Automobile Supply. Co. _Vj.

The Scene- In-Action Corp_s., 3I+0 111. 196 (1930). There the

landlord failed to heat the premises during the winter months

The tenant abandoned for this cause on April 30. The record

indicated that April 9 was the last cold day on which the

tenant had been denied the beneficial enjoyment of the

premises. The court held that abandonment of the premises

three weeks after the last failure mentioned to furnish

heat was not reasonable, although an earlier abandonment,

during the winter, would presumably have been justified.

The facts of the instant case are in no way comparable, but

indicate, instead, continuing material defects in the roof,

which were aggravated, not improved, by the passage of time.

The master who heard and saw the witnesses found

that the hazardous condition created by the rotting trusses,

together with the leakage which had interfered with the

operation of plaintiff's business, operated to deprive it

of the beneficial enjoyment of the leased premises. The

chancellor sustained the findings of the master. We are of

the opinion from our examination of the record that the

decree was proper.

Decree affirmed.

Schwartz and McCormick, JJ., concur.
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GEORGE SHELLS,
Appellant,

ANGELO MOUHELIS, EVDOKIA
MOUHELIS, and BERNARD S.
NEISTEIN,

Appellees,

APPEAL FROM SUPERIOR

COURT, COOK COUNTY,

13 i.Afiai
MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE ROBSON DELIVERED THE OPINION

OF THE COURT.

Plaintiff, George Sitells, filed a complaint to

recover damages from defendants occasioned "by the alleged

wrongful and malicious trespass to plaintiff's domicile,

perpetrated or caused to be perpetrated by the defendants

in dispossessing and evicting him and his family forcibly

by their malicious abuse of process. The trial court

sustained the motions of defendants Mouhelis and of

defendant Neistela. to dismiss plaintiff's complaint.

It denied plaintiff's motion to vacate and set aside the

order, and for reconsideration, and denied plaintiff

leave to file an amended complaint.

This appeal was originally filed in the Supreme

Ccurt and has been transferred to us. Plaintiff's consti-

tutional questions pertaining to due process of law and

right of trial by jury cannot be passed upon by us. Jfe

must assume that the Supreme Court in transferring the

cause to us decided that these issues were not germane

to a decision of the instant case.

The complaint contained two counts: the first

count being against defendants Mouhelis and the second
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-2-

count against defendant Neistein, their attorney. In it

are many conclusions and irrelevant allegations. The

material facts, which the motion to dismiss admits, are

that defendants Mouhelis were the owners of a certain

improved parcel of real estate situated in the City of

Chicago. Plaintiff was their tenant. On or about

April 5, 1950, a forcible entry and detainer suit was

filed by defendants Mouhelis against the plaintiff in

the Municipal Court of Chicago. Defendant Neistein was

the attorney of record for defendants Mouhelis. On

April 17, 1950, judgment for possession was entered for

the Mouhelises against plaintiff. The judgment order

provided that the writ of restitution be stayed to June 30,

1950. On May 17, 1950, after the judgment for possession

was entered but prior to the date to which the writ of

restitution had been stayed, a decree of condemnation was

entered in favor of the County of Cook against the

property in question in the Circuit Court of Cook County

and the defendants Mouhelis were awarded $18,000. On

June 22, 1950, the award was deposited by the County of

Cook with the County Treasurer of Cook County. On July 5,

1950, a writ of restitution was served by the bailiff of

the Municipal Court of Chicago on plaintiff pursuant to

the direction of defendant Neistein acting as attorney for

defendants Mouhelis. On July 7, 1950, at the direction of

defendant Neistein, the writ of restitution was executed

by the bailiff and plaintiff and his family were evicted
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-3-

from the apartment in the premises in question.

The motion to dismiss had attached to it as an

exhibit the half sheet of the Municipal Court of Chicago

setting forth the various proceedings in the forcible

entry and detainer action and showing entry of an

agreed order for possession * Attached also was the

sheriff's return of the service of summons on defendants

Mouhelis and plaintiff Sitelis in the condemnation

proceedings.

Plaintiff contends that the deposit of the

award from the condemnation proceedings with the County

Treasurer of Cook County on June 22, 1950, voided the

agreed judgment for possession entered in the Municipal

Court on April 17, 1950. The deposit of the award did

vest title to the premises in the County of Cook and

title thus vested in the condemner relates back to the date

of the filing of the petition for condemnation. Chicago

Park District v^ Downey Coal Co, , 1 111. 2d Jft, Counsel

for plaintiff cites no cases to support his argument and

we are unable to ascertain in what way the vesting of

title in a third party by condemnation could void the

agreed judgment previously entered by defendants Mouhelis

and plaintiff in the forcible entry and detainer action.

Plaintiff at the time of the entry of the judgment had

knowledge that an action was pending to condemn the

property. He had be in served with summons in the con-

demnation proceeding'- 11 and was defaulted for failure to
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file an appearance. Any claimed rights that he might have

had as a result of the filing of the condemnation action

could have been asserted "by him. He agreed, however, to

the judgment for possession. Such a judgment is not a

judicial determination of the rights of the parties. It

does not purport to represent the judgment of the court

but merely records the agreement between the parties, A

judgment so entered by consent cannot be reviewed by appeal

or writ of error. Bergman, v. Rhodes^ 33^ 111. 137; Cwlk

v. Condre, h 111. App.2d 380; Watson v. Kenores, 338 111.

App. 202; Dunlap V. Horton
? 337 111. App. 106. It can

only be set aside for fraud based on a petition filed in

the forcible entry and detainer suit pursuant to section

21 of the Municipal Court Act (111. Rev. Stat. 1955,

chap. 37, par. 376). Dunla£._yJL Jorton,. supra. This is

not such an action. Plaintiff is bound by the judgment.

He cannot by the instant complaint attempt to attack

collaterally the agreed judgment and relitigate the issue.

City fif Tamhmvq-h xr. Kegerreis, 392 111. 195$ Chicago Title

and Trust Co. v. National Storage Co.
T

260 111. 1+855 °^io

Natipnal J4Xe.^ns^.^o ._j^.__Bp.ard .of Jduc

a

t-±0JU 387 111. 159;

Rose v . Dole.js, 7 111. App. 2d 267. Plaintiff, therefore,

had no right of action against defendants MDuhelis.

Defendant Neistein was an attorney and acting

as such for his clients, the defendants Mouhelis, His

actions in filing the forcible entry and detainer action,

in appearing at the time the consent judgment was entered,
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-5-

and in having the writ of restitution issued and executed

when plaintiff failed to surrender possession of the

premises, were all within the scope of his authority

as attorney for defendants Mouhelis. It follows that the

complaint did not state a cause of action against him.

Plaintiff's contention that the court's order

denying his motion for leave to file an amended complaint

was arbitrary, illegal and erroneous, is without merit.

The basic legal premise of his action was that the judgment

of the Municipal Court was void. We hold it was not.

There was, therefore, no legal ground upon which he co 1

sustain the instant case. The order of the trial cov
a«

is affirmed.
ciff 's

Order affirmed,
claim

Schwartz and McCormick, JJ., concur, acts
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ROBERT J. SASSEMAN, JR., )

Appellee, )

) APPEAL FROM SUPERIOR
v, )

) COURT, COCK COUNTY.
CORNELIA CAMERON SASSEMAN, )

^"""' Appellant . )

judge Mccormick delivered the opinion of the court.

Plaintiff filed a complaint for divorce on

April 29, 1955. Summons was served upon Janet Cameron,

a sister of the defendant, and was returned by the sheriff

with an endorsement showing such substituted service. On

June 6, 1955 the defendant filed her special and limited

appearance and her motion to quash service of summons.

The trial court, after a hearing, overruled the motion.

The defendant thereupon filed an answer to the plaintiff's

complaint. In the answer she incorporated a counterclaim

alleging that the defendant at various times and places

had loaned to the plaintiff $+,300, which he had no i paid,

and prayed judgment for that sum. At the hearing tie

defendant was represented by counsel but did not appear in

person; however, evidence was introduced in support of

her counterclaim. At the trial the defendant petitioned

the court for temporary attorney's fees, which fees were

allowed in the final decree entered in favor of the

plaintiff.

The defendant contends that the service of the

summons upon the defendant was insufficient inasmuch as

It was served at the place of abode of the defendant upon

her sister, Janet Cameron, who at the time did n©t reside
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-2-

there but had a place of abode of her own separate and apart

from that of the defendant. Defendant also contends that

under Rule 21 of the Illinois Supreme Court which was in

force at the time, she did not waive any of her rights with

reference to the court's having obtained jurisdiction of her

person by filing an answer and counterclaim.

•*-*The plaintiff contends that the service was proper

legal service, and further that even if it were not, the

defendant, by filing a counterclaim asking for affirmative

relief, took herself out of the scope of Rule 21.

Under the view we take of this case it will not

be necessary to discuss the question of whether or nrt the

defendant in the first instance was properly served. At

the time the case was tried the Practice Act (Sec. 38) then

in force provided that any demand by any defendant against

any plaintiff or codefendant, whether in the nature of

set-off, recoupment, cross-bill in equity or otherwise,

when pleaded, should be called a counterclaim, which should

be a part of the answer but separately designated as a

counterclaim. It was further provided that each counter-

claim should be pleaded in the same manner and with the same par-

ticxxlarlty as a complaint and should be complete in itself.

Section kS provided that the defendant might file a motion

to dismiss the action on the ground the court lacks juris-

diction of the person of the defendant. Rule 21 of vhe

Supreme Court provided that if the defendant, after dtnial

by the court »f a motion filed under section *f8 of the
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Civil Practice Act, pleads over, he does not by so doing

waive his right to urge error in the reviewing ceurt; and

this rule further specifically provides that it covers cases

where the motion is one attacking the jurisdiction of the

court over the person made under a special appearance and

the pleading over by the defendant has involved the entry

on his part of a general appearance.

The provisions of Rule 21 of the Supreme Court

changed the rule in Illinois, which had been that where a

motion to quash the original summons had been overruled,

and the defendant entered a general appearance, all objec-

tions to the ruling of the court on the motion to quash

were waived. People v. IJnited Medical Service T 362 HI.

Mf2, k-k-7; Wilson Brothers v . Haege, 3^7 m. il+o, 1I+3.

Kjlnsella Xt_-Cahnj. 185 111. 208. After the adoption of

Rule 21 it was held that where a motion based on the question

of the court's lack of jurisdiction over the person of the

defendant was properly raised by motion under Section MS,

the subsequent filing of a general defense did not prevent

the defendant from taking advantage of any error which might

have been involved in the court's ruling on the motion; but

it seems at least by implication to have been suggested that

in order to so rely the defendant must have again raised the

jurisdictional question in his answer. This was not done

here. Waters, y. Heaton,, 36^ 111. 150; Ruthfield v. Louisville

Fuel Co., 312 111. App. Ifl5; People for. use_ of_Tpwn of_New

Trier v. Hale, 320 111. App. Gh5.
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There are no cases in the Illinois reports dealing

with the effect which the filing of a counterclaim as a part

of the answer would have upon the question of waiver . A

counterclaim differs from an answer, and when the counter-

claim is incorporated in an answer, the answer becomes both

answer and complaint; and while the statute includes

recoupment under the denomination counterclaim, in the

instant case we are dealing with a counterclaim demanding

affirmative relief and upon which, if the defendant was

successful, a Judgment could have been entered against the

plaintiff. In Illinois It is the statutory rule that after

a counterclaim is filed the suit cannot, on the motion of

the plaintiff, be dismissed without the consent of the

counterclaimant (Practice Act, Sec. 52). The Supreme Court

of Illinois, in Wilson v. Tromly, koh 111. 307, discusses

the nature of a counterclaim and says:

"The general purpose of a counterclaim has been
long understood and many times defined. It differs from
an answer in that a counterclaim must be a cause of
action, and it seeks affirmative relief while a defense
merely defeats the plaintiff's cause of action by a
denial or confession and avoidance. * * * [Citing cases.]
A counterclaim is an independent cause of action. * * *
[.Citing cases.] As involving all of these elements,
a counterclaim is usually defined as a cause of action
in favor of the defendant against the plaintiff, which
the defendant is authorized to litigate in opposition
to the plaintiff's claim in the same action. (25 Am. &
Eng. Ency. of L., 568; 23 Stand. Ency. of PI. & Pr. 585.)
Since these were commonly understood elements of a
counterclaim, as well as the definitions thereof, used
prior to the adoption of the Civil Practice Act, we may
strongly infer that the term is used in this sense in

'

section 38 of that act, since it Is not otherwise
defined.
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-5-

"The only remaining question is to consider
whether the contention of appellant that a counterclaim
may be considered merely as an answer aids him. Section
38(2) of the Civil Practice Act provides: 'The counter-
claim shall be a part of the answer, and shall be
designated as a counterclaim.' Section 33(2) of the
Civil Practice Act provides that 'Each separate claim or
cause of action upon which a separate recovery might be
had, shall be stated in a separate count or counterclaim,
as the case may be, and each count, counterclaim, defense
or reply, shall be separately pleaded, * * *.' From these
several provisions of the Civil Practice Act it is apparent
that the reference to answer in section 38(2) is a mere
designation of the order of pleading rather than giving
character to the substantial requirements thereof, and
does not waive the requirement of section 38(3) that every
counterclaim 'shall be complete in itself.' We have said
sufficient above to point out that a counterclaim is
affirmative in character, and must contain all of the
elements of an original suit, except that it may be filed
as a defense, in which affirmative judgment or relief
may be obtained."

In jurisdictions which hold that where a motion

made under a special appearance to quash the summons is denied,

objection thereto is not waived by filing a subsequent general

appearance, numerous cases hold that while the defendant may

resist the cause of action as presented by the plaintiff to
the final conclusion by answer, demurrer or other proper

procedure without waiving his exception to the overruling of
his objection to want of jurisdiction, he must not go further

and invoke the power of the court to bring into the controversy

for determination other matters outside of the necessary

resistance to the plaintiff's case, 3 Am. Jur. Appearances,

Sec. IfOj 16 L.R.A. (N.S.) 181; L.R.A. 1916E, 1085. The

defendant cites but one case contra to this rule. It is our

opinion that the proviso of Rule 21 permitting the defendant

to plead over after an adverse decision on a motion based en
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-6-

the lack of personal Jurisdiction without waiving any of his

rights to urge error on appeal only meant that he could file

whatever pleas were necessary to resist the action brought

against him, and that it did not permit him to file a

counterclaim even though under the statute the counterclaim

must be included in the answer. In our opinion the better

rule is that the filing of a counterclaim brings the party

under the jurisdiction of the court. When the defendant files

a counterclaim he is invoking the jurisdiction »f the court to

aid him in determining a cause of action which he is litigating

against the plaintiff. This goes far beyond a reasonable

interpretation of the meaning of "pleading over." By filing

a counterclaim seeking a money judgment against the plaintiff

and introducing evidence on the trial in support thereof, and

by demanding and obtaining attorney's fees for the defendant

in plaintiff's divorce action, the defendant has in our opinion

submitted herself to the jurisdiction of the court and by so

doing has waived any right to urge error on the court's denial

of her motion to quash the initial summons.

In the new Practice Act adopted by the legislature,

which went into effect January 1, 1956, Section 20 provides

that the question of jurisdiction over the person may be

raised under a special appearance prior to the filing »f any

other pleading »r motion and that in case the court overrules

the objection error cannrt be predicated upon the ruling

if the defendant takes part in any further proceedings in the

case unless the objection is on the ground that the defendant
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-7-

is not amenable to process issued by a court of the State.

The adoption of the Act and the elimination of the provisions

contained in former Rule 21 of the Supreme Court as it applied

to jurisdiction of the person—whether wise or not—has made

the issue herein academic in Illinois.
Mb

The judgment of the Superior Court of Cook County

is affirmed.

Judgment affirmed,

Robson, P. J., and Schwartz, J., concur.
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General No. 10093

T'ary B, bering,

vs.

Garlin hilton,

genda No. 10

i 13 I.A. 132
Plaintiff- vppeliee, 4

I

1

i

I

Defendant- \ ollant. i

eal from
xrcuit .ourt of

onoug] acy,

, P. J.

This case arises ut of a collision between the automobile

driven by the plaintiff in an easterly direction on Illinois

Route Ko« 9, and a truck driven by the def ndant, in a

northerly direction on a gravel ro«d, at the intersection

of the gravel road and Illinois i«'oute Ho, 9. Illinois

:te .'io. 9 is a two lane concrete highway, and the gravel

road is an ordinary two lane gravel highway, ihere are stop

signs located north and south of the intersection for vehicles

using the gravel road to atop before entering or cross . ag

the concrete highway. There is a bridge on Illinois i^ute

No. 9 ap roximately 150 feet west of the inttrsecti. .,
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spanning a creok, and there is an.ther ri'lge on the gravel

road approximately 300 feet south of tie intersect 1 ,

spanning the same creek v»hich winds ab ut in the general

vicinity o> tt>e intersect: . 'a he pla i_iif was driving

a 1942 Hudson automobile and was driving abi_ut m
per hour. The defendant, . -yed by the buahneil 1 -.wnship

was working on the township highways and was dnvi I ump

truck, and his work wa3 cutting the grass and weeds ar.-u

the bridges and cleaning up 'rash and litter on x ravel

highway. The defendant had finished ratting the grass

about the bridge south f the intersection and was going to

the north of fcha c. cr- te highway for further work. The

defendant upon approaching the intersection stopped his

truck south of t ; e intersection and waited for a truck

driving west on the concrete highway to turn in front of him

and proceed south on the graved PMcU oeording tc the

testimony of the defendant, after waiting for the truck to

pass, he looked to the west, his left, and saw the pi i miff's

automobile coming towards the east, his testimony was that

he judged the automobile to be ab^ut 7b or 60 rods away

and that believing it sufficiently far away t^ orroftS, he

started across the concrete highway, i'here is so. .e dispute

as to just whero the collision occurr. . ccordiiuj to the

testimony of tho defendant, his truck even or eight

feet out en the gravel road to the north at tka tie of the

impact, with only the rear wheels of i is truck on the c ... torete.

-:-
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This is corroborated by the witness ddie t,ee tfuark, who

testified taat at the time of the impact, the truck was off

on the gravel road in a northwest di recti . n. This is also

corroborated by another witness Clinton B« ritfith. i'he

plaintiff testified taat the iait«ct was in the cent r of the

c ncrete highway. Other than the dispute as to the exact

point i t collici on and 8o...e other minor uatters, the facts

of the case «re fairly well ;reed upon by the parties. The

plaintiff was permanently injured and br^ujht suit for damages.

Originally the suit was on a one count complaint

charging the defendant with negligence. This was oenied by

the defendant's answer, and at the close oi the iff's

evidence, the defendant asked for and obtained leave to tile

an Affirmative defense, and in this affirmative defense, the

defendant raised the question of whether or not the defendant,

being engaged in work for the dushnell Township in .-a. intoning

working on the public roads, and beir.c; thus engaged in a

governmental duty at the ti.

.

the collision, c<„uld be

charged with negligence. To th s affir.ctive defense the

plaintiff filed a denial, and the trial proceeded with the

introduction of the defendant's evidence. .-.t the close of

ail the evidence, the defendant uu-.de a motion t^r a directed

verdict and the E.otion was allowed, d.en the plaintiff asked

and obtained leave of court to file an additional count to

the oonplaint and in the additional count charged the .efendant

-3-
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with wilful and VIltM misconduct. U further evident was

introduced. Defendant then m*de a jaoti • . r a directed verdict

ae to the second count and this | | ,n was denies. The case

was sub it ted to the jury lad the jury returned a v.rdict

awarding the plaintiif damages la the sum of ft .00. tXoa

that verdict and judg ent thereon, the etel Ml. to

this c\ urt.

The appeal raised three questions, but fox the purpose

of this appeal only one need be considered, na. oly, did the

trial court •« in drying the fofeadmf'i motion fof a

directed verdict on the wilful and wanton count, fter the

a peal was perfected and b : . r this court, a further option
arose, na.vely, could the plaintiff, after the appeal by the

defendant, claim the right to assign errcr on the p*rt of

the trial judge in sustaining the ooLicn of a directed

verdict as to dount I of the complaint, and ask for affirmative

relief as t that after without cross appeals

On the question as to whether or not the tr.cl judge

should have sustained the motion for a directed verdict as

to the wilful and wanton count, it xsus . bo conceded that if

there is any evidence in the record which, standing alone

and taken with all its intendments most favorable to the

plaintiff, tends to prove the material element of her case,

namely wilful and wanton misconduct, then the trial court

oroperly denied the notion. dekhardt v. nickuan . 349 111.

App. 474; Fouls on v. Poulson. 1 111. kpp. 2nd 201; Dargie v.

East ond : oloers Club . 346 ill. npp. 480; Donnelly v.

Pennsylvania V. ..:o
r

. 412 ill. il5.
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However, if there is no evidence in the record which,

standing alone and taken with all its intendments raost

favorable to the plaintiff, tended to rove the material

element of wilful and wanton misconduct on the pf rt of the

(tent* it thon the duty of tki tria- jucrje to

grant the motion, i.'andoloh v. ,,'ew Y^rj-. -.enl. ^. -o. . 334

111. .. . 268; Carroll v. iiew York vent. :•«.. -o.. 317 ill.

nop. 481, affirmed 384 111. 59v. This same yardstick

governing the action of the trial c^urt must govern the

action of this court. Roadruck v. .. chults . 333 111. .pp.

476. The motion for a directed verdict, like a motion for

judgment notwithstanding the verdict preaeata only a questi

of law as to whether when all the evidence xq considered,

together with all reasonable inferences th-jt may be drawn

therefroia, in its aspect B*at favorable to the plaintiff

there is evidence to ;rove the claim of wi nd wanton

misconduct on the part of the defendant. : eteraon v.

Kendrickson . 335 111. pp. >3,

Since the natter thus presented is a question »| law,

it is necessary to examine the recor. v evidence, an.; then

apnly the law governing proof cf wilful and waatoa tot .

The plaintiff testified that the paved highway on which

she was driving, Illinois voute <*o. 9, was straight at and

near the interaction; that she was driving between 55 and

60 miles per hvjur; that she first saw the truck- ox the

-5-





defendant after she crossed the bridge, or about 150 feet

away; that when she first saw the truck it was aiaoat to

the concrete highway; that she pulleo l the left seeking

to avoid the collision and seeing that she ccu^d not, pulled

back t the right and struck th« truck aL^ut th<- center of

the highway; that the defendant as he crossed the concrete

highway seemed to increase his speed, but that she

net estimate the speed of the truck; tiw t tftai I ollisi^n

the truck was off the concrete highway to the i.^rth aad part

of her car was also off the hijhw^y; that she did not eee

the truck stco and did not see it co&Ijk aorta on the gravel

road and that the firtt time she saw the tr„ ,k, it was

about 150 feet away.

Testimony was introduced by the plaintiff showi.i g that

the defendant was given an arrest ticket for right-01-Wc.y

violation and that he appeared, waived a jury trial, pleaded

guilty and was fined 19.00 and costs. tbm defendant .>enied

that he pleaded guilty an.- stated he did not know why he

was fined, but admitted paying the fine and cost . he

plaintiff also offered in testim. ny the location .f the

stop sign to the s-uth of Illinois Koute No. 9 and it was

established that this sign was 31 feet south oi the pavement.

50 that there was a email grade of the gravoi road as it

ca e up to the highway.

-6-
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The testimony of the defendant was that he was driving

the truck of bushneli Township at the time of the accide. t;

that hi duties were to go alon g the roadway, cleaning up

the weeds where the .ower did not reach, picking up cans and

bottles and trach on the roadway; that after finishing his

work south of the concrete pavement, he y -t in the truck and

drove up to the pavement and atopred; that he waited for a

tr. k coming froo the erist t turn in iront of hia Utd proceed

south on the gravel roaii; that he looked to the west end saw

the car of the plaintiff cc e.;t .ted its distance

at that time at 75 or 80 rods, or approximately one-quarter

of a mile; that he did not look t< the? v.eot again but proceeded

to go ooroju: the concrete road; that the car turned to the

north and struck the truck when it was seven or eight feet

out on the gravel north &f ti • hard road; that the tracks of

the car shewed that it turned and crossed over t>_. the north

port of the poveraent and struck the truck.

The testimony f letus H'ufenacht, the driver ci the

truck that pulled around the truck t t. e defendant and

proceeded south on the gravel roaa before the accident,

testified that in his opinion the car was four or five

hundred feet west of the bridge when he Mdi the turn to

the south; that after the accident he went back to the

scene of the accident and the car was partly under the truck;

that there was wat^r or alcohol spilled out ttou the cor on

-7-





the gravel north of the concrete highly; that the automobile

was almost all off the cwncret'.;; that the tracks showed th. t

t ; io car had crossed the middle line of asnhalt eo'.e 20 or 30

feet east of the bridge an. i tha point cf impact.

The testimony die Lee Ru&rk, a witness .tr the

defense, testified that he and his father ;:h~ir

truck dlo.no the gravel roao south of the paver 1 ;*ay; th-t

he saw the defendant make the stop s. uth of tha in1 ..ti^n

truck of letue Rufanacht mil around hi... and a e

ath on the gravel road; that the truck was sa

tha highway when the car wo. at ana block west of the

bridge across tha td highway; that in his opinion the

car was traveling at about 60 miles per hour.

The testimony of Clinton S, riffith. Highway Bead

Commissioner for Buahnall Township was that he did not see

fclie loddant but went to the scene later; that there were

marks or tracks fro;., the bridge on the c. karate highway

going across tc the north .: i lc t t' a pavement to the point

of impact; that thaso tracks extended from the brid - the

back wheels of the car.

ful end wanton misconduct" has been defined by .ur

courts in the following Ian .- "111 will is not a

necessary element of a want t. To constitute an act

wanton, the party doing the act oi failing t act amat be

Boiouo of Mo conduct, and though having no intaat to

-8-





injure, must be conscious, from hio Knowledge of the

surrounding circumstances and existing conditions, that his

conduct will naturally and probably result in injury. n

intention.il disregard of a known outy neceasary to the safety

of tbe person or property f another, m entire bsence

of care for the lif j, person or property of others, such as

exhibits a conscious -ndif f eronce t . c. nsequences makes a

case of constructive or legal wilfulness." kg ater v.

. .rich :y..Q , 357 111. 234; Jeneary v. hie interurban

r-.ctioa o.. 306 111. 392; artolucci v. ' lleti . 382 111.

168; over v. illiams, 402 111. 486.

said in the .''over v. filliata3 cv.se, "A.s tc whether

or not there has been wilful and wanton conduct in any 3iv

case necessitates close scrutiny oi the fftatl Losed

by the evidence, and while the rule of law Joes not Vfixy,

the factI t which the law is applicable f» resent

urgent circumstance . eta which, in most instan^e^,

are wholly dissiriir.r.
: This language was cired with

aonroval in the case i i yore Vw» i-r-jotrk , 8 111. nd 322.

In reading the evidence thero oues not a >pMX any

tectim.ny th^t would suoport the charge of wilful and wanton

misconduct. There is no evidence that the defendant was

conscious, from his kncwledge of the surroun-.mg circu -

stances and existing conditions, that his conduct would

naturally .bab^y result in i .ry. ere was no

-9-
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showing of an intentional die regard of a knov., ttj, | an

abaence
i n lor the life, person or ox^pexty A ^thera,

such as exhibited a MM UdifJ N to MMM+qVMOM,
There ia nc evidence that the defendant, before the 0*111 ion

had any knowledge of the Upending danger
| eellieIon with

the car of the plaintiff aa failed to exercise ordinary care

to prevent it, which mi the baeli \ leolsl . la the case

of Gaiennife v. .ranger, 5 ill. , iPp . | . ; e tridl court

by allowing the motion lor a directed v erditft -or t. idant

as to count 1 oi the Coaplaint, which was simple negligence,

in effect heid that there waa no evidence upon which to sustain

a verdict for the plaintiff. In allowing the eoti n fcr

directed verdict as to Jount I the trial curt held that there

was no evidence in the record which, standing alone and taken

with all its lntendseats moat favorable to the plaintiff,

tended to Drove iter* eletMnt in that cunt, aaeely

negligence. A defendant nay be guiUy of negligence ... not

guilty of wilful ana Mutton eiaeondact. ... i» this

there is even less evidence of wiliul ana wanton mi duct

than that of negligence. ttnt thought ha had tine

to cross the eonejrets high* . u _ . f Bf the iff

arrived at the intersection. It was .. fe nt .

Bat there appeara no element required t_ irore wilful and

wanton misconduct, MUt a c .1 ewoalnati the

evidence and applying the law ia Illinois t. that evidence,

this court must hold that the trial Court err -d in denying

tion ei the defendant for a directed verdict as to

ount II oi the complaint.

-10-
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The defendant complains of plaintiff's Instructions

Nos. 6, 19 and 20. An examination of all the Instructions

given show that the Jury was properly Instructed and we find

no reversible error In the Instructions.

The question as to the right of the plaintiff to assign

error and ask for affirmative relief without cross appeal,

requires an examination and Interpretation of the language

In Supreme Court Rule No. 35. The pertinent parts of that

rule are as follows 1-

"(1) Each appellee who desires to prosecute a cross appeal

from all or any part of the Judgment, decision, order or

decree, . . . shall, within 10 days after service upon him of

notice of appeal, serve a notice upon each party or attorney

or firm of attorneys who signed the notice of appeal, and upon

each appellee, person or officer entitled to receive notice of

an appeal, and file a copy thereof in the trial court.

"(2) (c) A notice of cross appeal shall be substantially

in the form required for appellant's notice of appeal."

The plaintiff takes the position that it is not

necessary for her to file a cross appeal, and that this

court can review the question of whether or not the ruling

of the court in sustaining and allowing the motion for a

directed verdict for the defendant as to Count I of the

complaint was proper. In support of this position, the

-11-
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plaintiff cites the case of The People v. Bradford . 372 111.

63, but that case does not support the plaintiff 1 * position.

In that case the court held that since no part of the Judgment

was adverse to the appellees, the appellees were in no poeition

to prosecute a cross-appeal. Here the allowing of the motion

was adverse to the plaintiff. The same situation arose in the

case of McNultv v. Hotel Sherman . 280 111. App. 325, where the

court there said: "Defendant, having prevailed in the lower

court and not being in any way aggrieved by the court* s order

or any part thereof, could not have appealed or sued out a writ

of error, and, therefore, by analogy, would not have been required

to assign cross errors." There again, was a case where the

appellee had no adverse ruling. There is no question that a re-

versal of the ruling of the trial court allowing a directed ver-

dict as to Count I of the complaint would be affirmative relief.

In the case of Ashton v. Sweeney . 350 111. App. 135, that court

said: "If any affirmative relief is requested by respondent

Ashton, he is required to give notice of cross-appeal and comply

with the rules with reference to cross-appeals under Supreme

Court Rule 35."

In the case of Bryant v. Lakeside Galleries . 4C2 111. 466,

the court there held: "Appellee has filed no cross-appeal fro«

such findings of the trial court, but in his brief and argument

filed in this court he urges that the court f s decree should

-12-
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be modified In those respects. In the absence of a cross-appeal

the matters urged by appellee are not properly before us, and

thus not subject to review on this appeal." And In the case of

American Dixie Shops v. Springfield Lords. Inc.. 8 111. App. 2nd

129, the court there saldt "Supreme Court Rule 35 which requires

notice of Intention to prosecute a cross-appeal within ten days

after service of notice of appeal contemplates an appeal from

the same Judgment that the appellants have appealed from. " In

the case of Clodfelter v. Van Fossan. 39** 111. 29, In passing on

a similar question the court said: "The contention of appellees

Is necessarily confined to this Issue since they did not prosecute

a cross-appeal nor assign cross errors as to the action of the

court In sustaining the other transactions. ..." And in the

case of Parish Bank & Trust Co. v. Uptown Sales Service Co .. 300

111. App. 73, the court heldi "This rule for cross appeals

contemplates an appeal from the same Judgment that the appellants

have appealed from."

Here, the Judgment appealed from by the appellants,

was the Judgment against hlra based upon wilful and wanton

misconduct. In the light of the cases cited, this court

must hold that the appeal Is limited to the Judgment appealed

from, namely the Judgment against the defendant for wilful

and wanton misconduct, and that the matter of the trial

-13-
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art's action relating tc the charge oi negligence, in the

absence of a cross-appeal by the plaintiif is not before

this curt.

for the reasons id, the juocpient is r«vera«^ ,

•v«rsed.

Judge Roeth took no part in the consideration of this case,
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A A

FAIRFIELD SAVINGS AND LOAN
ASSOCIATION,

Plaintiff - Appellee,

v.

CENTRAL NATIONAL BANK IN CHICAGO, as
trustee,

Defendant,

JEROME C INMAN,

Cross - Defendant - Appellant.

) APPEAL FROM

1

SUPERIOR COUP,!,

COOK COUNTY.

13 I.aV*133

MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE FEINBERG DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE
COURT.

Cross-defendant Jerome Clnman appeals from a decree

approving the sale of real estate had pursuant to a decree of

foreclosure. Plaintiff brought the foreclosure proceeding

to foreclose a mortgage upon the real estate in question,

executed by defendant Central National Bank, as trustee, to

secure its note for $9500. The mortgage and note provided

that there was to be no personal liability on the part of

the trustee, and any deficiency resulting from any sale of

the property was to be paid and satisfied "only" out of

rents, issues and profits.

Defendant Walter Evans, a tenant in possession under

a contract to purchase, filed a cross-bill, claiming that he

was the true owner of the equity, having fully complied with

the contract to purchase. Jerome Cinman was made cross-

defendant. A reference to a master for hearing resulted in a

report recommending the dismissal of the cross-bill, and a

decree was entered dismissing the cross-complaint for want
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of equity, and containing a finding that Jerome Cinman was

the owner of the equity. It directed that $700, deposited

by Evans with plaintiff as rent, be retained by plaintiff

and credited against the amount found due to plaintiff.

There was no appeal from this decree.

A decree of foreclosure was entered, based upon a

report of a master, who heard the evidence, which decree

found that there was due to plaintiff as of July 31, 1955,

$12,920.52, and "that plaintiff would necessarily Incur

further expense, for which it is entitled to be reimbursed."

The decree fixed the master's fees at $^50. There was no

appeal from this decree.

At the time of the entry of the decree approving

the sale, there had been deposited with plaintiff by Evans

a total of $700, The decree approving the sale found that

the gross bid for the property was $13,000, and that after

computing the amount due to plaintiff to the date of the sale,

there was a deficiency of $775.30.

No objections were filed by Cinman to the report

of the master, but objections were filed by him to the

proposed decree confirming the master's report of sale. The

principal basis for the objections was the finding as to

the amount of the deficiency, in connection with which Cinman

argues that with the application of the $700 rent deposited

by Evans, there remained a surplus from the sale instead of

a deficiency in the sum of $700, which should rightfully

belong to Cinman.
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There Is no report of proceedings in this record

attending the hearing by the court on the objections of

Clnman to the proposed decree confirming the sale. The

decree recites!

"That the Master has in all things proceeded in
due form of law * * *

ii * # *

"And * * * has made due and proper distribution
of said proceeds of said sale and has filed herein
receipts showing the receipt of the distributive
share of said sum received by the distributees
thereof * * *."

It directed that the $700 deposited by Evans as rent be

retained by plaintiff and applied in "full payment and

satisfaction of the deficiency."

The receipts filed by the master, showing how the

proceeds of the sale were applied and distributed, and

resulting in the deficiency, are not before us. We cannot

go behind the recital in the decree in the absence of such

report of proceedings, and we must assume that what was

before the chancellor upon the hearing, as to the total ex-

pense incurred by plaintiff and the final amount due, was

sufficient to Justify the decree. Jaffe v. Tenenholtz i

333 111. App. 357; Ferro v. Daros, 3^3 111. App. 2*7 (Abet.);

ABO Loan Co . v. Campbell , 1 111. App. 2d 297 (Abet.);

Richardson v. United States Mortgage and Trust Co . , 194 111.

259.

The principal contention by Cinman is, that where

the complaint alleged there was due plaintiff $9,875.56, and

where the decree of foreclosure found the amount due to be
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$12,920.52, a sale which brought $13,000 would preclude any

finding of a deficiency. There is no merit In this conten-

tion, since the rights of the parties must be determined in

equity as of the time of the entry of a decree, and not as

of the time of the filing of the complaint. Moehllng v.

Pierce , 3 111. 2d 418, 424; Baker v. Salzensteln . 314 111.

226; Dennis v. Naegele, 11 111. App. 2d 239 (Abst.),136

N. E, 2d 535. Therefore, the rights of the parties in the

instant case must be determined as of the time of the entry

of the decree approving the master's report of sale and

distribution.

Upon this state of the record, we must presumei

in the absence of the evidence considered by the chancellor,

that the decree was fully Justified, and it is therefore

affirmed.

AFFIRMED.

KILEY AND LEWE, JJ. , CONCUR.
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IN THE

APPELLATE COURT OP ILLINOIS

SECOND DISTRICT

FEBRUARY TERM, A. . 1957 /

13 I.A.134
-—

01AM BUCK, )

Plaint! x--,
,

)

) Appeal fro;-, the
vs. / Circuit Court of

)
ke County

HOMER WHITE.
, efendant-Apnellant

.

SOVALDI J.

This action was brought to recover carnages oc-

casioned by the alleged negligence of the defendant in

improperly caring for and maintaining a tr? ctor and its

component parts; defendant allegedly having knowledge of

the tractor's defective condition and plaintiff not knowing

or having reason to know of same; and defendant not advis-

ing or warning plaintiff of said defective condition. The

jury rendered a verdict for ^10, 500.00 upon which the court

entered judgment from which this ap: eal is taken.
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Tho defendant's theory Is that the alleged defect

causing plaintiffs injury is not the defect of which the

defendant is alleged to hare had knowledge; that the trial

judge should have directed a verdict in favor of the de-

fendant; that the judgment is contrary to the manifest weight

of the evidence; that the prejudicial misconduct of counsel

created sympathy for the plaintiff and prejudice to the de-

fendant; that the verdict is grossly excessive, and that a

new trial should have been granted.

Plai tiff , age 58, and a farmer by trade, was work-

ing for defendant on defendant's Wisconsin fcrm on April 12,

1955, the date of the accident ar.d injury. Defendant had one

fara in Illinois and one in Wisconsin, and plai tiff and his

son Newman worked on both farms. Defendant had several trac-

tors at the Illinois farm, including an old Case tr; ctor,

over 20 years old, on which the seat was jone, which had stood

in a field 6 or 8 miles south of the Illinois farm, and had

been pulled hoiae by defendant and plaintiff's son, and which

had not been used froja February to the date of the accident.

It had sat out in the open unused for a substantial part of

the previous winter.

Defendant crankid the tractor, got it running and

directed plaintiff to get on it and back it into a manure

spreader. Plaintiff got on, pulled the clutch back to put

it in reverse and backed to within 6 or B feet fro:* the

spreader, then pushed the clutch forward to release the

- 2 -





Wheii ho attempted to push the clutch forward ' t did not

release, and although plaintiff pushed forward on it

several times he could not get it to release fror. reverse

gear, as a result of which it continued backing and ran

into the spreader, Injuring plaintiff's left foot. Prior

to the accident, defendant did not say anything to plain-

tiff about the clutch or about a defective clutch, or

about using hand brakes or foot brakes.

After the accident, plaintiff's son Newman, age

37, testified th t he had a conversation with defen.-ant at

the barn and defendant told him "He would have to watch

the clutch, because if he pushed it in too far it wouldn»t

.top, it wouldn't release. He said you have to use the

foot brake". The eon testified that this was the first time

defendant had told h.lra that. Defendant denied that such

conversation took place, and testified that the clutch was

in excellent condition before, at and after the accident.

Emphasis has been placed by defendant on the evi-

dence adduced at the trial as it related to two issues:

(a) Was the tractor defective In th- 1 after shifting into

reverse gear it would not shift into neutr ;1 ge:r? (b) Did

the defendant know of this defective condition? There is

evidence in the record to support the conclusion th: t the

clutch of the tractor being operated by the plaintiff was

defect! - that aft r shifting into reverse gear it would

not shift normally into neutral gear. Plaintiff's evidence

- 3 .
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established the fact that the clutch "stucK" while the trac-

tor was in reverse gear, and that by reason of the clutch

sticking he was unable to stop the tractor, and backed into

the manure spresder where his foot was caught and injured,

Vhile defendant contends that the clutch did not stick in

the precise way in wnlch plaintiff's counsel described the op-

eration in his statement to the jury, yet, when ail of the

evidence is considered it fairly shows tlu.t the clutch "stuck"

in reverse position while plaintiff was pushing it forward.

The other factual question argued by defen -,nt

is that he did not know of the particular defect relied on

by the plaintiff. Plaintiff's son, Newman, who was also

awploycd by the defendant and witnessed the accident, tes-

tified as follows:

"$» Did you have any conversation
with Mr. ite after the accident? A. Yes,
sir, *

. Where? A. At the barn.
Q. Who was present? A, Just me and

Mr, White,
% did Mr. White say and what

did you say? A, He said he would have to
watch the clutch, because if he pushet it in
too far it wouldn't atop, it wouldn't release.
He said you have to ut>e the foot brake,

Q* Is tfeat the first time he told you
that? A. Yes."

In the context in which the question was asked, and in view of

all the circumstances, the jury could reasonably reach the con-

clusion that this conversation took place on the day of the

accident. By stating "after the accident" that "he would have

to watch the clutch" and thrt if it was pushed in too far

"it wouldn't release," the defendant admitted that he knew

- 4 .
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that under MM circumstances the clutch would not release.

The tractor had been in his possession and und^r his con-

trol for sometime prior to the accident, and the jury had

the right to infor fro»a this statement that the defendant

had prior notice of tne defective condition of the clutch.

Plaintiff claimed that the clutch stuck when he "pushed"

the clutch forward to release it, and that nevertheless the

tractor "kept coming back." On the basis of this evidence

the jury could properly charge the defendant with prior

knowledge of the partlcuL-r defect which plaintiff claims

caused the accident.

On a motion for a directed verdict, the court does

not weigh the evidence. The court may properly consider only

the evidence and inferences npsfe favorable to the plaintiff;

and it is only where there is no evidence tending to prove

plaintiff's case that the court can grant a motion for

directed verdict. Lindroth v. Walgreen Co., 407 111. 121,

130; Beverly v. Central 111. Elec. & Gas Co., 5 111. Ap; .

2d 27. It is not the province of this court to substitute

its judgment for that of the jury, or to upset the verdict

even if it were to reach a contrary conclusion, for th; t

.o Id be invading the constitutional prerogative of the jury.

Bliss v. Xnapp, 331 111. App. 45, G 50. To be against the

"manifest weight of the evidence" requires that an opposite

conclusion be clearly evident. Olin Industries, Inc. v.

Wuellner, 1 111. Ap; . 2d 267, 271; Schneiderraaa v. Interstate
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Transit Linos, Inc. 331 111. Ap . H3. U7. *• cannot Bay

that the Judgment Is against the manifest .veight of the

evidence in this case.

In our opinion the verdict and judgment ie ex-

cessive. At the time of hia injury, plaintiff received

;»0.00 a month, a house to live in, was furnished with

two cows, receiving approximately L 35 a month for cream which

he shipped, was r.iven thr e do sen eggs a week, and was to be

furnished his meat by defendant. After his injury, plainti

was taken to the hospital where he remained for 5 iays. The

hospital bill wrs *7#.50 and the doctor bill for treatment

following the accident was $100. He had pain and swelling

in his left foot, and it MM discolored. He was -iver shots

from time to time to relieve pain, his foot was elevated,

one x-ray was taken, disclosing a chip frocture of the heel

bone and it involved the joint surface of that bone. Ills

leg was in a cast for a week raid he used crutches until the

1 atter part of May. He used his cane until about th.r first

of December. -./it in a short time after his injuries on April

12, 1955, and in late J4ay or June he drove a trc.ctor where

his son worked in Rosella, Illinois. He worked six or seven

hours of an afternoon about five days in fey, 1955, and 100

hours at $1.00 an iiour in June, 1955 at the Tom Hogan farm.

He stated thr.t he did no work on foot. He went to Longton,

Kansas in July and worked about 2X) hours there in November

and December, earning about £200, at the rate of £1.00 an
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hour. There he did some painting where he was able to alt

down, and tried to do so:.-* spading which he stated .are h'-ai

a lot of pain. The employer gave him rest periods, and the

job on which he was working was finally conpletod. He teati-

fied that his work terminated because the job MM finished.

He testified that he had not worked for wages since Christmas,

1955 » and that he had not done anything except feed a doaea

chickens. He did not testify thrt he could not work.

The attending physician testified tha there was a

chip fracture of the heel bone and a hematoma or blood clot

and thiot he put the foot in a cast and applied a walking

callpher to give plaintiff some relief frora the pain and to

enable hia to jet about better. He examined plaintiff ap-

proxiiaately one year after the accident and found ttet ths

foot was still painful, sensitive and tender, determining

this by palpation. He was asked this question:

"Q, Based u;x>n your diagnosis and
treatment of Mr. Olan Black do you have
an opinion as to wiv t his condition will
be in the future?

km One has to hold his opinion
guarded because of the extent of the in-

jury that was done to the x>ft tissue.
It is difficult to volunteer to wfaat ex-

tent because of the length of tine it

took hixa tc get well and he is not well
now. We do not know it is his foot and
he has to bear the weight of his body on
it, and damaged tissue is repaired by
scar tissue, and scar tissue can be pain-
ful in any part of the bo ay, and parti-
cularly on the foot it racy give pain for

{ears and ve pain the rest of his
ife, o;t the other hand it may entirely
o away.

Q. How soon?
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A. There is no way of tell in -. It ii
already a year's time and it Is still pain-
ful, I co!.ldn*t ~ay. M

The evidence do s not sustain the amount of the

Verdict In this ca e. If the plaintiff shall within fifteen

days remit the sum of $3,000, Judgment in the sum of $7500

will be affirmed. If the plaintiff does not 30 remit, the

judgment will be reversed and the cause remanded for a new

trial*

Dove, ?. J. Concurs Affirmed on remittitur.
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MM /I STRICT

PAUL V. WUNDER WHKWA.W TKRM, A. T>. 19
Clerk Appeilattt Court Second DUilfet

W0PL8 OF -•• ILL; CIS,
•at rel. JOHN J. Y # Etc.

?1 sin ti ff-Appe llee ,

*•

refend«nt-Apr*llent<

13 I.A^13 5
Appeal from

County Court

DuPbcjs County

This Is an application, In the County 0©urt of DuPege

County, for en order of Judgment against snd for sale of cer-

tain reel estate in DuPe^e County for real estate taxes for the

years 1946 - 1954, inclusive, by the People of the F-tete of

lllnoks cm the relet! on of John J. Kelly, County »'r«aaurer and

ex-of fl clo County Collector of DuPa^e County, plaintiff-

lies, to which the Avery Coonley School, e corporation not

for profit, defendant-appellant, filed objections, based upoo

the oontontion that, under the applicpble prov* sio s of the Con-

stitution and Statutes, the re*l estate was exempt from taxation

because it was used for eel- ones.

The esatter ess -eerd in the Trial Court on a stipulsted

statement of facts. Ihe total taxes involved are #5982.78. She
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el Court sustained the objections with reference to the

R»so89:'.)ent on the land itself but overruled the ob.'ec'ione

with reapeot to the assessments on Ital Improvewen ta on the

land involved* An Order wee entered that the aeeessaent aa

to the land be eooted end the tar.ee be revlaed, ree««eesed, end

reduced In the ?aenner set out In the order, end that the Counts;

Coll«otor iaaue revlaed tax billa pursuant thereto* The Avery

Coonley School, the defendant, appeala. iliere i'.e no cross

aproal by the People etc., the plaintiff* fhe appeal ia eub-

nit ted on an agreed statement of facta*

Under "'action 75 of the Civil Practice Act, c:i. 110 .

..*-. ».
!

'"*.
MBttl P fi*'» 7^ « — M (D appeals *11 bo

taVren •••irectly to the Supraoe Court mm (b) in all oeeos re-

lating to revenue, mm *, I r, thia case the plain t? ff-appellee,

e reco ;•-.*. zed authority of the $t*ww« or ©r>e of its pel eel

aubdiviaiona authorised by law to asaeas or collect taxes, is

attawpfcing to proc«od under the law, and questions have erlsen

between thet authority Hftd the party fro» whon the taxea era

demanded, the defendnnt-eppollent* The case, therefore, relatea

to revenue* pr-.OPLS ex rel, IV l-LYKR v. et el* (1940) 575

111. 72s U. ex rel* i .;M4 v. B. and 0. -.* : . CO* (1942) 579

111. 545 X Tuwfr C- :.- g 3U et el. v* »- . . et el. (1950)

406 111. 115} Cf. jj 5
v. j

•;; et si* (1962) 415 111. 582.

The oaae w*a wrongly ap:>ealed to the /-p->ellate Court,

t:»e sprj« el should have been taken directly to the Supreiaa

Court, end it ia our duty, on our own ruction, neither party

having moved to tranefer, to transfer the caae and appeal to the

Suprene Court an.1 to direct the Clerk to transact the transcript

- 2 -
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and all fllaa therein with fcha order of tr«nafar to tha Clark

of tha wupreaa Court I C4, U0> ?•* «-._^u._ ,
S,t A^, PTi

Hi

?hla caa© an<i thJa sp r>ei»l la, acftordlnglj, trima-

farrod to tlvei r'uprax* Court of Illinoia, and an ordar of tr*na«

far ia an tared oontatapore aoualy »3 th tha fllin;: of thla

opinion*

m COURT

Oi ILLINOIS.

IJ^UaaA^C
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PAUL V. WUNDER
Clerk Appellate Court Second District

IK THE

k? | COURT OF I LI,I I 018

SKCQf TtlCT

OCTOfltt TERM, A. D. 1956

Asend* It. M

13 I.a!^169
J. P, c Minor, by CLIF-

, hi* father and
next friend.

vs,

BOOH! W. WIL'I'O,

Pie Int 1 ff-Appe Ilea , )

Pefendant-Apoeliar„t, j

)

••1 fron

Cirouit Court

Kane Courty.

JL

CROW, J.

s is fin ep;,«al fron e Ju k entered upon a

verdict T&v ,10,000.00 in en sut! mobile perso al Injury esse in

favor or tha plei t'ff, T. eimrt, minor, a: st

tr.e dare
:

da t uoger *, ffillir.g, another ajinor, The ;ri*l Court

:ed wrtio e for Judgment notwlthsts ding the verdict and for

a raw trial*

rne potion arose o ;t of a collision between a car driven

by the plaintiff, s minor, and e cer driven by the defends :t,

.;er « Willing, also » minor, on a macadam or blaok top country

road lmown as iop s Road, Kane Gouty, about 11*00 p.m., 'eb-

ruary 28, 1953. -he defendant's car was being driven in a

•utterly direction ad bu it cams ove crest of a hill It

a oar driven by the y Iff going In the opposite, or

northerly, direction collided.
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David Kesten, who was a peaaenger in the oar driven

by ' avid J. lie inert, the plaintiff in tha eaaa before »oa # had,

as plaintiff, also filed e separata euit again*t ^avid J. ueinert

and -ioger W. Willing, as defendnts, o erging ert with wilful

and wanton misconduct, and charging frilling witb ne^ligeuoe, and

al aging various personal injuries to the pleir tif f therein,

David Kaatan. She two aulta, fcAo'frri v. V.

'

.. et f-\ n , and

MM present su.lt, .i'-.i ':•:">: et^ al , v. - .: . war?- consolidated

for trial, on >ieinart*a motion*

The complaint in this present ault, R::i:gP.T at al. v.

Wi. V X '

;

<? . consisted of three counts, Count I being the claim of tha

plaintiff, Pevi-i «J. *iaert, against the defendant Ftoger W. illir.g,

-'i'lng general negligence , operating at a speed greater than rea-

sonable and proper, and which ertdargered persona and property in and

upon the nig'-.way, not keeping a proper lookout, not ;iving audible

warning with a horn or other device, driving 011 the left half of

the reaci, end causing hia car to collide with the c ' ven by the

plaintiff Rs inert when such could have been avoided by reasonable

C8re by the defendant Willing, alle 1 due care by the plri:tiff,

and alleging as « proxtMsti result of the def>>ndpnt *a -.t-V.genw

various personal injuries j Count IT being the oleim of another orig-

inal plaintiff, X*ou inne Norton, another- paasenger in the : -:>inert

oar, against the defendant Willing, oh rL.ing the same ne ligenoej

and Count III being a claim of another original plaintiff, Donna

DeBoor, as owner of the heinert car, a- alnst the defendant billing,

for damages to her car, charging the sans nagligenoe. Count I by

tha -,tif David J. Reinort is the only watr.er involved in this

apoeal. The defendant's answer denied 11 alleged :e 1 -ice and

denied the exercise of due oere by the plaintiff. fas cipal
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iries claimed by tne plaint' ff, as It developed 1;; the evldeoa,

wero an aggravation and recurrence of an ulcer, which the plain-

tiff had previously had and from whloh ha'rt evidently recovered

ao .:/» few years before, the ultimate loss of oar tain teeth, for which

he had to thereafter ft*v* e partial plato, aor^a lacerations, and

shock, and the plslntlff*a oleiried out-of-pooket exner sea were

about $800,00.

In tho two consolidated oases, •
' T et * 1. v. ,

the present esse, and KM>TZV v. ttil'.. [ et s^ . fcha ot *r esse,

there were, in addition to the v?»rdiot and Judgijenfc for the plain-

tiff, David J. iiainert, for $10,000.00, will oh Is involved on this

•ypMlf • verdict and judg.v«r.t in favor of the plaintiff PeBoer in

t EM MM of 4225.00, a verdict and judg;asr«t in f*vor of tha plain-

tiff Lou Anne Morion, in the sum of #400.00, and a verdict and Judg-

roent in fevor of the plaintiff, Bevid Kasten,for >25, 000.00, all

egeinat the defendant i«illi^, -hoae ot-*p Judgments liave been aat-

isfled and sre not at all involved here. fttffftal J. Reiner t, the re-

gaining plaintiff in the present suit, who was * lso one of the de-

fendants in the other case, .'*/;'-
:.''.v

: v. WIL II-. at el.
,

, was found not

guilty as to the claim of the plaintiff David Kasten in that other

suit.

The defendant-appellant, ^oger W. Willing urea these

clsisod errors J (1) the consolidation of the two cases for trial;

(2) the giving of oertsin instructions offered by Heinertj (3) la-

proper and prejudicial evidence admitted by the Court} Bn' (4) preju-

dicial and improper arguments made by counsel for the plaintiff

..einert here and counsel for the pl?.intlff Hasten in &£':*.]' v.

'

.

I
(\ et 6\»

As to the consolidetion for trial of the two esses,

i et si. v. /- I/O . this suit, and .,«:', , v. -.- : at si. .
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the other suit, the only reference, we can find or, that U the ab-
stract or additional abstract .re that on February 19. 1954, on e

hearing of .^inert'. motion to Ml l||HHt< ,nd aiW „rjUrmntt§

an order wa. entered reserving the ruling until the ti~o of p*.
trial, ani then on October 3, Ml, there wee an order entered con-
soliciting the MMI for the purpoaea of trial. *m ia nothing
in thoae reference, to indicate any objection made at Mm tin. by
the defendant Willing to fee propoeed consolidation. Although he

••y. in hia brief that thla waa over hie objection he doe. not point
out any place in the abstract or record where auoh objection U noted,
and we will not search the record for alleged error. Nor does he
refer ua to any oe.es on the point. Under Gii^U^i^i^,^^^^,

.
l95S t par. B. action, ending in the aa^e court tf, be cor. oli dated]
es an aid to convenience, whenever it e«n be done without prejudice
to a aubetantial right. Ml U . matter rating largely in the
sound Judicial discretion of the trial court* OSWALD v. | JJ
Wilimrt

.Ml (1»6) 283 HI. App. 86, MgMjtt *1. t. COIPTT
&'• TA^^ <1914) 264 111. 172, W . &&K •/*/ , * «

v^ILL. C, C. .{ gfr (1943) 383 111. 57; j^ffl g T . gg --. .^
•^1 ^°' et *» (1 *39

> S™ »*• 20. Se perceive no al.uae of Judic-
ial ai.orefcion in the order Of consolidation for trial, ft* that.
Of course, doe. not change the ft«itssn,Ul r1 rhts of the portloo. or
Iks applic,bla substantive or oroc*dural law, or Ms, :•«!*, « eTl .
oence, or the rule, aa to inductions. And, after eon.olid.tlon for
trial, the seoooe «. t . a., .Iwaya, be conducted in such a way as to
avoid prejudice to the substantial right, of the parties.

The plaintiff ft*MH testified substsr.tially a . follow.,
«o far a. now »tarmi he, Kelnort, with hia two passengers,
Hasten and Mrto^ in the back seat, wa. driving hi. sister*.
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DeSoto automobile, I r
. \ weo lr .;cod ,aDc'.- : c»l M o , In a

northerly direction, with hla li^ta on, about lii50 p.ra, , about

»5 ra.p.h,, his spued ^.eereEslng, or* Moppe hoad, in tha east lana

of traffic, going up the south side of a hill, ne ha travellsd

it before, knew the type of road It wae, the aurfaoe was flat, but

the road was hilly, aVt one point he said he did not recall whether

he was travelling in the oer.ter or not, lie saw tm» defendant

killing's car lights (thai la »1I he ooulxi see) e» it pp;>roac:i#d

frons the north 50 to 100 feet sway as it case to the crost of the

hill. He estimated, la the saoniar.t he httc fcr observation, that

filling's speed was 65 m,p»h, fat HLllSJttj car, he said, was In

Keiuerfc 1 * east or north bound lane tai directly in fro::t ftf him,

iert ersraped his steering wheel to the right, though he did not

recall his $•? ch^ging direction, and immediately, not aore than

a second after he*d seen •illi.ng's lights, the iwpact •* the two

automobiles took place, about 50 feet south of the crest. There

was no oantsr line BBttfttfl in the road. It wea • --sold, irf ftl g'-t

,

with no ice or snow, 3e did not. blow his horn, There la wore than

enongh room for two cars to pas a on. the highway, tftwj next day he

observed a greaay spot on the road about 8 feet in from the east

shoulder in front of where his car nsd stopped after the collision,

about 50 feet south of the ersst.

One passenger in the * v*?inert car, Kesten, contradicted

Reinert, to sos» esW;;t, testifying that Just before the collision

iveinert car waa about 1 foot or so over, or west, oi the center

of the road. He also sale ^sinert swerved to the right, the da-

tastast killing's oar was tartly, but not entirely, in the northbound

lane, and the collision occurred in the northbound lane, Ke3ten

was riding in the rear seat of the hainert car, on the right, or

- 5 -
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ea?t, or ewjftolsal tftaaoe Kpat«a ggftd tne - ©inert car, at MM f of

tho impact, w»s completely in the east or northbound lane ©f

traffic. ?** M« Mi llghte of the Killing ««r ooadrg right at

Mseaaj m could not, however, lie said, see the road, - he was lying
down at the ttflee lie had no opinion aa to Hilling's apeod. Tho

***** passenger, K orton, who was «lao in Mm back aeat, at first

MU that ©inert was on the right side or the rood in the direc-

tion he to* ;,oing, Msl MM SOirig aboul 35 *.p #h., but she then

later said the first thing she ?-eao after* la the impact, she

did not aee the other car Wore, and she does not knoe how feet,

or on what part of tm roMl, ;ie inert was driving.

The defendant Willing testified, substantially, ao far

*s now aeteriol, that he was travelling 40 to 45 zs.p.h., about,

as ha reached kaal top of the hill, proceeding southerly, Mjtf tho

Seinert 0«*f prooeefling northerly, was straddling the eenter (or
he believes it wsb) IM ha first saw it, so** 5 or 6 feet sway,
(ha tevtae *«*« its lights few acre feet *wey>, he did not sound
bis hem, or «pply his brakes, he hed driven the road . f9w alaaM
before and knew he couldn't see a car until ha practically reached

• top of tho hill, Mad he, hlaooir. as he tea* up the bill and at

the r.oP of the hill sight hove been I foot or ao over the oenter but
not much farther, the road was about is feet wld€ , t 6h§ creat ^
the hill, there was no oenter line, he Ml not aee 'lUlU swerve
to the right, and tho Willi,g oar was in ,:ood operating condition.

There were three peasengera in the filing Mr, -acDftaiel,

Ounce, end Johnson. McD*niel»s testimony was of no particular

•iSnificance. rtanoo, who was in the front sect, toctlfiod: HbOl the

•illing oar waa OO tie right side of U» road travelling south, go-

.
about 55-40 iup.h., that tho collision occurred south of tho

- 6 -





crest of the hill, end she did not see the ot;ier oar before too

collision* Johnson, who was in the back seat, testified that tha

road was * narrow blr cktop, etout 12& ft. wid© at tha era at of tha

hill, with loose gravel extending to tha si«et, and with a ralaad

center, Willing was E oii 9«4 40 sup.h., on tha right hand alda

of the road, the headlights of ihe R«lnorfc C8r Wflpe dlPoetly ln

front, It was on tha wrong alda ("our" alda) of tha road, j* s tha

center, - that's where the Koinert lighta ware, hut he could aot

*•• the car, though in a sta tenon t a few days after the collision

he'd said he did not toow whothor Willing was on the wrong side of

the road or Heine rt was on the wron^ aide.

The cars were eboufe 120 feet or so ?pert after the

collision, the Keinert car being pertly on the east shoulder and

partly on the east slda of the road, and the Willing oar being

substantially in the alddle of the road facing south eastwerdly.

There was, accordine to the witness, Paul Ellison, a S t*te Police-

man, at the scene afterwards, so*** scarred debris in the north-
bound lane close to the center of the road, (one or wore other

witnesses placing the debris, however, »ore in the ©enter of the

highway, others more to tha east), about 50 feet south of tha

crest of the hill, to the left front of whet- the "einert car
was stopped after the impact*

We will not attempt to susamariae the rest of thr evi-
dence *ed by the plaintiff aafl the defendant, of which there
was considerable, including that of Paul Ellison, I Police-
man, at the scene afterwards, IMja ster.hwll and Albert Marshall,

passeraby, at the scene efterwnrds, a number of photorrapha, a great
deal or medical and dental testimony, aajj <r.^ tvUtmm elating
to clai^d demagwa, and Carl feeler and -onala rrocha«ka, also paaaers-
by, at the scene afterwards, Enough has been act forth to aey that
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we believe, had Ma jury been properly lnatructed, md there
no other :,,.ter,;.«l IfflT, Mm was rm '•«,» c ; fa* on «** t hay
could properly have found for the plaintiff, but the rltfiw .. to
lability, ol«l«id negligence of Miliar., and *| •

• M • *
•<ti#MMt or freedom therefrom of Reinert, aaa cloaely and ah.-ply
conceded, and it ,M particularly Important and .noeaaaaiy, under
Uam llriMiftlMM, that DM inactions be accurate and not have
• tendency to mislead the jury: C^ :p v « e1.^
(imj ise m. App . fclJ ,_ : | v . ZffICK {1939) 299 I1U /pr# 55a;

BfigJd Bg| (1933) 549 111. fee* 869.

dM of the instructions offered by Reinert, the regain-
LSS pl«ia&iff in thia suit an **»*•** in the **» sult, ftiid
riven, ,»*, liMc^ or ^ up***. >solely , Q ^ ^^ ^ §-^
or solely to the other suit, and it aruat be renumbered that the
oth r Ml or Be*** «**»«* Willing a* RfttiMWt waa, by consolida-
tion for trial on la****** *otion, hsing tried , be Ida. *m, iB.
volving the aaM6 auto^ooiles, and che eaa» essential facta, but wi ,h

'iffbrant plaintiff, mi wisb l^j fc,^ . defe,d , ilt (tlfcft |M|p
lng> there baft a plaintiff here. *» complaint here in thia call had
•IfetflttflM of negligence r ?, .« kfa, defendant Willing and fraedon
fro. contributory ttftt—,t by the plaintiff Keinert. *» coanlrint
in the Cbbc* suit by Saaten necessarily nao to onerge ignore «»
wilful and wanton misconduct, and r*eS ligonce against Willing.

One of the instruction offered and gfea* or. behalf of
Keinert, a WWart in the attar suit and a plaintiff hare U tola
suit, was as olloea:
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i» Court lew tructa the Jury that there was In
~ee and effect, »t the tlTse or the sacl -

dent la question on February 88, 1953, a Statute
of the o" i'ilir.O'S, v.\ich provides as
follows i

1 8C no peraon riding in * motor vchiele as a
guest, without payment for such ride ••• s all
have a cuuso of action for damages against the dr'ver
or operator of such motor Vtsl .cle ••• unless such
accident snail have been c fused by the wilful and
wanton misconduct oi U«e driver or operator of
suoh motor vehicle «•• and unless such wilful and
wenton i*aOoslu#t eonur^buted to th^- It.tury, £eath
or loss for which the action is brought.

You are further instructed that, if under the |t«-
ponder-isace of the evidence sjtsfl t:« tlltonllsM of
the ^ourt, that yo find the defendant, David J.

iaert, was not gollty of wilful and M mis-
conduct in the oporetibn of his motor vehicle just
bei'orr «nd at the ti e of klM collision, khon ^ou
should find the defendant, David J # Heirtert, not
PtllfejTe

David «*• ^oinerfc, being the driver or operator of r,hm

northbound vehicle * and Ksaten being a guest therein, an instruction

of that general type, under Cii
B_
95£ 1- ...» '}:.-.. :- :s t , 1955, sar

ff

„$Qa« would nave not been improper in, but only in, and only appli-

cable to tin other auit of j&gjg| v ». »>' -1 •> «flg ' ' In which

fleinart was oiie of the defendants, ana only applicable to Kasten'a

claim against lieinert* &ut thai auit «as being tried not by itself

, upon consolidation on Heine rt's saotion, with this present suit

of "- -',
''-

,

::T e ^ ai « v* *'
,

-• •- 1
' :

-'
:

'..' « *?* which Reiner t was one (and the only

now remaining) plwintiff. «ueh an instruction, of course, wouK not,

as an independent matter, have been proper in, and wss wholly in-

applicable and unrelated to, this prose,it suit m issues serein*

Heine rt' a freedom from, or £ullt of, contributory n* 11 «nce was sn

important, closely contested, issue In this present auit or which the

evidence was conflicting in some material respects. His rlleged

- 9 -
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wilful en wanton conduct, or the absence thereof, had nothing to

do with that iaaue or with this present suit, however important it

was in the ot er suit. To tell the jury, without making it strict-

ly and clearly applicable only to the other case of KASTEF? v.

WILLI!.G et a],, and only to Kasten's claim against Reinert, that

if Reinert was not guilty of wilful and wanton misconduct then he

should be found not guilty, ana to let the jury determine, without

further guidance, how and to which suit and with or without what

limitations the instruction shall be applied, was, under the partic-

ular circumstances here presented, erroneous, misleading and prejudic-

ial to the defendant Willing in the present suit, The jury might well

have obtained the impression and believed (though erroneously, of

course) that unless David J. Reinert in his capacity as a defendant

in the other suit was guilty of wilful and wanton misconduct he

should be found not guilty of contribu tory negligence in his capacity

as e plaintiff in this present suit, and if not guilty of wilful

and wanton misconduct there he was not guilty of contributory neg-

ligence here. He could, of course, have been not guilty of wilful

and wanton misconduot as a defendant in the other suit and yet have

been guilty of contributory negligence as a plaintiff in this pres-

ent suit, negligence and wilful and wanton conduct being two dif-

ferent things, but the distinction between the two things is not

always understood by an averege jury and neither this or any other

instruction endeavored to explain the difference or the inapplicabil-

ity of the jury's finding on the issue of Reinert's claiiied wilful

and wanton conduct there to the issue of ^einert's claimed contrib-

utory negligence here: EKZ^SK v. P^ICO et sl
t
MqsqI 301 111,

App. 408. The plaintiff refers us to no case where such en instruc-

- 10 -
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tion has bean given end approved under -inller circumstanosa.

The /ollowing four additional ins ructions Mr> also iv-

en, as requested by the plsintiff Relnertl

"On the d*.te of the collision there was in full foroe
and effect and operation s certain Statute of the
Stat© of Jili oia, which provided and provides, among
other things, that every motor vehicle, when operated
upon a highway shall be equipped with a horn in good
working order and capable of emitting sound audible
under normal conditions from a distance of not less
than 200 feet and that the driver of a motor vehicle
shall when reasonably necesacry to insure safe opera-
tion give audible warning with his horn,"

"Vc\< 6r- instructed that the statutes of the Ststo
of Illinois imposes no restrictions on the rate of speed
by miles per hour of motor vehicles outside the limits
of any city,' villEf;e, or incorporated town, but provides
that no person -lr:- vir.r; v-ahicle on any public highway
In the State, shall do so at a speed ^rector fctaa is
reasonable and proper, having regard to the traffic find
use of MM ft«9 or so as to endanger the life or limb or
injure the property of any person."

•?h© Court instructs the Jury that there was in full
force znd ef «ot and operation, p certc-ln ^tstute in
the s tafee of Illinois, which provided and provides,
among other things, as follows*

•Upon ell roadways of sufficient width, e vehicle shall
be driven upon t*ie right half of the roadway, » *

"The Court instructs the jury tart there was in full
force and e fleet in the State of Illinois at the time
of the collision in question, e Statute which provided
that no person shall drive e vehicle of the first
division upoii Htf publio highway in this State, at •
speed greater than is reasoru ble and oroper, hsving
regard to the traffic and use of the way, or so as to
endanger the life' or ll^b or injure the oroperty of
any person*

The Court furt:xer Ir.s tracts the Jury that the auto-
mobile driven by Ho^er W* Willing an 5 the automobile
driven by i avid J. "einert at the ti?* of the oollisi
involved herein, were ve ioles of the first division,"

- 11 -





All or those refer to pert* of the Uniform Act Kegulatinc

fMffii on Highway, i CM. 96* I >. S:/TS
B | iq56 . nBr

^ ?P, ff _

The firat, re luting to © horn, refera to C i. 95»
, t I ' . .,.

• •. - -/ -yJm

l?S$t ?«*> g3£.» It omits p part of the statute to the effect that

no horn shall emit an unreasonable loud or harah sound, and per t

thereof to the effeot the driver shall not otherwiae use such bom
wien upon a highway. We believe there was .cant, if any, evidenoe

that the defendant »ilUng»s not sounding his horn we. a proximate
cause of the injuries here concerned or that dol-,; so was reeson-
ably necessary under the eiroums eneas here to insure safe operation,
to which H» instruction oould have been applicable. W* consider it
erroneous, however, priaarily for other reasons, though tho fore-
going are factors to be given so;* consideration and strengthen our
co elusion. The second and fourth, relating to speed, refer to

flia 9fa mytmjm^MSmhu *m* **** 1««- They are, to substanoa,

repetitious and duplice tions, and if either was proper there waa no
necessity for the ofcer, *e believe -here was scant credible evi-
dence of m unren.onable and improper speed, under the circus* tanoas,

the defendant killing's car to Shich the instructions could have
been applicable, though we would not be inclined to consider the.
erroneous or, • | lee.t, reversible error for that reason alone, but
such is a factor bo be H»U «tf strengthens our co-eluaion
wen we believe, as we do, they ere erroneous rri-arily for other
reasons. The hird, relating to driving on the rL*ht half of the road,

ref6ra t0 PHt 95a-. ILL, jk.v. :.-«•., 1955. nar. 151 . but fails to re-

fer to jjer f 152, immediately following, reifying to passing vehicles

proceeding in opposite directions, which would seen to be equally

apposite, to the effect that drivers of wehicles proceeding in

opposite directions, except cs provided in par. 151, shall pass

- 12 -
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••eh other to the right end upon roadways having width for not

more then one line of traffic In eeah direction eeoh driver s'sll

give to the oter et least one -half of th» main travelled portion

of the roadway m nearly ea possible

.

TJnder CH t HQ t ILL, , . . .y^.. 1JfiS , ^^ fi7> fch# Coupt

shall give instructions to the jury only as to the lew of the csee.

elr object is to give information to the Jury concerning the

law of the case, sppliceble to the facta of the case, for irradiate

application to the subject matter before the Jury* T\\ m

Jury Inst., Vol. 1, p. 107. A purely abstract •*•«•»* of lew in

an Instruction, •*•* if theoretically correct, end applicable to th«

fficts, is »m If It has a tendency to mislead, and the Court may

pro ea i3 conclude tmn mi km*» »« m ila *w* i kMato aj •.-.-.*-

lead in a case whern the Jury had sharply conflicting •vid.noe to

weigh. It is the function of instructions to give to the Jury rules

of law which &r<s applicable to the evidence, and to mate the appli-

cation so that the Jury may understand the repletion of the rules to

the evidence I j&Mm V. SP.-:r GBR (1901) 192 111. 270; ;:y 9t al

v t ,

.P/iL^R et a^ (1919) Mf 111. 42; B JRKK v. 2WTGK . supra;

WBBESW* 111. Jury Inst., V 1. 1, p . 19 - 22.

Violations, by acts or omissions, of various parts of

the *otor vehicles Act, if proved, ere not negligence (or contrib-

utory negligence) ^r se: li-rim v. ZXlCK
r supra; a mere failure to

perform a statutory duty is not necessarily neligence, - It may be

negligence if fill the oircuaatencea under which it occurs indies tea
a neglect of dutyi BKgggj efc «« v> MSJKTS UJMB£;; C0

f (1929) 25S

111. ApP . 107; the violation of a statute, if proved, is only one of

the facts and ciroumstances to be considered In determining whether

the party is guilty of negligence, or contributory negligence, and,

- 15 -
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In addition. If it be negligence or contributory negligence, such

must be found to have proximately contributed to the injury, be-

fore it has any significance l KILLiJR v. HTKCH (1929) 254 Til. App.

387.

In ffTJhKK v. ZfrlCK . suprs, where the proof bearing upon

liability wfia conflicting, and the matter was viewed ea close upon

the question of liability, an instruction relating to another aeo-

tion of the Motor chicles Act, in substantially similar form to

the four above Reiner t instructions given here, was held to be an

abstract legal proposition, not by its terras made applicable to the

facts, and, as such, liable to confuse the Jury* I " T
, A;, et al.

v.. ;a .•^••;d•, ItLERS I',C« et al, (1941) 309 111. App . 154, an instruc-

tion in the itttgvflgl of *,he statute of the regulations of the tfotor

Vehicle Act under the charges of negligence was held not to be

erroneous where followed by instructions MJlIilj application thereof

to the facts in the case, - which wss not done here. In WKVER v^

fc flggg (1^*2) 264 111. App# 556, Instructions quoting different

sections of the statute under the Motor Vehicle Act as abstract

propositions of law without applying them to the facts In the case

were held to be erroneous, but not reversible error, where there was

no conflict in the evidence as to the liability of the defendant and

he could not hstv^ been harmed by the instructions, which are quite

dAf'erent circumstances than &9 are presented here. In ^ I or al.

y. I-:-' OSfr/LK et si. (1955) 8 111. App. (2) 88, a case referred to by

the plaintiff here, we found no objeotion to an Instruction relating

to driving on the right half of the road, - the subject dealt with

by the I iird of the foregoing refer ed to instructions in this case,

- because it clenrly set out that the Jury la order to h©15 the de-

- 14 -
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fe dent gull y was required to find not only that he felled to

stay on his half of the highway but also that sueh conduct, if rny,

was negligent, and directly caused the plaintiff's injuries, and

the plaintiffs were using ordinary care at the tine. Sueh la

quite In contrast with the forra of the foregoing Instruction on

that subject here given.

We are not unaware of other cases to the effect that an

instruction reciting a portion of the Motor Vehicle statute is

not erroneous, - because laying down the law In the words of the

law itself ought not to be pronounced error* ftATESVO ", IMF fit

al« (1927) 246 lilt App. 425J that an instruction merely stating a

rule of law under the Motor Vehicle Act is not, in itself, ground

for reversal: B/': ABUSE v. C/Li
j
.10 (1933) 270 111. App. 57; that

the general rule is that ordinarily en instruction In the language

of the statute nay be regarded as sufficient where it cennot reason-

ably be said, because of the circumstances and other instructions,

that the Jury were misled t Vffl MKTK.i . G g et rl, (1926) 240

111. App. 165; and that an instruction stating the law in the languege

of the statute and applicable to the facts is not erroneous! CC

v, 3 et al. (1941) 310 111. App. 371. but we believe them in-
«^—w^-i i mi .ii. aewesss)——»

s

applicable to the particular circttmstences of the esse at bar.

Those four foregoing lag tructions here given ere sll purely

abstract statements of law, and, under the particular circumstances

here presented, have i tendency to mislead end confuse the Jury, -

whatever their consequences end effect raey have been under other cir-

sumater.ces. Assuming the rules of law therein to be applicable to the

evidfc.ee, the ins tractions do not aake the implication thereto. Vhe

Jury may have erroneously concluded and inferred that the Judge

- 16 -
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thought th« facta stated therein on which the proposition! were

necessarily baaed had been proved. They lr.ferentially iaply that a

conclusion of negligence follows or siay follow therefrom, - th*

propositions merely hanging suapended, so to apeak, for the Jury

to conjure about.

The defendant conplains of certain other ine tractions

but we do not believe ti will be neoeaaary for us to raeke any com-

ment on them. ?Jor need we peas on the other clri.-ed errors con-

cerning allegedly improper and prejudicial evidence, end allegedly

prejudicial and improper arguments of counsel. If there were error

In any of those respects such will probably not recur on a new

trial.

i'he judgoumt is reversed and the cause ren&nded for a

new trial*

RBV1 D and RE A tee.
Dove, p.j. concurs

Ww^
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indlvidually i.s too narrow to permit Its highest development

for commercial or for residential purposes; together the

two parcels permit the highest nse of each. In the summer

and fall of 195/j. Riley requested counterplalntlf f to sell

parcel B In conjunction with a sale by Riley of parcel A,

and represented to counterplaintlff that he, Riley, was

unable to sell parcel A separate and apart from parcel B;

following a request by Riley, he and defendant Haliday

came to counterplaintlff ' s home and then and there

represented .to counterplaintlff that Haliday was a

developer and builder with wide experience in residential

subdivisions and Interested In acquiring parcels A and B for

subdivision and residential development; that Riley's sole

position and Interest In the transaction was that of a

prospective vendor or seller of parcel A; that he and

Haliday were dealing at arm's length with each other

and their interests as seller and purchaser were the usual

adverse interests of parties in such a transaction; that

it would cost a great deal of money to develop either or

both parcels, and he, Riley, did not have the money

necessary for such a purpose; that Haliday had the money

required; that Riley intended to sell parcel A and move

to Arizona if counterplaintlff would agree to sell parcel

B; that Riley had agreed to sell parcel A for §12,500;

that the final offer of HaMdaytobuy parcel B for $20,000

was more for parcel B than the price of $12,500 at which

Riley had agreed to sell parcel A; that Riley knew of no
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one else willing to pay as muchaa Hj.11day' r offer for

parcel B or for both parcels together; each of the fore-

going representations were false and untrue and known

by Riley and Hallday at the time to be false and untrue;

Hallday was In truth and fact acting as nominee for

Riley In a scheme to corrupt a legitimate source of

information of counterplalntiff , namely defendant Hallday,

and to thereby Induce counterplalntiff by false pretenses

to sell parcel B at a price far below Its actual value; in

truth and fact Riley was not Interested In and did not

Intend to sell parcel A to Hallday; Hallday was not a

builder or developer and had never done such work, but was

merely a nominee to acquire parcel B for Riley and was not

Interested In buying either parcel on his own account; Riley

knew parcel B was worth at least four times $20,000 by

reason of negotiations he was then conducting to sell

parcels A and B to others than Hallday; Riley's only

interest and position in the transation was that of

purchaser of parcel B from counterplalntiff, not that of

vendor of parcel A; Riley was in collaboration with

Hallday and not dealing at arm's length with him; Riley

had no. intent to sell or grant Hallday a bona fide option

to buy parcel A for $12,500, nor to move to Arizona;

counterplalntiff was uninformed as to the true value of

parcel B and had no knowledge as to its worth; believing

Riley to be Interested only In selling parcel A, and In

reliance upon the false representations and pretenses
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of defendants, counterplalntlff executed an option In

favor of Hall day granting Hallday the right to purchase

parcel B for $20,000, a price which counterplalntlff, believing

and relying on defendants' false representations set forth

above, then thought represented the true value of the

property, but which price was in truth far below the true

value of parcel B. In February 1955. while counterplalntlff

was in Florida, Hallday exercised the option and purchased

parcel B from counterplalntlff at a price of $20,000; the

sale of parcel B through Hallday to Riley was completed

for counterplalntlff by his attorneys while counterplalntlff

was still In Florida, at which time counterplalntlff still

had no knowledge or information as to the full and true

value of parcel B, of the true relationship between Hallday

and Riley, or of the falsity of any of the other repre-

sentations made to him by Riley and Hallday. By means

of the foregoing fraudulent scheme and misrepresentations,

Riley and Hallday have obtained parcel B at a price far

below Its actual value, and almost immediately thereafter

resold the same for Riley's benefit at a profit exceeding

$50>000; by reason of the foregoing scheme and pretenses

and fraud, counterplalntlff was Induced to forego an

independent investigation of the true value of parcel B,

and did not at or near the time of granting the aforesaid

option to Hallday obtain an Independent appraisal of its

value; had counterplalntlff been aware of the true posi-

tions and Interests of both Riley and Hallday in the trans-
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action, and of the falsity of their other pretenses,

counterplalntlff would not have granted the option to

Hallday, would not have sold parcel B to Hallday at the

option or any other price, and would not have dealt with

either Riley or Hallday without first making an Independent

Investigation of the value of the property and obtaining

an Independent appraisal of Its value, by reason whereof

counterplalntlff has been injured in the amount of

$50,000.

Defendants 1 theory is that the relation of

counterplalntlff and defendants was "an ordinary buyer-

seller relationship governed by the rules of caveat emptor

and caveat vender , and any expressions of opinion as to

value are not only permissible but neither party relied

thereon, nor did they have the right to rely thereon nor are

such expressions of opinion as to value actionable." The

representations of defendants to counterplalntlff were

not merely an expression of opinion aa to the value of

counterplalntlff s property, but a misrepresentation of

facts alleged to be false and relied upon by counter-

plalntlff. They were designed to mislead counterplalntlff

as to the true value of his property and to deter him

from making an Independent Investigation as to such value.

Haiiday falsely posed as, and was falsely represented by

Riley to be a contractor and subdivider, dealing at arm's

length with Riley and buying parcel B at a price substantially

in excess of the price claimed as the selling price of
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parcel A, whereas In truth and fact Hallday was the nominee

of Riley, purchasing parcel B for him, to be thereafter

sold for the benefit of Riley and at a profit to him of

$50,000. This Is actionable fraud. Kenner v, Harding ,

85 111. 264, Sohwarz v. Reznlck, 257 111. b-7% Having

made the false representations for the purpose of inducing

counterplaintlff to act thereon, defendants cannot now

contend that counterplaintlff was not sufficiently careful

to discover the fraud perpetrated by defendants and prevent

Its accomplishment. Roda v. Berko, 401 111. 335.

The order appealed from Is reversed and the cause

is remanded to the trial court for further proceedings

in conformity with this opinion.

REVERSED AND REMANDED.

BURKE AND FRIEND, JJ. , CONCUR.
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FFIANCES SUCHER,

Appellee,

JOSEF NABENKOEGL, JR., Executor
of the Estate of JOSEPH RIBICH,
Deceased,

Appellant.

APPEAL FROM

CIRCUIT COURT

COOK COUNTY.

13 I.A^248

MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE NIEMEYER DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE
COURT.

Joseph Rlblch, herein called defendant, appealed

from an order denying his motion to open a Judgment by

confession for #4,375 and costs entered on a promissory note

for $3»900 payable to the order of plaintiff, a sister of

defendant's deceased wife.

The note was executed July 25, 1955; Judgment was

confessed September 20, 1955; on October 18, 1955 defendant

filed his written motion, supported by his affidavit, to

open the Judgment. In the affidavit defendant states that

hie wife died July 20, 1955; that shortly before her death and

at a time when she was Incompetent mentally to execute a will,

she executed a will in which she made a bequest of $5,000 to

plaintiff, her sieter; that the will was made at the insistence

of plaintiff and her two daughters; that defendant is 85 years

of age, and two days after the funeral of his wife, while he

was still mourning her loss, plaintiff and another person,

whom defendant did not know and whom he assumed was a friend,

but who in fact was an attorney, came to defendant's home;
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that the daughters of plaintiff delivered to defendant the

alleged will of his deceased wife and stated that he,

defendant, should pay to them, for their mother, the bequest

of $5,000 made in the will} that they, the daughters, would

accompany him to the bank to withdraw the fund to be delivered

by them to their mother; that defendant refused to go with

them to the bank and the daughters then and there stated

that defendant should execute a document then presented to

him by the lawyer as evidence of his obligation, because the

will of defendant's wife so stated; that defendant refused

to sign the document presented, but after receiving assurances

from the daughters and the lawyer, and having been told that

he was legally obligated to sign the document, and believing

the representations made to him, defendant signed the document;

that he did not know of the nature of the document at the

time he signed it, and was fraudulently and Improperly induced

to execute the note in the principal sum of $3,900 upon which

Judgment was entered; that he did not know and was not told

that the will of his wife would not be effective even if

properly executed and even if testatrix was of sound mind,

because of the fact that decedent* s property was held in Joint

tenancy with affiant and would therefore become defendant's

as her sole surviving spouse; that defendant was not indebted

to plaintiff in any sum whatever, nor did he receive anything

of value at the time of the execution and delivery of said

note or at any time prior to or subsequent to its execution

and delivery; that no good or valuable consideration existed
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for the note; that by reason of the advanced age and mental

condition of affiant, plaintiff and her representatives were

enabled to exercise undue influence over him and to procure

the execution of the note by fraudulent Inducement, duress

and undue. influence; that in consequence the note is void

and of no legal force or effect.

On November 7, 1955 count eraffldavlts of plaintiff,

her two daughters and the attorney who accompanied the

daughters to defendant's home, and the unsworn statement of

a friend who was present when the note was signed, were filed

by plaintiff. The allegations in these affidavits and the

unsworn statement tended to exculpate plaintiff, her daughters

and the lawyer from the charges of fraudulent inducement,

duress and undue influence made in defendant's affidavit, and

to show that defendant voluntarily executed the note in

fulfillment of his deoeased wife's intention to give something

to plaintiff for what plaintiff had done in taking care of

defendant's wife.

On May 29, 1956, on defendant's motion for a hearing

on his motion to vacate, a hearing was had and an order

entered that "the court having considered the affidavit in

support of such motion, and counter-affidavits filed herein,

* * * It is therefore ordered that the motion to open (the)

Judgment be and Is hereby denied." Defendant perfected his

appeal. Thereafter he died and the executor of his estate

was substituted as defendant and appellant herein. We shall

continue to refer to Rlblch as defendant.
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The opening of this Judgment is controlled by former

Rule 26 of the Supreme court, in force when the motion was

filed. This rule, so far as it is pertinent here, is as

follows:

"A motion to open a Judgment by confession
shall be supported by affidavit in the manner pro-
vided by rule 15 for summary Judgments, and if the
motion and affidavit discloses a prima facie defense
on the merits to the whole or a part of the plain-
tiff's demand, the court shall set such motion down
for hearing. The plaintiff may file counter affi-
davits. If, at the hearing upon such motion, it
shall appear that the defendant has a defense on the
merits to the whole or a part of the plaintiff's
demand and that he has been diligent in presenting
his motion to open such Judgment, the court shall
then sustain the motion either as to the whole of
the Judgment or as to such part thereof as to which
a good defense has been shown ***.

»

The purpose of the Supreme court in adopting this rule was to

clarify and simplify the established practice, and not to

change it so that cases could be tried by affidavits. Walrus

Mfg. Co,, v. Wilcox, 303 111. App. 286. In speaking of the

practice prior to the adoption of Rule 26 the court said:

"*** it was the well-established practice that on
a motion to open up a Judgment entered by confession,
the only question properly before the court was
whether the defendant had set up a meritorious
defense, and whether defendant was chargeable with
such a degree of negligence as to leave him no
standing in court. Elaborated Ready Roofing Co . v.
Hunter , 262 111. App. 380. *** Counter-affidavits
going to the merits of the defense were not admissible.
Continental Const. Co . v. Henderson County Public
Service Co . . 22? 111. App. 43."

See also Stranak v. Tomaspvic, 309 111. App. 177; Kolcar, Inc .

v. Moore , 323 111. App. 323.

Plaintiff does not disagree with the holdings in

these cases. She insists that notwithstanding the recital
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ln the order appealed from that the court considered the

counteraffidavits, the court did not in fact consider then.

This contention is untenable. The recital in the order

prevails. Plaintiff concedes that the defendant has been

diligent in moving to vacate the judgment. She seeks to

sustain the order of the court on the theory, as stated by

her, "that the trial court properly denied the motion to

open up the judgment In the exercise of its sound discretion

because the motion and affidavit presented did not comply

with Supreme Court Rule 26 and Supreme Court Rule 15

Incorporated therein."

In permitting defendant to file his motion to open

the Judgment, granting leave to plaintiff to file counter-

affidavits, and ordering that the motion be set for hearing

on notice of either party, the trial court, impliedly at

least, determined that the motion and aflfidavit disclosed a

prima facie defense on the merits, as required by Rule 26.

Plaintiff did not attack the sufficiency of the affidavit

and its compliance with Rule 15 in the trial court, and

cannot raise that objection for the first time on appeal.

Kent v. Rhomberg, 288 111. App. 328; Becker v. getter, 323

111. App. 656.

Defendant's right to the opening of the Judgment

need not rest on a technical ground. The affidavit filed

properly discloses a valid defense on the merits to the

whole of plaintiff's demand. We mention only the defense

of want of consideration. The note being without consideration,
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it could not be effective as an executed gift, ae suggested

In the counteraffidavlts. A note Intended purely as a gift

to the payee Is merely a promise to make a gift in the

future, and is not an executed gift until the note is paid.

Meyer v. Meyer , 379 111. 97. The court erred in denying

defendant's motion.

The order Is reversed and the cause remanded

with directions to open the judgment and proceed In conformity

with this opinion.

REVERSED AND REMANDED
WITH DIRECTIONS.

BURKE, AND FRIEND, JJ. CONCUR
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AFFILIATED DISTILLERS dRANDS
CORP. , a corporation,

Plaintiff-Count erdefendant-Appellee,

v.

GOLD SEAL LIQUORS, INC., a corporation,

Defendant-Counterclaimant-Appellant.

APPEAL FROM

MUNICIPAL COURT

OF CHICAGO

13 I.Aft^y
JUDGE BURKE DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Affiliated Distillers Brands Corp., filed a

statement of claim In the Municipal Court of Chicago

against Gold Seal Liquors, Inc. Count I, as amended is based

upon 92 Trade Acceptances payable to the order of plaintiff,

all in Identical form, except for the date and amount, for

the aggregate sura of $1,129,169.50. They bear various dates

from October 30, 195^> to November 21, 1955. Each of the

Trade Acceptances matured 30 days after the date of

issuance and provided that "the transaction which gives

rise to this instrument is the purchase of goods by the

Acceptor from the Drawer." The statement of claim alleged

that each was accepted by the defendant and delivered

to the plaintiff j that plaintiff Is the holder and owner

of all the acceptances; that no payments have been made

thereon; and that the acceptances remain unpaid. Count

II, as amended, is based upon a claim for liquors, wines

and other beverages sold and delivered to the defendant

at Its request in the amount of $23,999.98. Count III is

based upon an alleged breach of defendant's promise as a
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dlstributor to use Its best efforts to sell and to promote

plaintiff's products during such time as defendant acted

as a distributor of the products.

Defendant filed an answer and a counterclaim

and made a Jury demand. The answer, as amended, admitted

that It accepted the acceptances on the dates they bore and

delivered them to the plaintiff and admitted the provision

of each acceptance that the transaction was a purchase of

goods by the acceptor from the drawer. The defendant avers

that "It is without knowledge or Information sufficient to

form a belief' as to whether plaintiff is the holder and

owner of the acceptances and "demands strict proof thereof."

It admits that It has not paid any of the acceptances. It

denies that it owes any money to plaintiff because i* is

entitled to a credit In the amount of $309,336.82 and for

the reasons set forth in paragraphs 8, 9 and 10 of its

answer, as amended. Paragraph 8 reads:

"8. Further answering the allegations of said Count
I, states that it was agreed by and between the plaintiff
and defendant on or about June 22, 1953 that $500,000.00
of the amount represented by eaid Trade Acceptances was to beretained by defendant and never to be paid by defendant toplaintiff, and in consideration for such agreement by theplaintiff, defendant was to and did continue in businessand until about October 19, 1955 act as a wholesale dis-
tributor of alcoholic beverages for and on behalf of
plaintiff In the sale and distribution of plaintiff's
products. Defendant, pursuant to said agreement, paid to
Plaintiffs $500,000 between July 3, 1953 and October 23,
1953, which sum of $500,000 had been represented bv a

"S™^™'1 An^ st 1
» 1951, In favor of defendant. The sum of

J5O0,000 represented by said note was advanced to defendant
by plaintiff on or about August 1, 1951. From and after
July J, 1953, defendant was not required to reduce the
amount represented by Trade Acceptances below $500,000."
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Defendant has not argued its defenses of
and

"commercial bribery" Aa'oqul si tlon by plaintiff of an

"Interest" In defendant's business set out In paragraphs

9 and 10 of the answer and has abandoned these defenses.

Defendant answered plaintiff's Count II, as amended, by

admitting that It purchased and received wines, liquors and

beverages but that It was not Indebted thereon by reason

of the matters set forth In Its answer to Count I. Defendant

answered Count III (not Involved In this appeal) by denying

that It breached any 'obligations.

In Count I of Its counterclaim defendant alleges

a distributorship agreement between plaintiff and defendant

In 19/11 for an "Indefinite period" pursuant to which defendant

made certain expenditures. This count states that plaintiff,

without good cause or prior notice, breached the contract

by discontinuing defendant's franchise on October 19, 1955,

and refused and persists in refusing to sell its products

to the defendant and asks damages of $^50,000. Count II of

the counterclaim charges plaintiff with participation with

Joseph C. Fusco in Inducing a breach of plaintiff's difl-

trlbutorBhip contract and alleges damages of $1,^00.000.

The court sustained plaintiff's motion to strike paragraphs

8', 9 and 10 of defendant's answer, as amended, to Count I

of plaintiff's statement of claim, as amended, and plaintiff's

motion to dismiss the counterclaim and entered Judgment

In favor of plaintiff on Count I of the original etatement

of claim for $792,377.06. The court retained Jurisdiction





with respect to a disputed principal balance of 339, 628. 7*+ and

Interest claimed In Count I of the original statement of

claim. Plaintiff filed a subsequent motion for an

additional Judgment on the Trade Acceptances and the

statement of account. Thereupon the court entered an

additional Judgment In favor of plaintiff for &76,492.22

and retained Jurisdiction with respect to an additional

disputed principal balance of $10,534.37, plus interest.

The original Trade Acceptances were tendered to the

defendant's counsel In open court and the clerk in the

presence of defendant's counsel, stamped and endorsed on each

of the Acceptances a notation that Judgment had been entered

thereon. Defendant appeals from the Judgments and orders.

Defendant maintains that it was deprived of

its right to a trial on the issue whether plaintiff was the

"holder and owner" of the Trade Acceptances. The statement

of claim alleges that the plaintiff Is the holder and owner

of the Trade Acceptances. The answer denies "knowledge or

Information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth"

of the allegation. Defendant says that no "testimonial

evidence" was offered as to the holding and ownership

of the acceptances, nor that the documents presented in

court were those from which the photostatic copies attached

to the complaint were made. The possession of a note or

other negotiable Instrument by the payee is prima facie

evidence of ownership. Elvln v. Wuchetlch , 326 111. 285, 288;

Splller v. Rlva, 278 111. App. 334, 340; Feulner v. Glllan.

216 111. App. 85, 90. The defendant admitted that plaintiff
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was the payee and that it delivered the acceptances to

plaintiff. A mere averment by defendant of want of

knowledge that plaintiff le the Owner and holder of the

acceptances without denying the facte which make plaintiff

the owner and holder, Is Irrelevant and raises no Issue of

fact. We conclude that defendant's allegation that it was

without information or knowledge sufficient to form a belief

as to whether plaintiff was the holder and owner of the Trade

Acceptances, but without denying the positive allegations

of the statement of claim uoon which the ownership was

baaed, was Ineffective to raise an issue of fact.

Defendant urgBs that neither the negotiable

/Instrument law nor the parol evidence rule bars defendant's

proof of the allegations In paragraph 8 of its answer.

Defendant cites Section 16 of the Negotiable Instruments

Act (Par. 36, Par. 98, 111. Rev. Stat. 1955) that "every

contract on a negotiable Instrument is Incomplete and

revocable until delivery of the instrument for the purpose
and that

of giving effect thereto" A "as between immediate parties"

and as regards a remote party other than a holder in due

course, the delivery may be shown to have been conditional

or for a special purpose only, and not for the purpose

of transferring the property in the instrument. It also

relies on Section 58 of the Act (Par. 78) which provides

that in the hands of any holder other than a holder in due

course, a negotiable instrument is subject to the same

defenses as if it were nonnegotiable. Defendant cites

First National Bank of Granite City v. Draper , 266 111. Acp.
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579; First National Bank of Harvey v. Trott et al . , 236

111. App. 412; and Straus v. Citizens State Bank of

Elmhurst , 164 111. App. 420, as authority for the

admissibility of parol evidence of a collateral agreement

that a person executing a negotiable Instrument Is not

obligated to make payment. Defendant states that It is a

well-established principle that parol evidence may be

introduced to show that the delivery of a negotiable

Instrument Is conditional upon the occurrence of certain

future events and that such events have not occurred,

citing Bell v . McDonald , 308 111. 329; Economy Fuse Co . v.

Standard Electric Mfg. Co .. 359 111. 504; and Fronek v.

Wroblewskl , 255 111. App. 529.

Defendant's answer admitted that each Trade

Acceptance was genuine and valid; that there was Independent

consideration for rach acceptance; that each had been

accepted by it; and that defendant had delivered it to

plaintiff. Defendant argues that the reasonable intend-

ments of its allegations in paragraph 8 are that $500,000

of Trade Acceptances were never to be paid in any event or

that any future acceptances would not become operative and

no payment would be necessary unless and until later

acceptances in the amount of $500,000 were issued. The

defendant does not state any facts in paragraph 8 of its

answer which show that the delivery of any Trade Acceptance

was conditional or for a special purpose only and not for

the purpose of transferring title to the acceptances. The

defendant admitted that it "accepted and delivered" each of
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the acceptances and made no averment that delivery was

conditional or that title to the acceptances had not passed

to the plaintiff. None of the acceptances was in

existence at the time of the alleged oral agreement. The

acceptances are written evidence of obligations to pay

on dates certain. They were accepted by the defendant

concurrently with the purchase of the merchandise, and

the defendant as the purchaser delivered the acceptances

to plaintiff as the seller. We are of the opinion that

paragraph 8 of defendant's answer does not state a defense

and that the trial Judge was right in so holding.

Defendant asserts that Count I of its counter-

claim states a good cause of action; that its distributor-

ship contract does not lack mutuality; that the contract

is terminable only upon reasonable notice; and that what

constitutes reasonable notice is a question for the

determination of the Jury. Under the law of Illinois an

oral agreement for an "Indefinite period" is terminable

at will. Joliet Bottling Co . v. Jollet Citizens' Brewing Co. ,

25^ 111. 215; First Mission Church v. Rockford Broadcasters ,

Inc., 324 111. App. 8; Cage v. Village of Wilmette , 315 111.

328. The counterclaim alleged that under the 19*fl oral

agreement the defendant was to have a distributorship

to buy and sell products of the plaintiff for an

"indefinite period," that it entered into performance

and purchased products from the plaintiff and that the

latter, without prior notice and without cause, discontinued

the distributorship. It alleged that during the entire
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perlod It was a licensed wholesale distributor of alcoholic

beverages, engaged In the business of purchasing alcoholic

beverages from others as well as from the plaintiff and

in selling the beverages to retail outlets in Cook and

Du Page Counties, Illinois.

Under the oral agreement the defendant was not

bound to continue to act as a distributor for plaintiff

or to purchase any of its products for any definite period of

time, nor was the plaintiff required to sell its products to

the defendant for any period of time. Neither" party could

require the other to continue the relationship any longer

than agreeable to both, The defendant was not an exclusive

distributor. It handled the products of other distillers.

The allegations that it promised to and did buy plaintiffs

products to maintain sufficient inventory warehouse facilities

and sales organization, are incidents of its promise to use

its best efforts to sell and promote plaintiff's products.

Defendant does not make a claim for any damages uoon orders

received prior to the termination or that It was unable

to fill any prior orders. We think that the cases cited by

the defendant on this proposition are not applicable to

the factual situation in the case at bar. We find that

Count I of the counterclaim does not state a cause of

action against the plaintiff.

Count II ofi defendant's counterclaim repeated

the allegationa of Count I that plaintiff breached its

oral distributorship agreement. In addition it alleged that
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James C. Fusco had "maliciously, wilfully and with intent

to destroy the business of Gold Seal, Induced plaintiff to

breach its contract with Gold Seal to the damage of counter-

claimant in the amount of $1,400,000. " There are no

allegations that plaintiff participated in Inducing the

breach. In Canister v. National Can Corp . , 96 F. Sup. 273,

the court said (274): "Under [New York] law, it appears

an action for Inducing a breach of contract will lie against

a third party but a party to the contract itself cannot

be held responsible for inducing himself to commit a breach

of that contract * • *. » See Heln v. Chrysler Corp . 277 P.

(2d) 708, 714; Loewenthal Securities Co . v. White Paving Co .

,

351 HI. 285, 299. We are convinced that Count II of the

counterclaim does not state a cause of action against

the plaintiff. It Is unnecessary to consider the further

point urged by the plaintiff that the Municipal Court of

Chicago does not have Jurisdiction to determine Count II

of the counterclaim.

For the reasons stated the Judgment of the

Municipal Court of Chicago is affirmed.

•JUDGMENT AFFIRMED.

NIEMEYER , P. J., and FRIEND, J., CONCUR.
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BETTY D0N0H0,

v.

O'CONNELL'S, INC., a cor- )

poration,
)

)

Appellee, j APPEAL FROM

CIRCUIT COURT

COOK COUNTY

Appellant.- )

)

)

2-f
18 IX 250

JUDGE BURKE DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Betty Donoho sued O'Connell's, Inc., for

damages because of personal Injuries sustained when

she fell In defendant's restaurant in Chicago on Juno

22, 1954. A Jury returned a verdict finding defendant

guilty and assessing plaintiff's damages at the sum of

$20,000. Judgment was entered on the verdict. Motions for

Judgment notwithstanding the verdict and for a new trial

were denied. Defendant appeals.

The restaurant Is located at 1112 Wilson

Avenue, Chicago. It is on the north side of the street

and immediately west of and adjacent to the station of

the elevated railroad. There are two entrances to the

restaurant. The Wilson Avenue entrance is in the south

wall of the premises. There is also a double door in the

e-ast wall whloh leads into the Elevated Station. Both

entrances are at the southeast corner of the building.

There is a self-serving table where patrons stand and

eat located immediately to the north of the "L" entrance.

It is designated as a "stand-up" table. It is approximately

4 -feet high, 2k Inches across and about 3 feet In length.
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It extends lengthwise to the west from the east wall

of the building so as to form a vestibule between

$he "L" doors, the Wilson Avenue entrance and the

stand-up table. A grill Is located In the south

windows along the south wall and extends north about

half the distance of and along the west wall. There

Is also a soda fountain along the north wall which

extends to the rear from the north end of the grill.

There is a counter in front of and to the east of the

grill and a soda fountain which runs north and south

parallel to the west wall. There Is an aisle between the

counter and the grill and soda fountain, whioh the

counterman uses to serve patrons seated at the counter.

There are eight stools for customers along this service

counter. The entrance to the kitchen is at the north

end of the aisle.

To the east of the counter and to the north

and in line with the stand-up table there are three

or four round tables. These tables are lower than the

stand-up table and there are chairs around the tables

to accommodate customers. The counterman serves the

people seated at the counter while the customers at the

round tables and at the stand-up table procure their

food at the grill and take it to the tables for consumption.

The floor of the premises is covered with a reddish maroon

or gray marblelike substance. The entire premises

were well lighted. There were lights all around the sides,

behind the counter and a large chandelier in the center

of the ceiling. There were also large lights in front
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of the reataurant which gave additional light to the

premises from the outside.

The plaintiff was the only fact witness

called in her behalf. She testified that she was a

beauty operator, $6 years of age, and on June 22, 195**,

was employed at a beauty shop In the vicinity. She

left her place of employment at about 7;L\$ fcn the

evening and walked to defendant's restaurant. It was

daylight. She entered the restaurant from Wilson Avenue.

There were about 15 customers in the restaurant at the

time. When she entered there was a man standing at the

south end of the stand-up table. She took the only

vacant seat at the counter which was next to the last seat

from the north end of the counter. She ordered a hamburger

sandwich and a cup of coffee. There were people at all

the round tables In back of her. The man at the stand-up

table was eating a sandwich. He had a cup of coffee. He

left shortly after the plaintiff entered. A few minutes

after he left the bus boy removed the dishes from the

stand-up table and cleaned it. Shortly after the plaintiff

placed her order a second man took the first man's place

at the stand-up table. He also brought a sandwich and a

cup of coffee to the stand-up table. After the second

man left there was no one using the stand-up table. The

second man left about 10 or 15 minutes before the plaintiff

started to leave. The plaintiff testified that shortly

after the second man left she saw the bus boy collect the

dishes and wipe off the table. She stated: "When the second
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man finished his meal at the stand-tip table, I saw the bus

boy clean the table. I saw him pick up the dishes. He

swept In back and under the tables and counter but I didn't

see him sweep in front." After the bus boy cleared the

stand-up table plaintiff saw no one else around that table

or the Immediate vicinity thereof, and no one else used the

entrance to the elevated station. She said that she was

in the restaurant approximately 30 minutes and wa'S seated

at the counter for some 15 minutes after the second man

left the stand-up table. She testified that "when I entered

as far as I could see the floor of the restaurant was clean"

and that she "Didn't see any foreign matter on the floor,

it looked pretty clean to me." She had been in the

restaurant many times previously and from her experience

"knew that they kept the floor pretty clean" and that

"she saw them sweep the floor at least' once on every

previous occasion when she was in the restaurant."

On direct examination, she testified: "When I was

ready to go I got up and glanced at the floor. Then I

started to walk to the south. At this time I was glancing

at the floor and at the counterboy. As I started out of

the restaurant I was going south and I saw the people at

the tacle. I walked approximately 10 to If, feet south

before I changed my direction. I was going to leave

by way of the elevated station. I went past the stand-up

table and when I made my turn I started to walk to the east

which would be to my left. I took about two steps before

anything unusual happened. * * * As I turned toward the east
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to go to the elevated station, I was to the south of the

stand-up table. I was about 2 feet from the south eage

of It. I took about 2 steps In an easterly direction and

I slipped on something and fell on my side forward. It was

my left foot that slipped. I was looking straight ahead

at the time. I was walking at an ordinary gait. The sole

of my left shoe came In contact with something and I fell

down. After I fell down I was facing south, that is my face

was toward the south. My feet was to the west and my head

was to the east. My head was about 16 inches from the door

leading into the elevated station. I did not feel any pain

right away, but I did not get up. I tried but I couldn't.

A counterboy and a man that I later learned was a Mr. Miller

came to my assistance. I did not know Miller before that

time. I have not known him since. Mr. Miller and the

counterboy picked me up and sat m« in a chair. While I

was seated In this chair, I observed a piece of grilled

onion on the floor about the area where I had been. It was

an onion ring about the size of a half dollar. It was more

or less railed up. It was smashed up. Just a part of it was

smashed up. It was about 2 feet from the stand-up table. I

also noticed a smear on the floor.
. It was about 10 inches

long and about an Inch wide. It looked like grease. . It

was dark.

"

Plaintiff testified that when her shoes were

taken off at the hospital she noticed some greasy substance

on the sole of her left shoe running from the center to the
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toe, about 3 lnchea long and about three quarters of an

Inch wide. She stated that she did not know where the

onion ring came from, how long It had been on the floor,

or how it got there. The first time she saw It was after

she was seated In the chair. The onion ring was nearer to

the stand-up table than to the other tables or the counter.

When she first saw It she noticed that a part of It was

smashed and a part of It wasn't. It was "Just an outside

onion ring, like an onion that Is sliced and the Inside

taken out, Just the ring. I would say that about a half

of an Inch of the onion ring was not smashed. About half

of It was saaehed and half of It wasn't." On cross-

examination, she testified that when she reached the

front of the restaurant and made the turn to go to the

left, she was looking east and could see the floor, but she

did not see anything on the floor between the space where

she made the turn and the "L" door. She said: "When I looked

at this space, after I made the turn, I didn't see anything

on the floor. I stepped with my right foot and then made a

step with my left foot and then I fell. I fell either when

I finished or was In the process of taking my second step.

It was ray left foot that caused me to fall. I fell on my

left side. * * * I laid there a couple of minutes before

the two gentlemen came and picked me up. * * * When I was

lying on the floor, I did not know what caused me to fall

and I did not see any debris on the floor after I fell while I
still

was Alylng on the floor." Plaintiff further testified that

after she fell, she was on the floor "a couple of minutes"

before the counterman and a Mr. Miller assisted her to the
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chair, and that while she was lying on the floor and during

the time they picked her up and placed her in the chair she

"did not see anything on the floor" and that she was seated

in the chair before she first saw the onion ring on the

floor about 2 feet west of where she was sitting and at the

same time she noticed "a slide mark made by the sole of my

left shoe*" This slide mark was about 2 feet to the east

of the stand-up table and was made by the flole of her left

shoe. The mark ran east to west. She said that while she

was sitting on the chair and after she saw the onion ring

on the floor, she talked to the counterman and asked him

for a glass of water and that she "didn't say anything to

him about seeing the onion ring or slide mark on the floor.

"

She also ttitlfled that she did not say anything about seeing

the onion ring or the slide mark on the floor, although

other customers were walking in the immediate vicinity

of where the onion ring was.

Daniel Lupi, a former employee of the defendant,

testified for the latter that on the day of the mishap he

was working in the restaurant as night manager and that he

was ringing up cash in the register on the west wall when

he heard a commotion and testified that he immediately

came around to where plaintiff was lying; that one of the

customers pulled a chair out and that plaintiff sat on the

chair; that "we asked her if -she was all right and she was

kind of shaking her head"; that witness then examined the

floor to see "what possibly made her fall" and that he

"didn't see anything on the floor but a skid mark."
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Testifying as to his examination of the floor immediately

after the plaintiff fell, this witness said: "I.

examined the floor in the area and I didn't see anything

on the floor at all in the way of debris. All there

was, was a skid mark which I believe was caused by

her heel. There was no water on the floor. I didn't?

see any debris of any kind. I saw no napkins, cigarette

butts, onion rings or anything of that nature. I examined

the entire area between the stand-up table and Wilson

Avenue and all I found was this skid mark. * * # Mrs.

Donoho was sitting in the chair while I was examining

the area, I asked her how she was feeling and I called

the police. Mrs. Donoho did not tell me how she fell

or what she fell on." This witness described the skid

mark as 2 or 3 inches in length and about one inch in

width and running generally in an easterly and westerly

direction, and stated that it was distinguished from

the reddish or maroon floor covering-^ that the mark

was "sort of black in color" and that the skid mark

did not look like grease.

James Lawler, at the time of the trial employed

at another of defendant'* restaurants, testified that on

the day of the occurrence- he was employed at the Wilson

Avenue restaurant as a "swing man"; that he waited on the

plaintiff that evening; that she had a hamburger sandwich,

a piece of pie and a cup of coffee; that at about 8:30

that evening he was on his lunch period in a small room

behind the counter; that he had been there about 15 minutes

when the counterman, Al Guthridge, called to him. He
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contlnued: "When he called me I came out and got a chair and

helped her Into the chair. * * * A couple of customers helped

me In getting Mrs. Donoho Into the chair, * * * The chair

we put Mrs. Donoho In was right In front between the

stand-up table and the front door leading out Into the

street. She was facing towards the Wilson Avenue door.

* * * I looked at the floor, while Mrs. Donoho was sitting In

the chair. * * * I inspected the entire area around there.

There was a scar on the floor like a scuff mark between

the front table and the door and the stand-up table. I

would say the scar was a couple to three inches long. It

was dark in color. There was no moisture, water or any

substance such as coffee, tea or milk or anything like that

around the scuff marks. I did not see any debris of any

kind in that area. I looked in the area around where she

had fallen and there was no debris at all there. There was

no onion ring there. * * * While I was looking around there

Mrs. Donoho was right in the chair. She did not point

to an onion ring and she did not say anything about any onion

ring. * * * Mrs. Donoho was in the chair until the police

arrived and took her away, which was about 10 to 20 minutes

after she had fallen. " He examined the scuff mark on the

floor and stated that it had the appearance of a mark caused

by black rubber and that It was dry. He also stated that

Ozzle Bass was the only bus boy on duty. He testified

further as to the general procedure relative to keeping

the floors of the restaurant clean; that the floors were
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swept every hour and that the floor of the restaurant 1b
and

mopped at least three times a day; A that he saw Ozzle sweep

the floor about 15 minutes before the accident.

Al Guthrldge, the counterman, testified that at

the time of the occurrence he was employed as a counterman at

the restaurant; that the first indication he had that plain-

tiff fell was when he was reaching down to pick up a tea

pot; that he heard a commotion; that when he straightened

up he saw her lying on the floor in front of the stand-up

table; that he immediately ran to the back and told Mr.

Lawler "that someone was lying on the floor there and he

rushed out to help the lady to a chair"; that Ozzle was in

the kitchen when witness went back to get Lawler; that

plaintiff was assisted to her chair "by two gentlemen and

Lawler"; and that the manager, Mr. Lupl, called the police,

who arrived within 10 to 20 minutes. Testifying as to the

condition of the floor immediately after the occurrence

this witness said: "Afterwards I went out and looked

at the floor and there were some markings like scuffings

on the floor. The scuff marks were about a foot and a

half south of the tables and about a foot and a half south of

this stand-up « upright' table, somewhat closer to the west end.

The markings was about three feet long and about one half

inch to an inch broad. * * * The scuff mark was dry. * * *

I did not see any moisture, water, coffee, milk or any

debris, food particles, onion rings or anything like that

on the floor.

"
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Ozzle Bao#, who, at the time of the trial

was not employed by defendant, testified that at the time of

the occurrence he was employed at the restaurant as a bus

boy and dishwasher. He described his duties as that of

"running the dishes through the machine and going out

and 'busing' the dishes and cleaning the floor." He stated

that on the day of the occurrence he mopped the entire floor

about 3 o'clock In the afternoon; that he cleaned up the third

round table about 10 minutes before the mishap; that he did

not clean any of the other round tables or the stand-up

table after that; that he swept the floor In the vestibule

area about 15 minutes before the plaintiff fell; and that

there was no other bus boy on duty at the time. He testi-

fied that at the time plaintiff fell he was In the kitchen;

that when he heard the commotion he came out of the kitchen

and saw plaintiff sitting In the chair facing the front

door; that after she had been taken out he made an examination

of the floor; that he did see any moisture, spilled milk,

coffee, tea or food particles of any kind or any onion rings

on the floor. In describing the method of cleaning the

tables he stated that if there is anything left on the

tables after he removes the dishes, he cleans it off

with a wet towel and brushes anything left on the table

into a tray, and that he also cleans up anything that

might be on the floor such as napkins and food particles.

Martin May, a police officer who was assigned

to a squadrol in the district, testified that about 8:35

P.M. on the day of the occurrence he received a radio call '*•-

that a woman had fallen at the restaurant; that he arrived
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there within a few minutes; that on entering the restaurant

he saw a lady seated about three feet from the entrance;

that she was facing toward the south; and that he asked

her If she waa injured and she told him that she had hurt

her hip and she asked him to take her to the Ravenswood

Hospital. He and another policeman took her to the

hospital. He testified that "we knew that she had fallen

somewhere In the area where she was seated and we looked In

that area to see whether there was anything to cause her to

fall, such as debris, water marks and the like. We did not

see anything unusual. As far as I coulii see the floor was all

right. Neither Mrs. Donoho or anyone else pointed out any

debris, food particles or anything like that which might

have caused her to fall." Harry Schmidt, the police officer

who accompanied Officer May, testified that as they entered

the restaurant they noticed plaintiff oitting on a chair about

k feet from the door; that they asked her what was wrong;

and that she said she had fallen. He testified that he

noticed the condition of the floor but that "he did not see

anything unusual about the area on the floor where she fell"

and that he "did not see any debris, food, water, milk, coffee

or onion rings on the floor.

"

It will be observed that three of defendant's

witnesses, Lupi, Lawler and G-uthrldge described a mark on

the floor apparently corresponding in looks to that described

by plaintiff. Lupi described the mark as running east and

west and 2 or 3 Inches long; Lawler described the mark as 2

or 3 inches long but thought It was on a diagonal; Guthridge
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described it as about 3 feet long and about one half

to one Inch broad. Police officers May and Schmidt

and the bus boy, Ozzle Bass, testified that they did

not see any marks on the floor. As defendant does not

complain of the amount of the verdict we refrain from

detailing her injuries and the treatment thereof.

Defendant maintains that there is no evidence

to establish negligence on Its part and that the court

should have allowed its motion for a Judgment notwith-

standing the verdict. The plaintiff insists that the

evidence establishes defendant's negligence and sustains

the verdict, and that any conflict in the testimony was

a question of fact for the Jury. The keeper of a

restaurant Is required to use reasonable care to see

that the premises are reasonably safe for Its patrons.

Denny v. Goldblatt Bros. Inc .. 258 111. App. 325. The

law does not make the owner or keeper of a restaurant

the insurer of persons invited thereon. It is the law of

thle state that when an invitee falls upon a foreign sub-

stance on the floor of the restaurant, the keeper is

not liable unless (1) the foreign substance was placed

on or got onto the floor by reason of negligence on

the part of the restaurant keeper or his employees,

and (2) where there Is no showing that the foreign sub-

stance got on the floor by the negligence of the restaurant

keeper, then the law requires as a condition of liability,

proof (a) that the owner of the premises had knowledge

of the existence of the foreign substance on the floor

of the premises, or (b) that the foreign substance
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remalned upon the floor of the premises for a sufficient

period of time within which the keeper by the exercise

of ordinary care should have known of Its existence,

and (c) that the substance created a dangerous con-

dition on the premises. In the case at bar there 1b

no evidence from which an Inference might be drawn that

an onion ring got on the floor through the negligence

of any employee of the defendant.

Plaintiff asserts that obviously the grilled

onion ring did not get on the floor by self-propulsion,

and that it was there either because it was dropped

from the stand-up table by the act of a customer while

eating a meal there or becuase it was brushed care-

lessly from the stand-up table by defendant's bus boy

while he was clearing off the dishes and cleaning the

stand-up table and remained on the floor through his

negligent failure to sweep it up while he was sweeping

around the table. Plaintiff states that the defendant

is liable for the onion ring causing her fall, that it

was on the floor through the negligence of its

employees or had fallen there by the act of a third

party and remained there a sufficient length of time

whereby defendant in the exercise of ordinary care

could have known of Its existence and removed it, and

that she was required to establish only one of these

alternatives. She says that the evidence might well

establish either alternative. The evidence establishes

I
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that the restaurant wafc well lighted. There la no

contention that the floor was In any way defective.

There le no evidence or reasonable Inference from

evidence how the onion ring got upon the floor, when

It got on the floor or how long It remained on the

floor prior to the occurrence. Plaintiff states that

It is common knowledge that sliced onions are fre-

quently served with a hamburger sandwich such as was

served to the plaintiff. There Is no testimony as to

the v.ind of sandwich either of the two men brought to

the stand-up table. The evidence Is undisputed that

no employee of the defendant had knowledge of the

presence of the onion ring or any foreign substance

on the floor which might have caused the plaintiff to

fall. The plaintiff testified that when she entered

the restaurant the floor appeared to be clean and free

from any debris or foreign substance. She testified

that immediately prior to the occurrence the floor

was clean and that she saw nothing on the floor prior

to her fall which might have caused her to fall. We

have read the cases cited by the parties in support

of their respective positions. No good purpose will

be served by discussing the application of the well-

known principles of law to the factual situations in the

cited cases. Plaintiff places great reliance on the

case of Denny v. Goldblatt Bros. Inc . , 298 111. App.

325. In that case the court called attention to

testimony (331) "which would tend to show that some
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employee of defendant had attempted to clean the

doorway but had not done a good Job. " We find that

there Is no evidence tending to establish negligence

on the part of defendant and that the court erred in

not allowing defendant's motion for a Judgment not-

withstanding the verdict.

Therefore the Judgment of the Circuit Court

of Cook County is reversed and the cause is remanded

with directions to enter Judgment notwithstanding

the verdict for the defendant and against the plaintiff,

JUDGMENT REVERSED AND CAUSE
REMANDED WITH DIRECTIONS.

NIEMEYER, P. J., and FRIEND, J., CONCUR.
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FIRST COIN MACHINE EXCHANGE,
INC., an Illinois Corporation,

Appellee,

CITY OF CHICAGO, a Municipal
Corporation, and RICHARD J.
DALEY, Mayor of the City of
Chicago; WILLIAM T. PRENDERGAST,
City Collector of the City of
Chicago, and JOHN C. MARC IN, City
Clerk of the City of Chicago,

Appellants.
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GILBFRT KITT and VIRGINIA KITT

,

Copartners doing "business as
EMPIRE COIN MACHINE EXCHANGE,

Appellee,

CITY OF CHICAGO, a Municipal
Corporation, and RICHARD J. DALEY,
Mayer of the City of Chicago:
WILLIAM T. PRENDERGAST, City
Collector of the City of Chicago;
and JOHN C. MARC IN, City Clerk of
the City of Chicago,

Appellants.

JUDGE BURKE DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

In each of three actions the plaintiff sought

a declaratory judgment that certain amusement machines

owned by it are neither bagatelle nor pigeonhole tables

and may be operated In places of public resort without

violating the provisions of Section 193-26 of the Municipal

Code ©f Chicago, that it is entitled to a license for the

machines in accordance with the procedures set forth in

13 LA? 251
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Sections 101 and 10*+ of the Municipal Code, and that it

is entitled to operate the machines in places of public

resort free from seizure and confiscation by the defendants

and their agents. Each complaint also prays for a temporary

injunction restraining the defendants from interfering in

any way with the use and operation of the amusement machines

during the pendency of the action. In a separate count in

each complaint the plaintiff avers that the defendants

wilfully and without cause refused to issue it a license

for the machines in disregard of their duty to do so under

Sections 101-3, 101-1+ and 101-5 of the Municipal Code, and

prays that a writ of mandamus issue commanding the defendants

to issue the license to it. An order for a temporary injunc-

tion was entered restraining the defendants from interfering

with the use and operation of the amusement machines. On

the denial by the court of defendants ' motion to vacate and

dissolve the injunction the defendants appealed. Cases

No. ^71^5 and H71 58 have been consolidated with case

No. l+7lMf.

The complaint alleges that the automatic amuse-

ment machine called Ringer Ball is played on a table

approximately 26 inches wide and 8 feet long; that at the

far end of the table away from the player are mounted a

series of holes surrounded by a fishnet cage into which

the player attempts to toss a wooden ball; and that each

hole is marked for score and players attempt to toss the

ball into the highest scoring hole. Each hole is flanked
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with rubber belting so that a ball not accurately thrown

can bounce off the belting and fall into a lov/er scoring

hole. The complaint sets forth the scoring rules. It

states that Ringer Ball Is a coin operated game of amusement

only, which may be played by either one or two players. Upon

insertion of a coin into the coin chute the balls are re-

leased into a trough and manually put into play by the

player. The complaint alleges that Ringer Ball is a game

of skill; that the play of the game Is dependent entirely

upon the skill of the player 5 that it is not possible for

the player to win any free game $• and that offers of prizes

or awards are not made to the players. The construction

and appearance of the machine more fully appears from a

photographic picture attached to the complaint.

The complaint alleges that the machines are

neither bagatelle nor pigeonhole tables , nor do they come

within the definition of any other dovlce tho keeping and

use of which is prohibited, that the machines are not

played upon a table nor do they have any arches, springs

or pins or any of them to control, deflect or Impede the

direction or speed of anything. The complaint states that

an actual controversy exists between the parties with regard

to the interpretation of Section 193-26 of the Code and

its application to the amusement machines, in that the

defendants contend that the machines are bagatelle and

pigeonhole tables within the meaning of that section of the

Code, and that consequently plaintiff is not entitled to





a license for any such machine and that defendants are

entitled to seize and confiscate the machines pursuant to

that section, while plaintiff contends that the machines

are neither bagatelle nor pigeonhole tables within the

meaning of that section, and that it is entitled to operate

the machines without interference from the defendants and

without the machines being subject to seizure and confisca-

tion by the defendants pursuant to the provisions of that

section. Plaintiff nays that unless it is granted relief it

will have expended large sums of money for the acquisition

and operation of the amusement machines and will have

suffered losses as a result of seizure and confiscation of

the machines by the defendants without a judicial determination

as to the meaning of Section 193-26 of the Code and its appli-

cation to the amusement machines.

Defendants maintain that the court erred in grant-

ing the temporary injunction because there is an adequate

remedy at law. The legality of the machines is not aa issue

here. It is well established that when mandamus i# available

as a remedy, a court of equity has no power tr issue a

temporary injunction. Injunction and mandamus are not

correlative remedies applicable to the same subject matter.

See Lyle v. City of Chieapn, 357 m. l+i
;

D. Gottlieb & Co.

y. C%tj of Chicago 3^2 111. App. 523. In the case at bar

the ultimate issue is whether the plaintiff is entitled to

a license for the allegedly legal amusement devices. On

this issue the plaintiff has an adequate remedy at law by
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mandamus. The plaintiff also has a right to have the court

decide the question it raises under the declaratory judgment

procedure. The issuance of or the refusal to issue an

automatic amusement machine license by the city officials
is a ministerial act. Each plaintiff meets the arguments
of the defendants by asserting that under the facts alleged
the issuance of an automatic amusement machine license bears
no relationship to the enforcement of the bagatelle ordinance
complained of, and that therefore mandamus is neither an
adequate nor exclusive remedy, Siting the case of Lamere

v.-..Citv__of Chicago^ 391 111. 552. Each plaintiff urges that
granting mandamus for a license under Chapter 10*f of the Code
in no way protects It from the seizure provisions of Section
193-26 of the Code. Plaintiff asserts that its machine is
•r is not an automatic amusement machine as defined in
Section lOlf.l of the Code; that if Its machine is an auto-
matic amusement machine, all the requirements of the

ordinance having been complied with, It is not subject to
prosecution under Section 10lf-8 of the Code; and that if Its
machine is not an automatic amusement machine, it requires
no license under Chapter 10*f of the Code. The issue on
this appeal is not whether plaintiff

»

s machine falls within
the language of the ordinance but whether it is entitled to
a temporary injunction. In our view the plaintiff has an
adequate remedy at law and the chancellor erred in granting
the temporary injunction. On a trial of the nandamus case
It will be Incumbent upon each plaintiff to show a clear
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legal right to the relief it seeks. On a trial should the

court decide that the machine violates the "bagatelle or

pigeonhole ordinance (Sec. 193-26), manifestly plaintiff

would fail to establish that it had a clear legal right

to the issuance of the license.

For the reasons stated the order entered in each

case granting the temporary injunction is reversed.

Orders reversed.

Niemeyer, P. J., and Friend, J., concur.
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DOROTHY GARRETT,

v.

Appellee,

NATIONAL TEA CO.

,

APPEAL FROM

MUNICIPAL COURT

OF CHICAGO

Appellant,
j

13 1^25 2
JUDGE BURKE DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE GOURT.

Dorothy Garrett filed an action to recover

damages resulting from a fall over a box in the aisle

of a store of the National Tea Company. A trial

resulted in a verdict for $2,500. Defendant's motions

for a directed verdict and for judgment notwithstanding

the verdict were overruled. Judgment was entered on the

verdict and the defendant appeals.

The store is located on the southwest corner

of 53rd and Halsted Streets, Chicago. The entrance

is from Halsted Street at the south end of the store.

As a customer enter** the premises, she first walks to the west

into a vestibule. She then turns to the north into the store.

There is a wide aisle extending from the entrance in a

northerly direction. This aisle is in the front or easterly

part of the store. There are five checkout counters in the

store. Plaintiff entered the defendant's store on Tuesday,

January 18, 1955. As she entered che did not notice

anything in the exit aisle. She completed her shopping

sometime between 11:30 A.M. and 12:30 noon, paid for her

purchases at a checkout counter, picked up the large bag

.
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of groceries, which reached from her waist to her eyes,

and holding it in front of her walked toward the exit

door of the store. As she walked through the exit turnstile

by the door she tripped over a box on the floor which she

did not see until after she had fallen. The box was sealed

and was about 10 Inches high and 15 to 18 inches square.

She thought it contained canned goods but could not be

absolutely sure. Her left foot struck the box and she

fell over but did not fall completely as she supported

herself on her elbows. She got up, tried to push the box

out of the way with her right foot but could not. She

fell again but again supported herself so she did not fall

all the way to the floor. She then stepped over the box

and left the store. She stated that one of the employees

at the checkout counters called out "What happened?" at the

time she fell. This was denied by defendant's employees

who were working at the checkout counters at that time.

Plaintiff stated that after her fall she went

out of the store where her husband was waiting for her

and put her groceries in their automobile. She then came

back and reported her fall to one of the girls at a

checkout counter. She said she was told the manager was

out. Plaintiff stated that the girl would not give her

name but the plaintiff left her name with the girl.

Plaintiff stated that at the time she came back into the

store the box was not on the floor. Plaintiff went to a

hospital for X-rays, then took the groceries home, after

which she returned to the store and talked to Blanche Hill,
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a bookkeeper. At that time, plaintiff said, the box

had been puahed against the wall. Defendant's eraployeee

stated that this was the first time that plaintiff reported

the fall. None of the defendant's employees witnessed

the fall. The cashier, Mrs. Temple, recalled seeing

the plaintiff as a customer in the store during the noon

hour. There was evidence that the defendant stored empty,

unsealed boxes near the aisle of Its store.

The defendant asserts that the plaintiff failed

to make out a prima facie case In that there Is no evidence

that it had notice that the box was in the aisle. While it

is the duty of persons who invite others upon their premises

to keep such premises in a reasonably safe condition, the

law does not make the owner of such premises the insurer

of persons invited thereon. Deltz v. Belleville Co-op

araln Go . , 273 111. App. 16^. It is necessary to allege and

prove that defendant knew of the. unsafe condition or that

the condition existed for a period of time from which it

might be Inferred that had it been exercising ordinary care

it could have learned of the same. Plaintiff's testimony,

viewed in its most favorable aspect, shows that there was

a box In the exit aisle of the store, that she tripped

and fell over the box and that she was injured as a

result of her fall. There was no evidence as to how the box

happened to be In the aisle of the store. There is no

testimony Indicating who placed the box in the aisle

or that the defendant knew that the box was in the aisle.

The defendant's employees said that they never saw any box
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of the type described by the plaintiff stored In or near

the aisle where she fell. There is no evidence as to

how long the box had been in the aisle prior to plaintiff's

fall. She says she saw no box there when she entered the

store a short time before her fall.

Plaintiff did not trip over the type of box

which defendant stored near the exit aisle of the store.

She testified that she tripped over a sealed box full

of canned goods. There was evidence that defendant stored

empty unsealed boxes near the aisle of the store. She

did not fall over one of these boxes. The storing of

the empty boxes near the aisle of the store was not the

proximate cause of her injuries. Plaintiff did not make

any proof that defendant knew that the box was placed in the

aisle or how long it had been there. On the record it was

the duty of the court to enter Judgment notwithstanding

the verdict. Therefore the Judgment of the Municipal Court

of Chicago is reversed and the cause is remanded with

directions to enter Judgment for the defendant and

against the plaintiff.

JUDGMENT REVERSED AND CAUSE
REMANDED WITH DIRECTIONS.

NIEMEYER, P. J., and FRIEND, J., CONCUR.
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THE MID-CITY NATIONAL BANK OF
CHICAGO, a National Banking
Association,

Appellee,

v.

JOHN GRAY and LOUVERTA GRAY,

Appellants.

APPEAL FRO

M

MUNICIPAL COURT

OF CHICAGO

13 I.A.25&
JUDGE BURKE DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

On November 21, 1955, a Judgment by confession was

entered in favor of the Mid-City National Bank of Chicago

against John Gray and Louverta Gray for 02,701.00, which

Included attorney's fees of #207.19. The judgment was entered

on a promissory note dated July 23, 1954, payable to "Seal

Master Home Improvement 11 for $3,104.93, payable in 60

successive monthly Installments of $51.76 each, except the

final payment "which shall be for the balance due on this

note," commencing September 18, 1954, and purporting to be

signed by the defendants. On December 21, 1955, the defendants

filed their verified petition stating that they did not make,

execute, sign or deliver the note; that it constitutes a

forgery; that on July 13, 1954, the defendant John Gray,

out of the presence of Louverta Gray and without her knowledge

or authorization, executed an application for work to be

done in the building at 6613 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago,

for a price of $2,490; that the work was begun but was not

completed; that the party contracting to do the work did not

intend to do the work but Intended to cheat and defraud
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John Gray; that subsequent thereto John Gray notified plain-

tiff that the work was not completed and of the fraudulent

Intention of the contractor, but that nevertheless the plain-

tiff purchased forged Instruments purporting to be signed by

petitioners. Petitioners ask«.d that the Judgment be vacated.

On January 10, 1956, the court entered an order giving the

defendants leave to appear and defend, the Judgment to stand

as security and the petition to stand as an answer. On the

trial of the case without a Jury the court entered a Judgment

confirming the Judgment. Defendants appeal.

Section 23 of the Negotiable Instruments Act (Par,

^3* Ch. 98, 111. Rev. Stat. 1955) provides that where a

signature is forged or made without authority it is wholly

inoperative, and no right to enforce payment thereof against

any party thereto can be acquired through or under such

signature, unless the party against whom it is sought to

enforce such right is precluded from setting up the forgery

or want of authority. Section 35 of the Civil Practice Act

provides that the allegation of the execution of any written

instrument is admitted unless denied in a pleading verified

by oath. The defendants denied that they signed, executed

or delivered the note and said that the note "constitutes a

forgery. " Under the verified pleading of the defendants

the burden was on the plaintiff to prove the execution of

the note by ..the defendants. Bell v. Bennett , 188 111. App.

62. Where a defendant has been let in to plead upon the

opening of a Judgment by confession, the burden rests upon
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the plaintiff to prove his case the same as If there had

been no Judgment by confession. Cohen v. Rosenthal , 207

111. App. 331. In proving execution and delivery of the

note plaintiff could rely upon such Inferences as arise from

the evidence, direct or circumstantial, from which the fact

of execution and delivery could be determined. Nlehaus v.

Nlehaus, 2 111. App. 2d. 434. In an oral opinion the trial

Judge said that the purported signature of John Gray was in

his writing but that the purported signature of Louverta

Gray was put upon the note by her husband, John Gray, and

that by her action she "confirmed and approved the act" of

her husband in affixing her signature to the instrument.

The defendants, husband and wife, owned real estate

Improved with a house at 6613 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

They lired In the house and rented three apartments. Mr.

Gray contracted to have certain Improvements made in the

house. Mrs. Gray says that she did not know that the work

was being done as she was absent from the city. A postal

card dated July 19, 195^-, which she mailed, Indicated that

she knew that certain Improvements in the house were being

made. The defendants testified that they ordered work to be

done by a different contractor. The plaintiff acquired the

note and supporting documents from a contractor In the usual

course of business. The defendants made monthly payments on

the note for a year. They assert that they made the payments

on the advice of an attorney who said to them: "If you are

going to sue for forgery, you will have to make the payments

and pay until I tell you to stop." It will be observed that
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In the petition to vacate the Judgment the defendants state

that Mr. Gray executed an application for work to be done

in the building for a total price of $2,i+90.

In their testimony the defendants denied that they

signed or authorized anyone to sign the note. While under

the pleadings the burden of proof was on the plaintiff, the

defendant proceeded first in the introduction of evidence.

There was a full presentation of all the evidence available.

The plaintiff did not Introduce evidence of any witness who

said he saw either defendant sign the note. There is strong

circumstantial evidence to support the findings of the court.

The defendants were Improving their house about the time the

note was signed. Mr. Gray signed an application "for work

to be done in the building" for a price of $2,^90. There

is evidence that Mrs. Gray knew of this work. They made

monthly payments on the note as required by its terms for a

year. We are satisfied that the evidence in the record

supports the finding of the trial judge.

Therefore the Judgment of the Municipal Court of

Chicago is affirmed.

JUDGMENT AFFIRMED.

NIEMEYER, P.J., and
FRIEND, J., CONCUR.
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PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF
ILLINOIS,

Appellee,

v.

MARTIN LEWIS,

APPEAL FROM

MUNICIPAL COURT

OF CHICAGO

Appellant. 1 I.At 253
JUDGE BURKE DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

An Information charged that on January Ik, 1956,

Martin Lewis, upon a highway in Chicago, did then and

there "unlawfully violate Section hi UART under Influence,"

contrary to the statute in such case made and provided. The

information also contains the following notation: "Make

of car 54 Bulck Sdn. License 1963-027 111. 55." There was

a plea of not guilty and a Jury waiver. Following a trial

the court found the defendant guilty in manner and form

as charged in the information. The court adjudged the

defendant "guilty of the criminal offense of violation

of Section UT] Motor Vehicle Law, driving a vehicle within

the State of Illinois while under the influence of intoxi-

cating liquor in violation of Section k7 Uniform Act

Regulating Traffic on highways, on said finding of guilty,"

and sentenced him to confinement in the House of Correction

for a term of 90 days and to pay the costs. The defendant

prays for a reversal of the Judgment.

It is well settled that an Indictment or

information must charge all the elements of the offense.

An Indictment or Information charging an offense defined
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by statute should be as descriptive of the offense as Is the

language of the statute and should allege every substantial

element of the offense. If the indictment or Information is

void, the error may be reached In this court even though

there was no motion to quash, for a new trial or In arrest

of Judgment. It has been held that an error may be

reached even though there has been a plea of guilty In the

trial court. See People v. Sowrd, 370 111. 140; People v.

Green, 368 111. 242; and People v. Williams , 4 111. App.

2d, 506.

The Information does not charge that the

defendant drove a motor vehicle while under the Influence

of intoxicating liquors. As the information does not

contain the essential allegations charging the defendant

with any criminal offense, it is void. Therefore, the

Judgment of the Municipal Court of Chicago is reversed.

JUDGMENT REVERSED.

NIEMEYER, P. J., and FRIEND, J., CONSUR.
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PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS,

Defendant In Error,

v.

ROGER E. RICHARDSON,

Plaintiff In Error.

13 I.Af254
ERROR TO

COUNTY COURT

COOK COUNTY

JUDGE BURKS DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

A five count criminal Information charged that

Roger E. Richardson violated the Medical Practice Act.

He was found guilty on Counts 1, 3, 4 and 5 and

sentenced to the County Jail for a term of 60 days on

each count, the sentences to run concurrently, and

to pay a fine of $100 on each count. Judgment was

entered accordingly. Defendant prosecutes a writ of

error to review the Judgment.

The defendant has an office on the second floor

at 5100 West Chicago Avenue, Chicago. On the window

is a sign which reads: "Dr. Richardson, Chiropractor and

Spinal Analyses." The office consists of a reception room,

a main office and several small rooms. There is an X-ray

machine in the reception room, In another room there is

a machine called a microdynameter. The small rooms contain

chiropractor tables. In his private office the defendant

has equipment for taking blood pressure. The receptionist

in the office, Catherine McGrory, refers to the defendant

as "Dr. Richardson." She receives his "patients" taking
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the name, address, height and weight. She also recrrds

on a chart the examination flndlnge dictated by the

defendant.

On October 20, 1953, Mrs. Stella Bekeleskl, an

Investigator for the Department of Education, called at

defendant's office. She was greeted by Catherine

McGrory who recorded the usual Information and then

ushered Mrs. Bekeleskl Into the defendant's private

office. Mrs. Bekeleskl complained to the defendant that

she had pains in her back. The defendant told her that

he would see if he "couldn't locate the trouble In the

spine. " The patient was then sent to a dressing room

to put on a dressing gown. From the dressing room she was

taken to the microdynameter room. The defendant described

the microdynameter as "a galvanometer which measures the

flow of electricity." He testified that "this Instrument

can give us the determining things that we are looking

for, such as when we are talking about the seine, it

shows which vertebrae Is subluxated and which vertebrae

Is not subluxated, and it also gives us the general

health condition of that patient so we know what to do when

we start with a patient.

"

The defendant used the microdynameter on the patient,

placing portions of the apparatus to her tongue, arms,

hands, neck and back. He called the readings taken from

the machine and the receptionist recorded them. The

readings Included the patient's "potential energy" "metabolic

index" "oxygenation" "alkaline balance" and»dynamic energy."
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The metabolism reading was 180. According to defendant this

indicated that the patient was "hypersensitive" or had

"high tensed nervousness." The defendant testified that

In his mlcrodynameter analysis he found a subluxated

condition at the atlas axis vertebrae of the spine. He

stated that an organ of the body is subluxated when it

causes pressure on the spinal cord and that as to the

vertebrae It means that one of the vertebrae has this

condition with respect to the one above and one below,

so there is a pinching of the nerves. After checking the

patient with the mlcrodynameter the defendant explained

to her that he had found two subluxated vertebrae and

advised that It was necessary to take X-rays. She consented
and the defendant took two X-rays of her back and made

readings of them. The patient was charged $25 for this

first visit. She paid &0 and was told by the receptionist

that 15 treatments would be ^50 and that for $75 the

treatments would continue indefinitely.

The defendant has been maintaining an office as

a chiropractor since May, 1952. He does not have a

license. He knows that the Department of Registration

and Education supervises the practice of medicine and

chiropractic in this state, but he never applied to take

the examination for a license. He defined "chiropractic"

as a" system of locating and adjusting subluxated vertebrae

of the spinal column, applying adjustic thrusts to those

subluxations to correct the cause of disease." In his
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reception room he has pamphlets and magazines about

chiropractic bearing his name, which anyone may take

free of charge. The patient took several of them, which

were received in evidence. Mrs. Bekeleskl testified that

the defendant told her that she was extremely nervous, had

excessive acidity, curvature of the spine, weakened

muscles and that she was in bad shape and needed treatments.

This the defendant denied. She testified that the defendant

had her lie down on a table and manipulated up and down

her spine, cracking her bones with hlo hands. He pressed

certain spots, rotating very hard, causing her pain and

she screamed. The defendant and his receptionist testified

that this did not happen. The defendant testified that he

requested the patient to return the next day for the treat-

ment but that she did not return. Mrs. Bekeleskl also

testified that the defendant tested her blood pressure

and gave her a cardiogram. The defendant denied this.

The defendant maintains that the verdict Is

contrary to the evidence. Each count alleged that on

October 20, 1953, the defendant was not possessed of "a

valid existing license issued by the State of Illinois"

to practice the treatment of human ailments in amy manner.

Count I alleges that the defendant unlawfully diagnosticated
the supposed ailment of Stella Bekeleskl to be that she

was extremely nervous, had weakened muscles, a curvature of

the spine and her vertebrae wer-e not aligned right at the

top of the spine, causing pressure on top of the nerve. The

defendant admitted that he had no license and that he
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examlned Mrs. Bekeleskl to locate the "trouble In the

spine" which caused the pain of which she complained. He
admitted that after the examination he told her he found
two subluxated vertebrae in the cervical area causing
nerve impairment. To diagnosticate is to determine by
examination the nature and circumstances of a diseased

condition. It is the art or act of recognizing the presence
of disease from its symptoms and deciding as to its character.

( (Webster International Dictionary, Second Edition.) This
is what the defendant purported to do. That he describes
the conclusion he reached after the examination as an

analysis rather than a diagnosis, does not mitigate from
the fact that it was a diagnosis. The physical examination
of the patient's vertebrae upon her complaint of a backache,
followed by his announced decision that the vertebrae were
in a position creating pressure on her nerve, constitutes
a diagnosis made In violation of the Medical Practice Act.

The third count alleges that the defendant, with
the intent of receiving a fee therefor, unlawfully suggested,
recommended or prescribed for Mrs. Bekeleskl a form of

treatment, the treatment being the manipulation of her
spine with his fingers. Mrs. Bekeleskl testified that
the defendant allied manual thrusts to her back. On
direct examination he denied this but on cross-examination
he said he gave the patient "a chiropractic adjustment."
He testified that he told Mrs. Bekeleski that the examination
revealed two subluxated vertebrae and that he asked her to

return the following day to have an adjustment. He testified
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that chiropractic adjustment Is the manual thrusts to

a subluxated condition existing In the spine, made In

order to correct the cause of disease. He admitted

the receipt of a fee of ^10.

The fourth count alleges that the defendant

attached the abbreviations "Dr." and "D.C." and the

word "Chiropractor" to his name as It appears on his

office windows, business cards and office pamphlets in a

manner indicating that he was engaged in the treatment

of human ailments as a business. It is admitted that

the word "Chiropractor" and the abbreviations "Dr." and

"D.C." are attached to his name In the places alleged.

On the office window appears "Dr. Richardson, Chiropractor

and Spinal Analyses." Chiropractic is a drugless method

of treating ailments of the human body, chiefly by manipu-

lation of the spinal column with the hand. People v. Love ,

298 111. 304. By this sign the defendant advertises to

the public that he is in that profession. The printed

pamphlets entitled "Epilepsy" "Skin Eruption" "Tonsillitis"

bearing the subtitle "What will chiropractic do for it?"

have the name Roger E. Richardson, D. C. in the place

where authors' names usually appear. This Indicates that

the defendant was in the business of treating these

human ailments by chiropractic methods. In People v.

De Young, 378 111. 256, the court said (264)

bv -ttUSJiS
/pendant was not the author of these pamphlets,by attaching to his name as printed thereon the title

a +l'ro
ar
T y delivering them to Mrs. Hermes, he adopted thestatements contained therein as his own and indicated thathe was engaged in the treatment of human ailments as a

bevnnH'
ThS

°f,
fense charged In the fourth count was provedbeyond a reasonable doubt." K
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The fifth count alleges that the defendant maintained
an office for the examination and treatment of persona

afflicted and supposed to be afflicted with an ailment,

the office being equipped with a table for that purpose.

The evidence shows that defendant maintained an office

and that there he examined Mrs. Bekeleskl, whose supposed

ailment was evidenced by a pain In her back. There was

evidence that the defendant gave tr-mtments at his office

and that he recommended that the patient return for a

treatment. In People v. Brown , 3 111. 2d. *U5, the

defendant was charged with the five violations contained

In the information in the case at bar. The evidence

showed that Brown had a sign in his office followed by

the words "Palmer Graduate, Chiropractor." He gave a

patient who complained of pain between the shoulder blades
a manipulation massage. He had no license. The court

found that the evidence supported the verdict of guilty. We
are of the opinion that there is competent evidence to

support the verdict.

The defendant asserts that the court committed

reversible error in Instructing the Jury that the term

"Chiropractor" is defined as a drugless method of treating

illnesses of the human body, chiefly by manipulation of the

spinal column with the hand, and argues that the instruction

improperly told the jury In effect that in any case where
a person holds himself out as a chiropractor he thereby

undertakes and does treat human ailments, that it disre-

gards the fact that a person may be a chiropractor and
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engaged In services to mankind that do not Include

treatment of human ailments, and that the Instruction

assumes that defendant was practicing chiropractic In

all its branches. The definition Is In all material

aspects the saT.e as given by the defendant In his

testimony describing his activities as a chiropractor.

It was based on the evidence. There was no error in

giving this instruction. Defendant says that the court

erred in refusing to give an instruction on the law

of circumstantial evidence. The Peoples' case was not

based on circumstantial evidence. The court was right in

refusing to give the Instruction. The court did not err

in refusing to give a tendered instruction defining

reasonable doubt. It has been repeatedly held that

"reasonable doubt" is a term which needs no definition.

See People v. Drewell , 348 111. 320; People v. Rogers , 324

111. 224. The court did not err in refusing to give

an Instruction tendered by the defendant on the presumption

of Innocence because other Instructions contained the

substance of the requested Instruction.

Finally, the defendant urges that no count of

the information charges him with an offense and that

hiB motion in arrest of Judgment should have been allowed.

We find that the information is not vulnerable to attack

and that the court properly overruled defendant's motion

In arrest of judgment. See People v. Kabana, 388 III. 198;

People v. De Young . 378 111. 256; People v. Handslk , *H0

111- 295.
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For the reasono stated the Judgment of the

County Court of Cook County Is affirmed.

JUDGMENT AFFIRMED.

NIEMEYER, P. J., and FRIEND, J., CONCUR.
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THOMAS E. BRUNNER,

Appellant,

v.

13 IJL25 5
APPEAL FROM

SUPERIOR COURT

COOK COUNTY
YELLOW CAB COMPANY, a corporation,
and IRVINC SCHIMMEL,

Appellees. )

)

JUDGE FRIEND DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Plaintiff, a Chicago Park District police

officer, brought suit to recover damages for injuries

alleged to have been occasioned through the negligence

of defendants, when he was struck by a Yellow cab while

engaged in directing traffic at the intersection of

Michigan Avenue and Van Buren Street in Chicago. The

Jury returned a verdict finding the defendants not

guilty and, in answer to a special Interrogatory, found

the plaintiff guilty of contributory negligence. The

court entered Judgment on the verdict and the answer to

the special interrogatory. Plaintiff filed a motion for

a new trial which was overruled, and he appeals from the

final Judgment entered on the verdict of the Jury and from

the order denying his motion for a new trial.

The accident occurred shortly after nine

o'clock in the morning on February k, 19^9. It was a

clear day, but the surface of the street was mtr$- slippery,

being covered with ice and snow. The traffic control

lights were located in the approximate center of Michigan

Avenue, to the north and south of Van Buren Street, and
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were mounted on a email concrete box or Island. There

was a sign on the north traffic control standard for

southbound traffic which read: "Turn left on green arrow from

right of Island," and a stencil on the pavement In advance of

the Intersection which read "Left turn. " The traffic control

lights on Michigan Avenue were, commencing at the top of the

signal lights, red, amber, grovn and left-turn arrow.

From the uncontradicted evidence It appears that

plaintiff stepped off the safety Island, without looking,

into the path of the southbound Yellow cab. Defendant's

cab was in the Inner lane, the light for which was red

with green arrow; with this signal vehicles in thle lane

had the right to enter the Intersection to make a left

turn. (111. Rev. Stat., 1955, ch. 95 1/2, par. 129 (d)).

It was under these circumstances that the accident occurred.

Schlmmel, the driver of the cab, testified that plaintiff

stepped off the safety island when the cab was about eight

to ten feet away; that plaintiff was facing south and did

not look north at any time. Alvln Kuznitsky, who at the tlm« of

the accident was driving a Chicago Motor coach west on Van Buren

Street, was on the northeast corner of Michigan Avenue and

Van Buren Street, facing west. In an accident statement made

to a Yellow Cab Company investigator, he said that "the officer

stepped sideways toward the west side right In front of cab

which was starting skidding on ice." Another witness,

Clarence Engelbrets«n, driver of a bakery truck, testified

that he drove west with the green light on Van Buren Street

to the center of Michigan Avenue where he had to stop because
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Of traffic, and that he was In the second lane of traffic

near the center of Van Buren Street. In his accident

statement he said that "Police Officer Thomas Brunner was
island

standing on safety laland and stepped off Aln path of cab e .
."

Schimmel testified that, when he was twenty-five to thirty

feet away from the safety Island, the lights changed to

"red and green arrow"; that "when the lights changed to

red r I applied my brakes"; that he tried to stop but could

not because of the slippery condition of the street; that

he hit plaintiff about five feet south and about four to

five feet west of the safety Island; and that the speed of

his cab at the time of impact was about three miles per hour..

Kuznltsky estimated the speed of the cab at the time of

Impact at from five to eight miles per hour; and Engelbretson 1 s

testimony was to like effect.

Bi the course of argument the following interroga-

tory was submitted to the Jury at the request of defendants:

"Was the plaintiff Tom Brunner guilty of negligence which

proximately caused or proximately contributed to cause

the occurrence In question?" The Jury answered "Yes." It

was urged by plaintiff that the court erred in submitting

the special interrogatory because It had not been submitted

to plaintiff's counsel prior to the commencement of the

argument^ that Its submission was therefore untimely, that

there was no evidence to support it, and that the answer of

the Jury was against the manifest weight of the evidence.

Plaintiff 1^- counsel claimed that he did not receive a

copy of the Interrogatory until he had completed the opening
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portlon of his closing argument, and on motion for a new

trial there was some dispute as to the exact time when it

was submitted. It was the court's recollection that it

had been given to plaintiff's counsel toward the end of his

opening argument to the Jury, and In a colloquy between court

and counsel as to the exact time when the interrogatory was

submitted the court made the following comment: "That [tho

timeliness of Its submission] never occurred to me because

I would have given you [Mr. Jacobs, defendants' counsel]

leave to file It anyway in view of the fact that Mr. Hickey

[plaintiff's counsel] had plenty of time in his final argument

to discuss It." When this case was tried former section 65

Of the Civil Practice Act (111. Rev. Stat. 1953, ch. 110,

par. 189) provided that special Interrogatories should be

submitted to the counsel of the adverse party before

commencement of argument to the Jury. Obviously the purpose

of the rule was to insure that counsel would have an opportunity

to discuss the Interrogatories In their argument*. However,

the record clearly showed that plaintiff's counsel had the

Interrogatory before his closing argument. It also apoeared

from the court's statement that he would have granted plain-

tiff's counsel additional time to discuss the interrogatory

if he had urged the point. As a matter Of fact, plaintiff's

counsel did touch upon it in his closing argument to the

Jury; in his final words he urged the Jury to answer the

special interr©gat,Dry "No." Plaintiff did not claim that

he was in any way prejudiced by not having the special

interrogatory before he commenced his opening argument;
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rather, he argued that the statute is mandatory, and

relied on Price v. Bailey , 265 111. App. 358. In that

case the special Interrogatory was never submitted to

defendant's counsel at all, and he had no opportunity

whatever to argue It to the Jury.

Aside from these considerations, defendants'

counsel argued that plaintiff did not move to set aside

the answer to the interrogatory; that although he filed a

motion for a new trial specifying some fifteen grounds, no

objection was made therein, except in general terms,

to the giving of the special interrogatory nor to the answer

of the Jury. Certainly plaintiff did not object specifically

that the submission of the special Interrogatory was

untimely, that the evidence did not support It, or that

the answer was against the manifest weight of the evidence,

It was not in any sense a motion to set aside the answer.

The rule is well settled in this state that when

a motion for a new trial is filed in writing specifying

the grounds relied on, then all other grounds are waived.

People v » Cohen , 352 111. 380; Donnelly v. Pennsylvania R. Co . ,

3^2 111. App. 556; Welnrob v. Heintz, 346 111. App. 30.

Jacobs v. Illinois Terminal Co ., 262 111. App. 481, and

Rubottom v. Crane Co ., 302 111. App. 58, hold that a party

is conclusively bound by the answer to a special interroga-

tory unless he moves to set aside the finding, and unless

he assigns error in his motion for a new trial complaining
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of the answer to the interrogatory. A general objection

that the verdict Is contrary to the manifest weight of

the evidence Is not sufficient to preserve the ooint.

Brlme v. Belden Manufacturing Co . ,287 111. llj Zvarit, v.

Chicago & Alton R. R. Co ., 29^ 111. 606; Bituminous

Casualty Corp. . v. Langenderf er , 3^ 111. App. 55^ (Abet.).

Plaintiff argued that, aside from the foregoing

legal consideration, there was no evidence warranting the

submission of the interrogatory, and that the Jury's

answer was against the manifest weight of the evidence.

As to this contention, it may be briefly stated that,

according to the defendant driver's incontroverted evidence,

plaintiff had stepped off the safety island, without looking,

directly into the path of defendant's cab which was

attempting to stop on the ice. Plaintiff argued, in

effect, that he could not be guilty of contributory

negligence because the light for the defendant driver

was red with green arrow. Whether or not the defendant

driver intended to turn left is irrelevant to the question

of plaintiff's contributory negligence; and even though

defendant's lane had a red light, as plaintiff contended,

this would not relieve him of exercising ordinary care;

whether he was contrlbutorlly negligent in not doing so was

for the Jury to deoide. Moran v. Gats, 390 111. ^78.

Nor does the right of way of a signal light, in itself,

relieve a party of the duty to exercise due care and caution.

Moran v. G-atz , specifically relied on in Petersen v.

General Rug k Carpet Cleaners, Inc . 333 HI. App. 47. ^n
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the case here under consideration plaintiff did not have

the light; as a police officer he knew that the automobiles

In the Inner (green-arrow) lane had the right to proceed Into

the Intersection. For this reason alone, he should have

looked toward oncoming traffic. Since he had been directing

traffic at that Intersection for some time Immediately

preceding the accident he knew that the street waa "very-

slippery, ley and . . . covered with snow." Under such

hazardous conditions a reasonable man, before leaving

the safety Island, would take the precaution of looking

at the traffic to be sure the approaching cars could stop

on the Ice. Accordingly, we think the Jury's conclusion

that plaintiff was negligent In this regard waa clearly

not against the manifest weight of the evidence.

Considerable space in plaintiff's brief was

devoted to charges of prejudicial conduct on the part of

defendants' counsel in the presence of the Jury. These

charges related to hospital records, to cross-examination

of plaintiff with respect to Federal Income tax records,

to alleged. suggestions that plaintiff was in a better

position financially while not working and receiving his

pension than he would be If serving as a police officer, to

a comparison of plaintiff's take-home pay as a police

officer with payments made to him after he was ordered

retired from the force, and to the cross-examination of

plaintiff In an endeavor to show that he was the owner of

several buildings. All these alleged errors pertained

solely to the question of damages; none of them in any way
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Involved the question of plaintiff's contributory negligence;

and If the acts complained of constituted error, they were

harmless. Early Illinois Appellate Court decisions

established the rule that alleged errors which pertain

solely to the question of damages do not afford grounds

for reversal where the Jury has found the defendant not

guilty. Catton v. Dexter , 70 111. App. 586; Ccx v.

City of Chicago , 83 111. App. 5^0; McCutcheon v. City of

Chicago , 150 111. App. 232. See also the later cases

of Jackson v. Fisher , 3^1 111. App. 311, and G-orems v.

Bonaparte , 350 HI. App. 326 (Abst. ). This principle is

especially applicable where, as here, there has been a

special Interrogatory covering plaintiff's contributory

negligence. Jackson v. Fisher ,

Lastly, It was urged that the trial court erred in

the giving of several of defendants' instructions, and the

refusal of several Instructions tendered by plaintiff. The

court gave twenty-nine instructions in all; five of these,

which were discussed in plaintiff's brief, were peremptory

on behalf of defendants. All the peremptory Instructions

complained of covered different principles of law and

were not repetitious. We have carefully examined the

instructions challenged by plaintiff and have reached

the conclusion that the court properly charged the Jury.

The principal issue submitted to the Jury was

whether defendants were negligent and whether plaintiff

was in the exercise of ordinary care. The Jury had all
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the evidence pertaining to these questions, and the

court's refusal to set aside the Jury's verdict was

proper. Accordingly, the Judgment of the Superior Court

In favor of defendants Is affirmed.

JUDGMENT AFFIRMED.

NIEMEYER, P. J. , and BURKE, J. , CONCUR.
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PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS,
J
13 I.Af^55

Defendant In Error*) < ERROR TO

v -

J

MUNICIPAL COURT

JAMES H. CROCKET, I F CHICAGO

Plaintiff In Error. 1

)

)

JUDGE FRIEND DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

On Information filed In the Municipal Court

of Chicago defendant was charged with the crime of assault

with a deadly weapon, to-wlt, a 19^9 Chevrolet automobile,

with Intent to Inflict bodily injury upon one James

Holub. Trial by the court without a Jury resulted In a

finding of guilty, and defendant was fined $50.00 and costs.

Post-trial motions were made and overruled by the court, and

Judgment was entered upon the finding. Defendant brings

this writ of error to review the record of the Municipal

Court*

As the sole ground for reversal it is urged

by defendant that his automobile was not in Itself a

deadly weapon, and, therefore, in order to sustain the

charge, the use of the automobile as such a weapon must be

proved beyond a reasonable doubt. Defendant takes the

position that Intent is the gravamen of the crime of

assault, and that there was no evidence to show that he

unlawfully and wilfully Intended to inflict bodily injury

upon anyone or that he was possessed of "an abandoned and

malignant heart," as charged.
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Frora the essential facts adduced upon the

hearing It appears that shortly after five o'clock on

the afternoon of May 12, 1953, defendant, carrying four

passengers, was driving his car In a westbound direction on

Dlversgy Parkway and was stopped for traffic at the

Wolcott Street Intersection. Stewart-Warner Corporation

Is located In this Immediate area; at this time many of

Its employees were leaving the plant, and traffic was

heavy. While defendant was waiting for the signal to

proceed, he blew his horn; there is nothing In the record

to indicate such action was Justified. Officer Holub, who was

directing traffic at the Intersection, admonished defendant,

explaining that it was Illegal to blow his horn under

such circumstances, and told him that unless he stopped

he would be given a ticket. When Officer Holub went back

to his traffic position defendant deliberately blew his

horn again. The officer then returned to the car, whereupon

defendant said he wanted to know the time; the officer

supplied him with this information. When traffic began

to move defendant drove, by Officer Holub, blowing his

horn and, as the officer testified, "made a face at me."

The officer blew his whistle, whereupon Officer Zaprzaika,

stationed some seventy-five to a hundred feet away, ordered

defendant to stop and stepped in front of the car. Defendant

ignored the order and continued to proceed, making it

necessary for Officer Zaprzalka "to leap out of the

way." Another seventy-five or hundred feet away defendant
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again had to stop because of traffic, whereupon Officer

Zaprzalka approached the car from the side and Officer

Holub from the front. Officer Holub directed defendant

to pull over to the curb, but, Instead, disregarding the

order, defendant started the car, striking Officer Holub,

catapulting him onto the hood of the car and carrying him

some fifty feet. Meanwhile, Officer Zaprzalka was "In the

door [of the car] trying to pull him [defendant] out.

He refused to get out of the car and we [the police

officers] had to forcibly eject him from the automobile.

We got him out on the street and he started to fight

and we had to subdue him," Neither the defendant nor any

of the passengers in his car testified upon the hearing;

the two officers were the sole witnesses.

It was held, In People v, Benson,. 321 111. 605,

that a driver of an automobile may be convicted on a charge

of assault with a deadly weapon where the evidence shows

beyond a reasonable doubt that his conduct was so reckless,

wanton and wilful as to show utter disregard for the safety

of others, without regard to whether he had a specific

intent to strike or collide with the person injured.

It may be conceded, as defendant argues, that an

automobile may be used Innocently but in such a manner as

to produce bodily Injury. The question here presented,

however, is whether it was used deliberately and intentionally,

asflkdeadly weapon, to Inflict injury. Cases cited by

defendant in support of his contention are not applicable
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elnce the facts Indicate negligence rather than wilful

and wanton conduct, Wpon the record we think the court,

who heard and saw the witnesses, was Justified In finding

that defendant's conduct was reckless, wanton and wilful.

Defendant at first contemptuously refused to heed the order

of Officer Holub to stop blowing his horn, deliberately

drove his automobile at the officer, and then wilfully

disregarded his command to pull oyer to the curb, people

v. Dobrovolskl (Abst.$, 267 111. App. 599, where the

Benson case is relied upon, enunciates the principle that

a driver of an automobile may be convicted of a charge of

assault with a deadly weapon, on the showing, beyond a

reasonable doubt,,, that his conduct was so reckless, wanton
indicate

and wilful as to x&cnc an utter disregard v€ the safety

of others, notwithstanding the absence of any specific

intent to collide with the person struck.

There'. is thfc further circumstance that the operator

of an automobile should not disregard the elgnals or

instructions of traffic officers in the line of duty.

In the instant case defendant, after disregarding the

orders of both officere, refused to get out of his car

when so ordered and, Instead, actually resisted the

officers.

In the circumstances we find no convincing ground

for reversal, and, accordingly, the Judgment of the

Municipal Court Is affirmed.

JUDGMENT AFFIRMED.

NIEMEYER, P. J,, and BURKE, J.., CONCUR.
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)

PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS,
)

Defendant In Error,

v.

THOMAS E. HAYES,

Plaintiff In Error.

13 I.Af^56
ERROR TO

CRIMINAL COURT

COOK COUNTY

)

)

•JUDGE FRIEND DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Defendant Thomas E, Hayes was tried In the

Criminal Court, without a Jury, on an Indictment charging

him with assault with a deadly weapon. He was found guilty

and sentenced to the County Jail for a term of six months.

This writ of error Is brought to review the Judgment and

sentence Imposed,

The facts adduced upon the trial disclose that

on October 7, 1955, at about ten-thirty In the evening,

Mrs, Mary D. Kelly, the complaining witness, who was the

mother of four children and separated from her husband,

went with Mrs. Kaspo, a neighbor, to a near-by tavern known

as Dowd'e, where they met Mr. Kampo. They drank beer

there until midnight, when Mr. Kampo left the tavern,

but the two women stayed on until one o'clock. They then

went to Tucker's, another tavern, where they drank beer until

two, when Mrs. Kampo discontinued the tavern circuit, while

Mrs. Kelly decided to go on to a restaurant for a take-out

order of chicken for her father who was taking care of her

children. However, she passed McPartlan' s Tavern and

stopped off, and there met Officer John Green, an

acquaintance, who Introduced her to defendant. Here she

had some more beer.
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Defendant Thomas E. Hayes, twenty-five years 6ld,

was a police officer of the City of Chicago, assigned

at that time to motorcycle duty In the Fortieth District,

on a 4:00 p.m. to midnight schedule. On the night in

question he went back to the district station, following the

close of his tour of duty, to return his motorcycle, and at

the station met Offleer John Green. The two officers, still

in uniform, went to Blanchette' s, a tavern, and then pro-

ceeded to McPartlan' s Tavern, arriving there about

two-fifteen. It was here Mrs. Kelly and Officer Hayes

met, through Officer Green, and the three stayed In the

tavern, drinking and playing shuffleboard, until four In

the morning, when the tavern closed. From there all three,

accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. McPartlan and one Edward

Garrity, went to the Hickory Pit, a restaurant near McPartlan' s,

where they remained until six o'clock. On leaving, Officer

Green asked defendant to take Mrs. Kelly home. Since' her

chicken order had not yet been packed, she and defendant

waited for it; the others in the party took their leave.

After getting her order, Mrs, Kelly, with defendant, left

the restaurant, and the two of them went to defendant's

car.

Mrc. Kelly stated that after defendant entered the

car he attempted to kiss her, whereupon she placed her

hand under hie chin and pushed him back. She testified

that he put his hand In the back of the seat, and then

she felt two blows en her head; that when she looked up
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she saw a blackjack In defendant's right hand, with

which he struck her seven or eight tines; and that

she opened the car door and rolled to the curb. Defendant

then drove the car away, but not before Mrs. Kelly took

note of his license number.

Nick Yokas, a retail grocer, whose day was

beginning as Mrs. Kelly's was ending, testified that

ae he was driving to work he saw a woman on the sidewalk "on

one knee trying to get up." This was Mrs. Kelly, whom he

befriended in response to her request for help. He noticed

that her forehead was bleeding, and he drove her to the

police station. There Sergeant Thomas E. Shea, the desk

sergeant, radioed for a squadrol to take Mrs. Kelly to

the nearest hospital for first aid and, after radioing

Acting Lieutenant Rochford, ordered defendant to come to the

station. Lieutenant Rochford, upon learning from defendant

the location of his parked car and obtaining his keys, in

company with Sergeant Shea, went over to Cornelia and Bell

avenues to Inspect the car. In it they found a woman's

purse (which was subsequently Introduced in evidence) and

isaw bloodstains on the passenger side of the car. The

purse was identified as the one Mrs. Kelly had carried

on the night and morning in question and which belonged

to her. Her coat and sweater, which were stained with

blood, were also introduced in evidence.

Defendant testified in his own behalf that he

was a police officer; that at the termination of his tour of
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duty on the night of October 7, 1955 he returned to the

station house, where he met Officer Green; that together

they went to Blanchette's Tavsrn, and then on to McPartlan' s,

arriving at the latter place about two-fifteen of the morning

of October eighth; and that It was there he met Mrs. Kelly,

who was Introduced to him by Officer Green. Defendant

stated that they played shuffleboard and talked. From

McPartlan' s he, along with a group made up of Mrs. Kelly,

Officer Green, Edward 9arrlty, and the McPartlans, went

to the Hickory Pit, a restaurant. There they had some-

thing to eat, and, before leaving, Officer Green asked

him to drive Mrs. Kelly home. Since Mrs. Kelly was waiting

for her chicken order to be made up, she and defendant

did not leave the restaurant until about five mlnutea

later than the others In their party. Defendant stated that

he and Mrs. Kelly walked toward his automobile, that he

opened the door to permit her to enter, and that he then

went around to the other side of the car; that befare

he could get In, she Jumped out on the passenger side. He

was not In the mood for pursuit—or so his version of the

Incident ran—and he started his car and went home. He denied

that he struck Mrs. Kelly.

In his statement given to his superior officers

shortly after the affair, he attributed the bloodstains

in his car to scratches on his face and knuckle, whereas

later in court he testified that the bloodstains resulted

from a nosebleed which followed an automobile accident in

which he had been Involved on the morning in question and
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which he had reported to hie superiors. Defendant's counsel

sought to Introduce his statement In evidence, but it was

excluded by the court as self-serving. Defenaant admitted
the

that he had been to Avarious taverns mentioned; in his

statement to his superior officers, Hayes stated that he

had had "7 or 8 V.O.'s that night 9
" and on examination

during the trial he said that he "had been drinking," but

that he knew what he "was doing. " His counsel argue that

defendant was Intoxicated to such a degree that he was

Incapable of entertaining specific intent, and therefore

not guilty of the crime charged, citing Schwabacher v.

People, I65 111. 618, Bruen v. People , 206 111. 417, and

People v. Klemann, 383 111. 236. Whether defendant was so

intoxicated as to be incapable of entertaining a specific

intent was a question of fact, In People v. Freedman ,

4 111. 2d 4l4, defendant was charged with taking indecent

liberties with a female child. It was there contended that

he was so intoxicated as to not know what he was doing

and so lacked the mental capacity to form the specific

Intent essential to the crime, but the court held there,

as it had previously, in the Klemann case, that this was a

question for the Jury. Here defendant, In his testimony,

appeared to be positive as to what the complaining witness

did when he was taking her home; from this circumstance

and other facts In evidence, the trial Judge was evidently

of the opinion that defendant was sufficiently sober to

form a specific intent to commit the crime of assault.
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The defendant contradicted himself, the complaining-

witness contradicted him; the Judge who heard the case

said that It was difficult to determine the exact nature

of the assault, but he felt sure that there was an assault,

and that It represented a conscious and an Intentional

act on the part of defendant; accordingly, he found

defendant guilty and sentenced him to six months' imprison-

ment. The trial judge who heard the witnesses was in a

much better position than are we to assess their credibility,

The record Justifies his finding, and the Judgment should

be affirmed; it Is so ordered.

JUDGMENT AFFIRMED.

NIEMEYER, P. J., and BURKE, J., CONCUR.
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MARY ROSE SMITH,

Appellant,

v.

PIONEER TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK, a corporation,

13 I.A^424
APPEAL FROM CIRCUIT COURT

COCK COUNTY.

Appellee.

MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE ROBSON DELIVERED THE
OPINION OF THE COURT,

This appeal Is taken from a judgment notwith-

standing the verdict entered in favor of the defendant

below. The action was one to recover damages for

personal injuries sustained "by the plaintiff as a

result of a fall on the main "banking floor of the premises

maintained and operated by defendant. Plaintiff

alleges that her fall was caused by defendant's

negligence. The jury returned a verdict for plaintiff

in the amount of $3,000. Defendant filed a motion for

a new trial or in the alternative a motion for judgment

notwithstanding the verdict. The trial court failed

to rule on the former motion but sustained the latter

and on December 29, 1955? entered judgment In favor of

defendant and against plaintiff for costs.

The only question presented by this appeal

is whether or not all the evidence taken in the light

most favorable to plaintiff Is sufficient to establish

the negligence of defendant as alleged In the complaint.

The complaint alleges that defendant had negligently

permitted "certain grease, water, polish or other
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sllppery material" to remain on the floor causing plaintiff

to slip and fall.

The facts are not complicated. On July 3» 1953

,

plaintiff, a widow seventy-five years old at that time,

entered the defendant bank at 1:30 p.m. for the purpose

of cashing a check. As plaintiff walked across the

central portion of the main banking floor toward tellers'

windows twelve and thirteen she slipped and fell. In

essence plaintiff alleges that her fall was attributable

to the negligence of the defendant in failing to remove

from the floor a certain substance used to clean the floor

on the previous day. The question presented on these

facts is whether or not there was any evidence which

might support the inference that some substance used in

cleaning the floor had been allowed to remain overnight,

thereby creating a slippery patch which caused plaintiff to

fall.

Both parties to this action agree to the

summary of the legal significance which attaches to the

evidence in this type of case as stated in Dixon v. Hart.

3Mf HI. App. 1*32, if3 6 (1951):

"In our view, the simple legal proposition that crys-
tallizes from the many factual situations giving rise
to suits of this nature may be stated thusly: a store
owner may treat his floors with wax or oil or other
substance in the customary manner without incurring
liability unless he is shown to be negligent in the
materials he uses or in the manner of applying them."

In that case the plaintiff established only that

the floor was "slick" and failed to establish any negligent
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selection or application of the materials which had created

that condition. For that reason the court reversed the

trial court's denial of defendant's motion for a judgment

notwithstanding the verdict. The facts in the instant

case differ substantially. Whereas the evidence in the

Dixon case indicated that the entire floor had been

covered with a coating of wax prior to the plaintiff's

fall, the testimony of defendant's own witnesses in the

present action indicates that the presence of any grease,

polish, or other slippery material on that portion of the

floor on which plaintiff fell could be attributed only

to negligence in failing to remove from the floor certain

matter which had been applied in the normal process of

cleaning the floor.

The plaintiff testified that after her fall

she noticed a skid mark approximately two feet long next

to the spot at which she had come to rest. She stated

further that she noticed that the spot where she fell

"felt as though it was gritty soap." She further testified

that upon arriving home after the fall she found a gritty

substance on her elbow which was "sort of soapy." Plain-

tiff's daughter-in-law testified that she cared for

plaintiff when she arrived home after the fall, that

plaintiff's arm was covered with a shiny film. A bank

officer, called as a witness by plaintiff under Section 60

of the Civil Practice Act, testified that the portion of

the bank floor around the tellers' windows was washed
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with a soap or detergent when the weather was such that

the heavy customer traffic around the windows brought In

dirt from outside. He stated that the bank required the

floors to be thoroughly rinsed because it would dull the

terrazzo If the soap were to remain. (The portion of

the floor on which plaintiff fell was terrazzo.) Following

this testimony are these questions and answers:

"Q. Have you ever seen the floor when only
part was being washed with soap and parts with
clear water?

A. That is the customary procedure.

Q. How many times would you say that they
wash the floor with soap or detergent?

A. When the floor Is dirty, extremely
dirty.... They change the water and then go to
another portion....

Q. They sprinkle the soap on the area where
the dirt is?

A. Yes."

When called as a witness for the defense the

same officer for the bank testified on cross-examination

that the cleaning women sprinkled a cleaning substance

In an area eighteen to twenty inches wide around the

three sides of the floor bounded by the tellers' windows.

He testified that the mops were eight to ten inches wide

and twelve to fourteen inches long, and that when the

cleaning women mopped the substance on the floor they

would extend the mop as far beyond the area sprinkled as

normal arm action would permit. We are of the opinion

that this testimony alone Is sufficient to permit the
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reasonable Inference that a cleaning substance was applied

to that portion of the floor on which plaintiff fell, In

view of plaintiff's testimony that she was walking between

the information desk and the tellers' windows, in the

direction of windows twelve and thirteen, and that she

fell two to five feet away from the information desk,

at a spot not a considerable distance from the tellers'

windows

•

However, there is further evidence to substantiate

this inference. There is the testimony of the cleaning

woman who had cleaned the floor on the day preceding

plaintiff's fall that she used a detergent every night in

an area of two feet or more around the edge of the floor.

There is the testimony of the guard on duty when plaintiff

fell that plaintiff fell six or seven feet from where he

was sitting, east of the information desk; that, although

he did not see her fall, he assisted her to her feet, but

failed to look at the floor to see what had caused her to

fall. We feel that this testimony, taken in the light

most favorable to plaintiff, fails to support defendant's

contention that a soap or detergent had not in fact been

applied to that area in which plaintiff fell.

Our attention has been called to certain

inconsistencies between the complaint and a statement

given defendant by plaintiff on August 12, 1953, slightly

more than a month after the occurrence. This statement

was introduced into evidence by reading it Into the
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record. However, these inconsistencies were matters for

the consideration of the jury to which the determinations

of ultimate fact were properly submitted.

Summarizing, we feel that there is evidence in

the record which tends to support the inference that there

was a slippery patch on that portion of the floor on which

plaintiff fell. Such a condition could only exist as a

result of negligence in cleaning the floor.

The trial court in its order which was entered

on December 29, 1955, two days prior to the effective date

of the revised practice act, failed to pass on the motion

for a new trial. In its failure to insist upon a ruling,

the defendant waived its right to a new trial. Fulford

y. O'Connor. 3 111. 2d !+90 (195^). Under such circumstances

we have no alternative but to enter Judgment for plaintiff

in the sum of $3,000, the amount of the verdict of the

jury in the trial court.

Judgment reversed and judgment
entered in this court for
plaintiff,

Schwartz and McCormick, JJ., concur,,
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APPELLATE COURT OF XI

APR 1 2 1957 . a DISTRICT

PAUL V.WUNDER. II TiJRM, A. D. 1957
Clerk Appellate. Court Second District

13 I.Ai'425

RAY ANGELIHI,
Plaintiff-Appellant

,

vs.

ELLA I AiOE MGHKH4WH, ELIZABETH
N« BREWER, 3HRMAHN,
and AHHA J. MQHHKA

Defendanta-Appellees .

Apneal frora the
Circuit Court of
Lake County*

EOVALDI, J.

The plaintiff sought by amended complaint to Bet

aside an execution aale conducted by the sheriff of Lake

County and to have the Certificate of Sale decreed to be null

and void. The trial court granted the defendants* action to

dismiss the amended complaint, as amended, the pi intiff

elected to stand on his amended complait.t, as amended, and

the trial court entered a final order dismissing the suit for

want of equity, and the plai tiff appealed therefrom.
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In the first instance, the court sustained a action

of defendant, appellee, Ella Constance Mohrmann, to dismiss

the original complaint, and ,-ranted leave to plaintiff to fils

an aaended complaint, and later granted leave to file an amend-

ment to the amended complaint*

The facte alleged in the amended complaint, as amended,

are as follows!

That the defendants are the beneficiaries of a trust

of which the First National Bank of Lake Forest is trustee un-

der Trust Hamber 403, and the plaintiff i: the owner of a lease-

hold made May 12, 1954 by and between said First anal Bank

of Lake Forest as trustee under said trust number 40$ and the

plaintiff, by which instrument certain premises were conveyed

and leased to plaintiff, as leasee, for the period beginning Nay

15, 1954 and ending May 14» 1959* Under and by virtue of said

instrument plaintiff was granted among other things, an option

to purchase the premises described therein for the sum of

$40,000,00 by giving written notice at any time during the term

of the lease and by the payment of §10,000*00 to the defendants

and the entering into with them of an installment contract as

in said lease provided}

That plaintiff was the maker and one or more of the

defendants were the payees of a certain judgment note dated

April 1, 1954 which was due and payable one year after date in

the amount of $900*00; and that at the time of the making
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delivery of said note it was orally agreed and understood by end

between the plaintiff and the defendant?; that payment thereof

would not be demanded until on or ^bout April 1. 1957; but that

notwithstanding said oral agreement, the defendant, Ella Conetance

Mohrmann, caused judgment by confession to be entered on the

note, the judgment purporting to be in the aaount of $97*.00

plus 110.00 court coats or a total of $933 «00, and execution

thereon was issued on June 1, 1955 and served upon the plaintiff

on or about June 25, 1955

»

That immediately following the service of the execution

upon the plaintiff, the plaintiff went to the home of the de-

fendants to inquire of then ft* to the meaning of the judgment

by confession against him and the service of the execution upon

him inasmuch as the defendant orally agreed at the time of

making the note that payment thereof would not be demanded until

on or about April 1, 1957; thst defendants alleged SftSt the

plaintiff was paying other bills but tfcftt he had not paid for

certain hay that he had been supplied by defendants, and that

the plaintiff thereupon agreed to and did subsequently pay the

sum of £45.00 to the defendants for said certain hay that he

had theretofore received from the defendants; that the plaintiff

explained that he did not have the money with which to pay the

note sued upon by the defendant, Ella Constance ««ohrm«nn, but

stated thi-t if he had to pay said note, he would borrow the

money elsewhere in order to pay said defendant; that said de-
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fendant, Ella Constance Kohrm*nn, declared she would have to

talk to her attorney, Mr* J. E. Bairstow, about paymsi

said note and to determine whether arrangements would hare to

be made; th*t said defendants represented that Mr. J. E. Bairstow

was trying to help the plaintiff but th t plaintiff had received

an erroneous impression of defendants 1 saia counsel; that the

plaintiff stated that he did «»* ****** *° &et a *****? end the

said defendants assured the plaintiff that he would not hare to

gp to that expense, and said defendants declared that they did

not see why the plaintiff needed a lawyer or why he should hare

to spend money for that purpose, and that the plaintiff had

nothing to worry about; that by reason of said conversations,

understanding and assurances the plaintiff departed froa the

home of the defendants, and thereafter continued to make regular

rental payments each month, upon the said lease and option agree-

ment including the period froFu July through December, 1955, with-

out any notice or advice of any kind from said defendants that

they Intended to sell, or attempt to sell and convey the said

leasehold and option to purchase of the plaintiff;

That the defendants falsely and fraudulently with

intent to deceive the plaintiff, and to deprive the plaintiff

of his entire right, title and interest in and to the aforesaid

leasehold and option agreement, and in viol tion of their

promises and assurances to the plaintiff, planned, and conspired

and attempted fraudulently and unlawfully to deprive the plain-

tiff of his valuable leasehold and option to purchase the aforo-
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said premises by the void, unlawful, and unconstitutional

sals thsreof purported to bars been hsld on August 20, 1955

at 10*00 A.M. Central liaylight Saving Time at the Bast Main

Jtatrance to the Court House, Waukegan, Illinois;

'Stat said defendant, Ella Constance Mohrmann, in-

dividually, and in conspiracy with the other defendants herein

without any service of notice upon the plaintiff and without

the plaintiff's knowledge in said cause number 62364, falsely

and fraudulently and with intent to defraud and deprive the

plaintiff of his value ble leasehold and option to purchase

purported to sell ^aid leasehold interest as personal property,

or a chattel real, notwithstanding the valuable option to

purchase the land above described, and without reference of

any kind to said option, and describing the plaintiff's in-

terests solely as a lease in and to the above described property,

and purporting to act in accordance with the provisions of

Section 43 of Chapter 77, 111. Rer. Stat, falsely and fraudulently

purported to sell and convey to the defendant, SHa Constance

Mohrnann, for a bid of ;X2G0.OQ the entire right, title, and

interest of the plaintiff under the lease and option agreement
the Purported certificate of

(copy of Asale being attrehed as an exhibit}}

That the defendants falsely and fraudulently with

the intent to defraud and deprive the plaintiff of his valuabls

leasehold and option to purchase the aforesaid property and

in violation of the statute in such case Bade and provided,

(being Sections 3, 14 and 43 of Chapter 77, 111* Rsv. ftat.)

- 5 -
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and without any notice to or knowledge of the plaintiff pur-

ported to sell said lea Behold and option to purchase; that

said purported notices were not published nor dc ed to

the plaintiff nor posted on the premises subject to the lease-

hold and option agreement purporting to be sold; that said

notices were placed in remote places and place;- where such

notices would not likely be seen nor found by the plaintiff, nor

any one in his behalf; that on said date of August 10, 1955,

when said notices purported to have been posted, the plaintiff

was actively engaged and daily employed in the Kiddieland and

amusement park immediately adjacent to the aforesaid premises,

and was in dally communication with the tenants and other per-

sons who were occupying the aforesaid premises as and for a

golf driving range and for other related purposes; ftltot one

of the purposes of requiring posting of notices under the

statute La to advice the owner thereof of the intended sale,

and to secure a purchase or purchases of the property subject

to the sale for the highest and best price available therefor,

but thrt the defendants falsely and fraudulently and in direct

violation of the statutes in such cases made and provided and

with intent to deceive and defraud the plaintiff of his valu-

able loJisehoid interest and option to purchase pretended to

comply with the provisions of Section 43 of Chapter 77, 111*

R«v. Stat, while at the isame time depriving the plaintiff of

notice or knowledge of their f. lent and unlawful purposes;

- 6 -
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That the defendant, Llia Genet nee Hohraerui, un-

lawfully and In violation of Section 14 of Chapter 77, 111*

Rev. Stat, failed to publish or advertise the aforesaid lease-

hold and option agreement of ^aid premises for sale as therein

required, in that Mtltf leasehold and option to purchase fall*

within the definition of "real estate'1 as set forth and con-

tained In Section 3 of Chapter 77, 111. 2ev. Stat.}

That the value of the leasehold interest of the

plaintiff in and to said lease and option agreement dated

May 12, 1954, is far in excess of the sum of $200,00 for which

said leasehold interest purported to be sold upon said par-

ported execution uzle t and I -aid leasehold interest and

option agreement of the plaintiff h: I a value in excess of

$10,000,00;

Th t on February 10, 1956, the plaintiff tendered

to the defendant, Ella Constance Mohraann, the sua of #1039.65

being the amount of said judgment by confession together with

interest up to and including the date thereof, of #37.05, and

the costs and expenses of the Sheriff in conducting said pur-

ported sale in the amount of &L4»&), and that in addition

thereto, the plaiutiff has tendered to all of the defendants

herein the autounts of rent due and payable upon said lease

and option agreement in the sua of $75.00 for the period

aeaeing February 15, 1956 but th t such tenders h-ving

declined are of no effect, and further tenders of rental pay-

aents to the defendants are of no avail and are unnecessary;

- 7 -





That bee >f the matters ?»et forth in th' s cow-

plaint, the execution sale and Certificate of Sale were and

are void and of no force and effect, **& tfce* :.aid sale and

Certificate of Sale should be set aside and cancelled, and

decreed by thi.e court to be of no force and effect;

That at the time of filing the original complaint

herein the plaintiff made tender of any U nnountr> th.-.t

were then due to the defendants or any of the-:, nd there was

deposited said aiaounts so due together with subsequent mounts

which became due there&ftex', i&id depoeits having been made to

the clerk of this court,

It is appellant* B theory of the case gi

the fraud of the defendants he was deprived lueble in-

vests in reel estate, valued at in excess of ilO,000.00 at

a grossly inadequate price of <*200.00*

The defem contend that plaintiff did not assert

any defense against the judrjasnt of *93g.00; thet plaintiff

admitted th t the execution upon the judgment was sirred upon

hi» by the sheriff on June 25, 1955; and that the sheriff

posted notices of the sale in three places on 4«0Mft 10, 1955,

ten days prior to the sale, aa evidenced by the sheriff's

notice of sale and his certificate of posting attached to the

amended complaint aa exhibits; and that equity will not re-

lieve the plaintiff from the consequences of his own neglect;

and that the amended complaint, as amended, does not state s

cause of action and fails to disclose any cause for equitable

• 6 -





relief; 1 requirements must, be made before equity

will intervene and that an executed sale will not bo eet aside

in the absence of fraud or soma irregularity in the proceed'

A wotion to diesis* is I re of a demurrer

and as such is ssid to It for the pur oses of argument all

material facts well pleaded contained in the pleadings to which

it is directed, 41 Am. Jur., Finding, Tecs. 330 and 332, page*

517 and 513; Schroer v. Pettibone, 163 111. 42. In tho latter

ease the court said, at page 44*

*While the eross-bill is by no n^.-na

a model of good pleading, we think it is
sufficiently alleged that the $3000 judg-
ment wsu:;. recovered U7x>n a false and ficti-
tious demand by the fr ud of appellant, in

absence o£ Pettibone and without his
knowledge, upon constructive service, merely.
In such a case e will interfere to pre-
vent the enforceraent of such a judgment*
(Ogden v. Larrabee, 57 UX* 3#9; I
Eng. Ency. of Law, 142») We must, of course,

oide the case u; on the pleading;;. It mi^ht
be th ;t upon a hearing upon the evidence no
fraud would appeal*, but it is so alleged,
and upon the adrJUsion of the demurrer it
must be so held*"

With other setters, it is alleged in the amended complaint, ?a

amended, that the entry of the judgment by confession against

the plaintiff and the sale end the purchase of his leasehold

interest and option to purchase were the result of fr?ud hy

the defendants. Adi&itti cts well pleaded, it would e<

% the allegations are sufficiently set forth to entitle

plaint: V to a hearing on the merits.

In Barnes v. Freed, 342 111. 73, at page 78, the

court said;

- 9 -
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"In this case property wort roxl-
m&tely for *>917*59. The
consideration was grossly inadequate. It

..on/.; been the rule in tnis fcmat
while gross inadequacy of price la not of
itself sufficient t;o aet aside a judici
sale, yet such inadequacy, coupled even
with alight aire ices indicating i

fairness or fraud, either upon the part
of the officer, the purchaser or the party
to the record benefited by the will
mulsh sufficient ground for equitable in-

tervention* Vncer such circumstances the
jRUrehaser at « judgment in
his advantage only by showing that he ae-

ir«d. his title by proceeding.-, /ree from
£raud or irregularity ."

In Block v. Hooper, 313 111. Ig2, at page lo"5, the

court said

J

MIf the inadequacy can in any way
be traced to 3 connected with or shown
to result farem o:ny , accident,
surprise* misconduct, fraud or irregularity
the ©ale wi \Xy be vacated. All
facti-: which tend to show that any unfair
advantage «as sought by the purchaser or

f
aarnaH benefited by the sale* are competent
a be . .tared end raay araount to evidence
of fraud**

To the sane effect is Rogers v. Barton, 3#6 111. 244} Magnes

v» Mt»«| 337 111. 605j Clegg v. Christensen, 346 111. 314;

Hamilton v, guis&by, 1*6 111. 90; McBanlel v. fe'eteel, 264 111.

' || VanGundy v. Hill, 262 111. 16 .

In the present ease it is alleged in the amended

eomplaint, as amended, that after the execution was issued 00

the judgment by confession and served uoon the plaintiff,

the plaintiff went to the home of the defendants to inauire

of the meaning of the judgment and service of execution be-

•se defendants villy agreed at the time of the making

of the note thrt payments would not be demanded until on or

- 10 -





about 4| L, 1957 t that he

did not have the isoney with which to j*iy the not,e sued upon,

but that ii" he had tu note* ha Mould borrow the nuney

with which to do so; that the defendant, Ella Constance

Mohrcuinn then advised plaintiff ffeat she would have to consult

with her attorney about payment of the note and to determine

whether arrangements wu r« to be taade; t.
; intiff

then Stated th t he did not want to get a lawyer; that the

defendants told the plaintiff that they did not see why the

plaintiff needed a lawyer j and that the defendants then assured

the plaintiff (feat their attorney was tr to help the plain-

tiff, that the plaintiff had nothing to worry about, and th

there was no need for the plaintiff to spet r the

purpose of getting a lawyer* The ane^ded coraplaint, as aaended,

alleged further that by reason of these represent lions and

aesur&nces on the part of the defendants, the itlit de-

parted from the home of the defendants, and thereafter con-

tinued to make regular ratal payments each eonth upon the 1<

and option agreement including the period from July throujdi

December, 1955 without any notice or advice of any kind from

said defendants that they inteaded to sell, or attempt to sell

and convey the said leasehold and option to purchase of plain-

tiff.

Plaintiff contends that by their misrepresentation*,

defendants nullifie-. effect of the service of execution

upon him* In this connection the court stated in Barnes v*

- 11 -
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Freed, supra, ai page f^l

s

"The purpose of notice cf rervice of
an execution la to give the debtor a chance
to pay or >n bef 3

further proceedings are had* Apv>ellee in
t ;.y, an ^dered the
amount of the judgment, interest and
costs be -t;on. It 9n
but eouitable th t uhe be given jan oppor-
tunity- to redeem," "^

Th- rt erred la its r^ingT oix>.th© notion,

and its order must bo set aside. The >ts raianded to

the circuit court of Lake County with directlor^f-to vacate

the order disjnisslfl ~tion and to requir^^he defendants

to answer tha amended conjplnint, as amended.

Reversed and remanded.

Grow, J. Concurs

- 12 -
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ALEC SHATZ,

Appellee,

AARON K. PAUL, SEYMOUR HIRSCHFIELD
and HAROLD HIRSCHFIELD, copartners,
doing business as EMPIRE FACTORS,

13 I.A^426
APPEAL FROM CIRCUIT

COURT, COOK COUNTY.

Appellants

.

judge Mccormick delivered the opinion of the court.

This is an appeal from a decree of the Circuit

Court of Cook County making permanent a temporary injunction

heretofore issued in this cause.

Alec Shatz, hereafter referred to as plaintiff,

had on March 10, 1955 filed an amended complaint for

injunction in the Circuit Court of Cook County against

Aaron K. Paul, Seymour Hlrschfield and Harold Hirschfield,

copartners, doing business as Empire Factors, hereafter

referred to as the defendants. In the complaint plaintiff

alleged that the defendants had previously filed four

actions against him in the Circuit and Superior Courts of

Cook County predicated upon fraud and deceit; that the

defendants had alleged in those actions that plaintiff

had induced them to purchase and discount certain accounts

receivable on false representations and warranties made

to them and on which they relied; that each of the suits

is based upon an invoice made to a different company; that

at the time each of the complaints was filed the defendants

submitted an affidavit for the procuring of an order for

the issuance of a .capias ad respondendum and in that
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affidavlt it was alleged that Paul and his partners feared

that Shatz would leave the jurisdiction of the court if the

action was commenced by summons alone; that a capias was

issued in each case and bail posted in the total amount of

$13,000; that the aggregate amount of the invoices sued on

is $6,19^. In the complaint for injunction the plaintiff

further alleges that he, as an officer of the Lynn Pump

Company and the A & S Supply Company, Inc., had presented

invoices of the corporations to the defendants for the

purpose of discounting the same, and that since that time

both said corporations had filed voluntary petitions in

bankruptcy; that the defendants have in their possession six

other invoices due and owing from the bankrupt corporations

to them, and the defendants, through their agents and

attorneys, threatened to file a separate suit on each and

every invoice and secure writs of capias ad respondendum

and compel the plaintiff to post bond for his release; that

the defendants had no reason to believe that the plaintiff

would leave the jurisdiction of the court, as they had

asserted in their affidavits; tha\: the plaintiff had no such

intention} that the writs were sued out for the purpose of

harrassing plaintiff and his wife in order to compel them to

make payment; that the defendants : threats to have further

writs issued in the separate suits based on the remaining

invoices were made to the end that the plaintiff or his wife

would borrow funds from friends or relatives and pledge their

personal credit towards the payment of the debts occasioned
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by the said unpaid invoices; and that the plaintiff has a

good and meritorious defense to all causes of action

brought or threatened to be brought by the defendants.

A motion to strike the amended complaint was

overruled by the trial court and upon the plaintiff filing

bond a temporary injunction was issued forbidding the

defendants from suing out any writs of capias ad respondendum

on any of the other invoices in their possession sold them

by the A & S Supply Company, Inc. or the Lynn Pump Company.

From these orders of the court defendant Aaron K. Paul took

an appeal, and in Shatz v. Paul^. 7 111. App.2d 223, we held

that the amended complaint stated a cause of action upon

which a court of equity may act, inasmuch as the complaint

alleged that the writs were sued out with the intention of

harrassing the plaintiff and his wife and compelling them

to borrow funds or pledge their personal credit towards

the payment of monies advanced by the defendants in dis-

counting the invoices presented to them by the plaintiff

and that the defendants had in their possession other

invoices upon which they threatened to file separate suits

and obtain separate additional writs of capias ad respondendum

directed against the plaintiff. We held that the complaint

set up sufficient facts to show an attempted abuse of process,

and that the temporary injunction was properly issued in order

to hold the matter in status quo until a full hearing was had.

The defendants thereupon filed an answer. In

their answer the defendants admit that they had filed affi-
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davits stating that they feared the plaintiff would leave

the jurisdiction of the court, and further state that they

still fear that unless the plaintiff is put under bail in

each suit filed against him for fraud and deceit he will

flee the court's jurisdiction. They also admit that they

have other causes of action for fraud and deceit against

the plaintiff and his wife 5 and assert that each false and

fraudulent representation made by the plaintiff constitutes

a separate cause of action on each of which actions the

defendants have a legal right to commence a separate suit.

A hearing was had before the court on the complaint

and answer. At the hearing defendant Paul was examined by

the plaintiff under section 60 of the Civil Practice Act of

Illinois. He testified that he had no factual information

that the plaintiff might leave the jurisdiction of the court

and that the only information he had to that effect was from

his counsel, on whose advice he had acted. He also testified,

in answer to a question as to whether or not he had on hand

certain invoices given to him by the A & S Supply Company,

Inc., the Lynn Pump Company, Alec Shatz or Charlotte Shatz,

which have not been paid, that he had a large volume of

papers including some unpaid invoices, which he turned over

to his attorney to do what he thought was best under the

circumstances

.

The issues which the trial court had to determine

were: Did the defendants have in their possession unpaid

invoices which were discounted by the defendants in
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reliance upon allegedly false representations? Did the

defendants propose to bring separate suits upon each of

the invoices in their possession and seek a capias ad

respondendum against the plaintiff in each of such suits?

Would the action of the defendants, in case they had so

proceeded, have been in good faith, or was it for the

purpose of harrassing the plaintiff in order to compel him

to make a settlement with the defendants? The factual

questions before the court as to the existence of the

unpaid invoices in the hands of the defendants and as to

their intention to bring separate suits upon each invoice

and seek in each a capias__ad respondendum directed against

the plaintiff were admitted by the pleadings and confirmed

by the testimony of defendant Aaron K. Paul on the witness

stand. The further question for the court to determine

was whether or not the actions of the defendants in seeking

the writs of caj?ias_ ad„ respj^djsnjlum were in good faith or

were intended as a means of harrassment. The court had

before it the admitted conduct of the defendants in the

other four suits. It also had the statement of Paul on

the witness stand that he had, without any basis except

that his attorney had so advised him, signed the affidavits

which stated that he feared the plaintiff would leave the

jurisdiction.

It is the rule that where anticipated unlawful

acts of the defendant are relied on as grounds for the

issuance of an injunction, the act to be enjoined must be
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one which is actually threatened and may "be expected with

reasonable certainty if not prevented by an injunction

issued out of the court. That the intention of the

defendants was to file separate suits in fraud and deceit

on the unpaid invoices in their possession and seek separate

capiases upon the filing thereof is an admitted fact. The

court could properly find from the previous conduct of the

parties and from the testimony of Paul on the hearing that

the defendants 1 anticipated actions would be for the purpose

of harrassing the plaintiff and constitute an abuse of

process; and upon so finding, under the decision in Shatz v.

Paula s^ra« the court had a right to make the injunction

permanent. The defendants saw fit to introduce no evidence.

Under the pleadings an issue was made as to whether

the Lynn Pump Company was a corporation. No evidence was

heard on this issue. It is our opinion that the statements in

the complaint concerning it were merely pleaded as matters of

inducement, and the existence or nonexistence of a corporation

known as the Lynn Pump Company was not material to the issues

presented in the hearing before the trial court.

The decree of the Circuit Court of Cook County is

affirmed

.

Decree affirmed c

Robson, P. J., and Schwartz, J., concur.
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NELLIE WARSHAWSKY,
Appellee,

13 I.A?
y427

APPEAL FROM MUNICIPAL

COURT OF CHICAGO.

AMERICAN AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS
CO., an Illinois corporation,

Appellant

•

JUDGE SCHWARTZ DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Plaintiff confessed judgment for rent pursuant

to the provisions of a lease, and thereafter defendant

petitioned the court to open the judgment. The court

heard the case upon the petition with exhibits attached

and denied defendant's motion, from which order an

appeal has been taken. A previous confession of judgment

for rent due pursuant to the same lease but for a preceding

period was before this court and was decided November 27,

1956 fWarshawsky v. American Automotive Products Co«. 12

111. App.2d 178). No motion was made to consolidate the

two cases, and the matter of the second pending appeal

was not called to our attention. The opinion in the

former case covers all the points raised on the current

appeal, and that decision controls.

The lease in question provided that the leased

property was to be used for "manufacturing, assembling

and shipping of automotive parts, and for no other

purpose whatever." This, defendant contends, was

contrary to the provisions of the zoning ordinance. As

we pointed out in our previous opinion, the zoning

ordinance here applicable permits many uses which would
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be within the commonly accepted meaning of the language

in the lease.

Defendant argued in the previous case and now

argues that "automotive parts" is a technological term,

to be distinguished from accessories. No proper basis

is set forth in the complaint for applying any other than

the commonly accepted meaning, but we pointed out in the

previous decision that even if we adopted this distinction,

there would still be many automotive parts within the

purposes of the lease. Therefore it did not appear to us

then and does not now appear that the lease was in violation

of the zoning ordinance.

Defendant seeks to avoid the commonly accepted

meaning of the words describing the purposes for which

the premises were to be used by stating vaguely some sort

of understanding with lessor as to the usage for which

the property was to be put. In its original petition in

the earlier case defendant merely stated that it set up

manufacturing operations and continued manufacturing

until it was informed that this was contrary to the

zoning ordinance. It then stated that lessor knew or

should have known that the zoning ordinance prohibited

the use of the premises for the manufacture «f automotive

parts. It amended this petition to read that it entered

into possession and set up its operations of manufacturing

universal joints and parts, using heavy equipment, and

then averred that this use was known to lessor at the time
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of entering into the lease. In the instant case defendant

states that the use was told to lessor and known by lessor

at the time of entering into the lease. As we stated in

the earlier case, the lease was a definitive and formal contract

setting forth all the covenants and agreements of the parties,

and these averments so vaguely made would not warrant the

court's restricting the term "automotive parts" to the busi-

ness defined as having been told to lessor.

In our previous opinion we stated we must assume

that defendant knew the law. We cited Kazwell v. Reynolds,

250 111, App, 17*+. To this should now be added the recent

case of Watters v. Schulz^ 10 111. App.2d 212. If both

parties knew the proposed usage was contrary to the zoning

ordinance, the only conceivable reason for execution of

the lease by defendant was Its belief that operation of

the premises could be brought within the law. This could

quite plausibly be based upon the prospect of obtaining a

variation and, as we pointed out in the previous case, In

this respect zoning laws are unique and variations are

frequently allowed.

We believe that all points made by defendant are

fully discussed and decided in the previous opinion, 12 111.

App.2d 178.

Judgment affirmed.

Robson, P. J., and McCormick, J., concur.
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AUBREY J. GREENBERG, ) APPEAL FROM

Appellant, )

) MUNICIPAL COURT
v. )

HAROLD F. BIRNBERG,
j

OF CHICAGO.

Appellee. )

MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE FEINBERG DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE
COURT.

Plaintiff, an architect, entered Into a written

contract with defendant, which provided that upon the com-

pletion of preliminary drawings for the construction of a

residence, defendant was to pay $750 and a balance of §1250

upon the completion by plaintiff of working drawings and

specifications to be submitted and accepted by defendant in

writing. The contract further provided that the cost of

construction was not to exceed $30,000. Defendant paid the

0750 to plaintiff. This action was for the balance claimed

due. The cause was heard without a Jury, resulting in a

finding and Judgment for defendants Plaintiff appeals.

It appears from the evidence that when the working

drawings and specifications were completed, plaintiff solicited

bids and procured from a general contractor a bid of $41,500,

which defendant refused to accept, insisting upon the require-

ment in the contract that the cost was not to exceed $30,000.

Plaintiff revised the working drawings and specifications

to reduce the cost of construction. The revised drawings

and specifications were submitted to defendant, who advised

plaintiff that they appeared to be all right, but that plalrv-

tiff should ascertain the cost. Thereupon plaintiff secured
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another bid from the contractor who originally bid $41,500,

reducing its bid based on the specified changes to *35>600.

This bid defendant also rejected, reminding plaintiff that

the contract limited the cost to $30,000. Thereupon plain-

tiff further revised the specifications, which he transmitted

to defendant, advising him by letter that upon the latter

revised specifications he had obtained bids totaling $29,650.

These bids, however, which plaintiff claimed in his letter

he had, were not submitted to defendant for his examination.

It was then that defendant rejected the last revision of the

specifications and notified plaintiff of the cancellation of

the contract, because of the long delay incurred by plaintiff

and the failure of plaintiff to finally submit working draw-

ings and specifications acceptable to defendant.

Defendant's theory is that he never accepted in

writing, as required by the contract, final working drawings

and specifications. When the first revised working drawings

and specifications were submitted to defendant, he notified

plaintiff that they seemed all right, but that he wanted

plaintiff to ascertain what the cost would be upon this

revision. This does not constitute the acceptance con-

templated by the contract. The court sustained defendant's

theory and we think correctly so upon the evidence before

him. Plaintiff failed to prove performance in accordance

with the contract, and the court was justified in finding

for the defendant.

The Judgment is affirmed.
AFFIRMED.

KILEY, J., CONCURS.

LEWE, J., TOOK NO PART.
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N. FLYER & SON, INC., a corporation, ) APPEAL FROM

Plaintiff - Appellee, )

) MUNICIPAL COURT

!

RABBI LOUIS N. LEVY, ) OF CHICAGO

Defendant - Appellant. )

JUDGE KILEY DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This is an appeal from an order of the Municipal

Court denying defendant's motion to open a Judgment for

$1,198.17 previously confessed against him in favor of

plaintiff upon a Judgment note. Defendant has appealed.

Defendant employed plaintiff as general contractor

under an oral agreement for construction of a synagogue.

Disputes arose between them. On June 17 1 1955 » plaintiff and

the "owners", defendant and his wife, entered a written agree-

ment in which plaintiff assigned the subcontracts to the

"owners" who undertook construction of the building. The

"owners" agreed to pay subcontractors for labor and materials

and to Indemnify plaintiff against loss arising out of the

assignment. Plaintiff agreed to render supervisory help not

to exceed $2,000 and to aid without cost the "owners" where-

ever possible. He also guaranteed completion of two sub-

contracts in accordance with specifications. Subsequently on

August 10, 1955, a note for $1,062.55 signed by defendant was

given plaintiff. That note is the subject of this controversy,

Judgment was confessed November 22, 1955> but

defendant's petition to open was not maae until January 20,

1956. The question is whether the trial Judge abused his
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dlscretion in refusing to open the Judgment for a hearing

on the merits.

Municipal Court Rule 2, §23 (2) requires a motion

to open a Judgment to be supported by affidavits, as

provided by Rule 2, §15 for summary judgments, showing a

prima facie defense. Section 15 requires the affidavit to

set forth "with particularity the facts on which the action

is based * * *, facts admissible in evidence."

The facts stated in defendant's petition must be

taken as true, but the petition is to be construed most

strongly against the petitioner, on the theory that he will

state the facts as strongly as the evidence will show.

Automobile Supply Co . v. The Soene-ln-Actlon Corp ., 3^ 111.

196, 203. The petition states that the note was given

"under unlawful compulsion" and without consideration.

Defendant seeks to support this conclusion by alleging that

the June 17th agreement settled fully all controversies and

resolved and adjusted all rights between the parties; that

plaintiff refused to comply with the terms of the contract;

that "various subtrades" refused to perform "unless and

until" defendant made "additional arrangements" to pay

plaintiff for "certain * * * masonry work"; that defendant

was requested to pay plaintiff $1,000 and upon his refusal

to do so the note was demanded r and that "plaintiff threatened"

unless the note was given the building would not be completed.

The final allegation is that "no other subtrades would, under

union rules and trade agreements take over said construction."
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Thls allegation is not connected with the phrase "plaintiff

threatened" which was Inserted in the typed petition in

handwriting.

The agreement of June 17 > 1955 * annexed to the

petition, does not expressly purport to settle ail existing

claims; nor does it mention payment for work already done.

It appears to be a mere assignment of subcontracts with pro-

vision for Indemnity, and plaintiff's guaranties and its

promise to help defendant.

In asserting that plaintiff wrongfully claimed

payment for masonry work defendant neither denies that the

work was done nor alleges that it was already paid for. He

does not state which subcontractors refused to perform and

why; or whether the refusals were written or oral, and if

oral whether they were made in the presence of an authorized

agent of plaintiff. There is no specific statement of what

plaintiff threatened to do and whom he threatened. There is

no allegation stating who demanded the note or explaining

why If a $1,000 note was demanded, the note was made in the

amount of $1,062.55.

The trial court was not required to search for

inferences of facts. They must be stated with particularity,

under Rule 2, §23 (2). This court In Rynlecki v. Siplora ,

9 111. App.2d 567, considered the Sipioras' affidavit stating

that they lacked knowledge of the note supposedly signed by

them, and that if they did sign it, they did so in the

belief that they were signing some other kind of instrument.

That was held insufficient to meet the requirements of the
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rule. While the facts there were somewhat different, that

decision is a practical application of the rule that the

motion must state facts showing a prima facie defense. The

Instant defendant's petition was insufficient to show

"business compulsion" and we hold that there was no abuse

of discretion in denying his prayer.

It is also claimed by plaintiff that defendant

was wanting in diligence in presenting this motion. In the

view that we take of this case it is unnecessary to rule on

this point.

AFFIRMED.

FEINBERG, P.J., CONCURS.

LEWE, J., TOOK NO PART.
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February Verm, . . 1957.

Gener.l !•« 10103

Bertha Graff,

i'lai art if f-.vppellee,

v. .

Harvey J. riiff,

i'efondant- ppelL;nt.

.10. 6

*l
13 I.A:429
Appeal fro«
ircuit Court of

Tazewell bounty.

V^.L. , I . J.

This is an appeal from a separate maintenance decree

entered in the Circuit Court of Tazewell Cunty in c i rmity

with the Master in Chancery's report finding that the defendant,

Harvey J. Graff, was guilty of such misconduct M to justify

the plaintiff, :ierthc: r fff in living separate and apart

from the defendant. The decree ordered the defendant Harvey

J. Gr-ff to pay tl the plaintiff the sum 50,00 a month

ior her support and maintenance, the sum of I . or month

for the support of Gerald Graff, a inor, and the sum of

100.00 per month for the support of Patricia Graff, the other

minor child, as l;>ng as eech child remains a minor, or unless

-1-
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otherwise ordered. The decree further ordered the defendant to

pay to the olainliff the sum of S2675.00 as additi I 1

attorney's fees and also that the defendant pay the i aster in

Chancery fees and the coots of suit, r. t decree the

defendant appeals '.:> this court.

The plai otiff and defendant were married in 1920 and

lived together as man and wife until ^ovesiber 1951. There

wer ni o 1 1 r this union, eight of whoa still

survive. Of these nine children, two of the.., Gerald .raff

and Petri i ^raff, are minora, 9*Tttl< being 17 years of age,

and Patricia 16 years of age. In iiovember, 1951 the defendant

left their home, ani the suit w<»s filed a short tb.e later.

The defendant then returned to the home, and -n -oril 19"
,

the plaintiff left, taking the two minor children with her,

and moved to Normal, Illinois, where she livud until June of

that year and then moved to her pf«a at place oi residence

at Washington, Illinois.

The evidence shows that drs. draff, the plaintiff, has

title to some Wf acres of land in Taaeveli dounty and dcLean

dounty in Illinois. The title to this property was conveyed

by the defends to the -lainLiff in 194b, out the defendant

received the incoaw from these fanas and paid the costs of

operation until 1951. her«2 was a mortgage on one of the

farms of approximately .20,000.. , tod the defendant

the annual payments on this mortgage until April 1952. in

addition to owning the far s, the plaintiff also owns or

»Z."»
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han the equitabl « title to the home where she i« nov living

with a "13,000.00 mortgage on lt a The evidence shows that

tha 5r>7 acres of land owned by the plaintiff has an aporoxiuate

value of ^250,000.00. There is one loan »f £17,50' .00 and

>ther of "850". • these f r « In addition, she also

has iMAI of appr , .
"" it sh< | f

.

The defendant owns 326 acres of land which i« worth approxiuately

J j3 # 000.00, is lly the solo ovMff of the Graff

lejMKlt fM -any with a net worth of ; ip ; roxinately :;9O,0OG.00

and the company owe3 hi->; "50,0 0.00. There is son* rueation

ra the evidence M t fell sxfftitaMs titl to the 507 acres,

an J there «*fl sone testimony that there wai a pending suit

over the ownership el Mmaa 507 acr< .

There doe?? not seem to bt <<ny miestion that the defendant

became infatuated with the other <t, Gladys Geob rling,

and was puilty si auch conduct that ' justify the entry of

'acre© for separate maintenance. In the brief of the

defendant we find thi -.mages *¥e do not question the

finding and deem® o the court that Berth Staff is living

separate and ap?rt from her In Harvey J. Graff without

her fault."

The appeal raises these points:- 1. That the decree

should not have awarded the plaintiff alimony in the amount

of "150.00 a ionth for the reason that the net worth and

net incc-.ie of ft] 11 tiff ie approximately the sane as

t sf the defendant. I« That the court erred in r ering

the defendant to pay the sua of ',"2675 »G0 as additional

-3-
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attorney's fees. 3. That the c.urt errec j the

defendant t. pmf 100. a month for the support and ai itenance

of each of the tw minor children without awarding the custody

of said children t., the plaintiff.

In considering the firet point, it aust be conceded that

the plaintiff owns property in excess of $200,000.0 .

If the yardstick to be used on whether ; r not to award

alimony or support money, is whether or not the party asking

alimony is able to support herself out of her own resources,

then this plaintiff is iinanciaily able to pay for her own

support and that of her children. On the other hano., the

andant is also well able to pay for the support of this

wife and his children. Defendant cites the case ol ring v.

..-rding, H4 111. 5C8 I* support of his contention that where

the wife is found to have sufficient separate property »I paeans

of her own to provide for her separate maintenance, no alimony,

temporary or permanent will be awarded her. Hft a careful

reading of that case does not support this cunt en ti on. n

page 600 of the opinion, the court there said: "Jome adjudged

cases are to be found going to the extent of holding, with

more or less directness, that no allowance will be made from

the income of the husband, while the wife has property remaining

which she may subject to the payment of the expenses of the

litigation and to her support, '.hoy aro, however, opposed

to the great wei I f authority ana cannot be considered
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authority in this State. Alimony, in its technical sense,

related to the income, a sum to be paid from the income of the

husband, not by exhaustion of the corpus of his estate. And

it is undoubtedly the rule that where there is no income, and

the payment of the allowance will result in diminishing the

estate from which the income is derived, it will not ordinarily

be permitted to extend beyond providing for the actual wants

and necessities of the wife. But if the husband has committed

breaches of his marital obligation entitling her to a divorce,

or she is living separate and apart from him through his fault,

and without fault herself, which, if the prosecution of her

suit be in good faith, must, on these applications, be assumed,

she is entitled to be maintained and supported consistently

with her station in life and the ability of the husband, if

the money required therefor be not more than a just and equitable

proportion of the joint income of herself and husband."

And the court in that case continuing, said: "It would

seem equitable and just that the wife, who is prosecuting

her suit in good faith, should be placed upon an equality

with the husband, and if her income be insufficient to maintain

her, and to carry on the litigation, his income should be

required to contribute before she should be required to exhaust

her estate."

The defendant also cites the case of Decker v. Decker,

279 HI* 3°°» Tnat case quotes and affirms the doctrine and

law announced in the Harding v. Harding case, and also says

-5-
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this: "Where they both have an income the method of computation

of a proper allowance for her support and taaintenance is to add

the wife's annual income to her husband's, consider what, under

all the circumstances, should be allowed her out of the

aggregate, then from the sum so determined deduct her separate

income, and the remainder will be her proper annual allowance.

(Harding v. Harding, 144 111. 5$S. ) It is also a rule of

equity in such cases that the wife shall not be put in a worse

condition by reason of her marriage, the dissolution of which

has been caused by her husband's wilful misconduct. 'Equity

and good conscience require that the husband shall not profit

by his own wrong, and that restitution shall be made to the

wife of the property which she brought to the husband, or a

suitable sum in lieu thereof be allowed out of his estate, so

far as may be done consistently with the preservation of the

rights of each, and also that a fair division shall be made,

taking into consideration the relative wants, circumstances

and necessities of each, of the property accumulated by their

joint efforts and savings'.'* And the court continuing, after

citing cases, said: "The sum and substance of the various

holdings is that the wife shall not merely have what necessity

demands but what complete justice requires. ****»

After reading these cases, this court is of the opinion

that the basis of awarding or not awarding alimony or support

money does not depend so much upon the separate estates of

either the husband or wife, as it does upon the incomes of

-6-
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each. Applying that rule to this case, the Income of the

defendant le approximately $12,000.00 per year. That of the

plaintiff, after paying on loans and meeting other expenses,

is approximately $6,000.00 per year. Out of the yearly income

she has fixed obligations of at least half that amount, so that

her net money per year for her own support is considerably less

than that of the husband.

Our courts have laid down another yardstick to be used

as to the allowance of alimony or support money for the wife.

In the case of Bverly v. Bverlv . 363 111. 517, the court there

said: "There is no hard and fast rule for the fixing of

alimony. Matters which are usually considered by the court in

determining alimony are the ages of the parties, their condition

of health, the property and income of the husband, separate

property and income, if any, of the wife, the station in life

of the parties as they have heretofore lived, and whether or

not there are any children dependent upon either for support,

and also the nature of the misconduct of the husband. It was

never intended that the allowance of alimony shall be used as

a means of visiting punitive damages upon the husband in favor

of the wife for the husband's misconduct, but, guided by the

different phases, heretofore mentioned, of the situation of

the parties, such allowance is to be made as may furnish the

wife support or contribute to her partial support. (Gilbert v.

Oilbert, 305 111. 216)." While it is true, as urged by the

-7-
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defendant, citing the cases of Buehler v. 3uehler . 373 111.

626, and Bverly v. Bverly . 363 111. 517, that the allowance of

alimony is to furnish the wife's support or contribute to her

partial support and is not to visit punitive damages on the

husband for misconduct, yet, in the case of Harding v. Harding .

180 111, 4^1, cited by the defendant, that court, holding that

the amount of alimony in a separate maintenance suit is arrived

at in the same manner as in divorce cases, said: "The conduct

of the parties may very properly be taken into consideration

upon the question of alimony ****. In cases where the circum-

stances may justify a divorce under our statute there may be

widely different degrees of merit on the one side and censure

on the other, which would very properly be considered in

determining the question of alimony, quite independent of the

pecuniary circumstances of the parties ."

It would seem that the question of allowance of attorney

fees in this case would follow the rules laid down by our courts

for the allowance of alimony or support money. In the case

of Adams v. Adams . 396 111. 5^1, an allowance for solicitor's

fees had been allowed, and that court held that while

solicitor's fees should not be awarded to the wife in a

divorce suit where she is more able to pay them than the

husband, an award of alimony and solicitor's fees to the wife

is not erroneous where it is warranted by consideration of the

financial circumstances of the parties, there being no content-

ion he is unable to pay the alimony and the circumstances show

her need of the allowance.

-3-
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This court in passing upon this appeal nuat examine all

tha facta and circumstances. Here, the defendant and tha

lint iff were married oyer thirty years, Jhe bore 1 ne

children, eight of whom survive and two of which are still

minors and live with her. ith ut any Jtlftttliq circumstances

being shown, he conynenced to go ar with another worrvrn, much

Y unoer than himself or his wife, creeti a condition that

was intolerable to har and comr»llinr- her to withdraw fron the

ho n, 'he defendant traits there was no fault on the part of

the wife. In reaching a decision this curt Hill not only

•insider the finances of both parties but will consider the

reasons that brought about the separation, and in short,

examine all tho facts and base its oacision u 1 those

facts. The trial court heard the case and fixed the amount

of alimony and allowed attorney fees, oniesa the decroe of

trial curt M ably erroneous, it should not be

disturbed. We do not find any such error, but on the contrary

the decree is aiaply justified by the f. cts.

As to the allowance by the court for the support of the

children, which the defendant contests on the I

no order awarding the crust the plaintiff was cade by

the trial court, this court cannot consider this alleged

error for the reason that me question was made of the mattor

in the trial court. A mattor that is net raised in the trial

court cannot be raised on appeal. In . erner v. teole. 8 111.

Pipp, 2nd, 460, at page 465, that c urt saidt *A search of

-9-
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the abstract reveal* that this point was not raised by the

pleadings nor decided by the trial court and therefore need

not be considered here. Ointher y, Duginger, 6 111. 2nd 474,

460."

The plaintiff has filed in this court a motion to strike

the brief of the appellant and dismiss the appeal, but since

we have discussed the case in detail and decided it on the

merits, there is no point in passing on this motion.

Since our courts have consistently held that the allowance

of separate maintenance and attorney's fees are largely within

the discretion of the chancellor and we are not disposed to

disturb his findings and decree, the decree will be affirmed.

Affirmed.
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PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS,
Defendant in Error, )

.13 IJ£*4&»

V.

ERROR TO

MUNICIPAL COURT
MICHAEL BATTIESSE,

Plaintiff in Error. ) OF CHICAGO

MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE NIEMEYER DELIVERED THE OPINION OF

THE COURT.

Plaintiff in error, hereafter called defendant,

seeks the reversal of a Judgment sentencing him to three

years In the House of Correction on a finding of guilty

on an information charging him with unlawfully having in

his possession and under his control "a quantity of heroin,

a derivative of opium, a narcotic drug." The trial was

before the court.

Two police officers testified to entering the

flat of defendant In the City of Chicago under a search

warrant; that defendant ran through the kitchen to the

rear door. Officer Bryson, who was the first to enter

the flat, testified that he was immediately behind the

defendant, who was Just about to open the door; that he

saw him throw something down right at the back door;

that he, the officer, immediately picked it up and

placed defendant under arrest. The matter which the

witness said defendant threw down at the rear door was

examined In the police crime laboratory, and is stipulated

to be k.k2 grams of heroin. Defendant denied throwing

anything out of the back door; of ever having had possession

of the vial containing the heroin, or of having seen it until
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produced on the trial. Another officer testified that

he heard officer Bryson ask what he had thrown out.

This officer did not eee the defendant throw anything.

Complaint Is made because of alleged Inconsistency between

the testimony of the two officers. The determination of

the facts was a question for the trial court. The incon-

sistencies complained of are not vital to the determination

of the defendant's guilt. Acceptance of officer Bryson'

s

testimony that defendant ran to the rear door and threw

out the vial containing the heroin, Is evidence of conduct

Indicating knowledge by defendant of the contents of the

vial, and hie guilty possession of it. No question was

raised on the trial as to the validity of the entry of

the officers In defendant's flat. There was no motion to

suppress any evidence. The testimony of officer Bryson

is sufficient to sustain the finding of guilty made by

the court.

The Judgment Is affirmed.

AFFIRMED.

BURKE and FRIEND, JJ. , CONCUR.
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ELIZABETH A. CUPRAN,

Plaintiff-Appellant

,

v.

HARRIS TRUST AND SAVINGS BANK,
a banking corporation,

13 I.A^430
APPEAL FROM

SUPERIOR COURT,

COOK COUNTY.

Defendant

,

HARRIS TRUST AND SAVINGS BANK,
a banking corporation,

Counter-plaintiff,

v.

ELIZABETH A. CURRAN,

THOMAS D. NASH, JR., Adminis-
trator de Bonis Non with
the Will Annexed of the
Estate of HELEN CARLIN,
Deceased, LOUISE McGOUGH,
MARGARET MAHAN,

Counter-defendant s~.

JUDGE FRIEND DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This is an appeal from an order entered in three

separate actions which were consolidated for trial in the

Superior Court. One is a complaint, No. 51-S-16 65^

instituted by Elizabeth A. Curran against the Harris

Trust and Savings Bank to recover the sum of $21,905.65

on deposit in that bank. The bank filed its answer and

also an amended and supplemental counterclaim for

equitable relief, and asked further that it be allowed

to pay the above sum into the registry of the court and

that the counterdefendants be ordered to interplead with

each other to determine their respective rights. Pursuant
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to the final decree of interpleader entered on the bank's

counterclaim, it deposited $22, 3 87.^ (the original sum

involved plus accrued interest) with the clerk of the

Superior Court, and Elizabeth A. Curran and Thomas D. Nash

as administrator were enjoined from any further prosecutions

against the bank with respect to this sum and were ordered

to interplead their respective rights thereto. The second

action in this appeal is a suit in chancery to construe a

contract dated July 20, 1951 filed in the Superior Court

as No. 52-S-8 869 by Elizabeth A. Curran as plaintiff

against Nash as administrator and other defendants. The

third action is a petition for citation originally filed

in the Probate Court of Cook County, pursuant to sections

183 and 185 of the Probate Act (111. Rev. Stat. 1951, ch. 3)

by Nash as administrator to recover from the respondent

Elizabeth Curran certain monies, United States bonds and

a check payable to the order of Helen Carlin, the deceased;

it was subsequently heard in the Superior Court de novo, as

case No. 53-S-12 570, on appeal from the Probate Court.

Pursuant to hearing, the Superior Court found the issues

in all three cases in favor of Nash as administrator and

against Elizabeth Curran. The order made a final disposition

of the claims in the interpleader case by finding that the

sum of $22,387.^, deposited with the clerk of the Superior

Court pursuant to the decree of interpleader, was the

property of the administrator, and directed the clerk to

pay this sum over to him. The decree disposed of the
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complaint in chancery to construe the contract Toy dismissing

the complaint for want of equity, and it disposed of the

administrator's petition for citation by finding that the

monies in Elizabeth Curran's possession, the bonds to which

these funds had been converted, and the check in her posses-

sion payable to the order of Helen Carlin, were assets of

Helen Carlin 's estate, and directed Elizabeth Curran to

surrender these properties to the administrator. Elizabeth

Curran appeals from the order entered in the three consoli-

dated causes. Several prior appeals affecting various

phases of this litigation have heretofore been heard and

decided in this court.

In the last appeal, reported in 5 HI. App.2d 2U-1,

the essential facts constituting the background of the liti-

gation were fully stated and need not here be repeated in

detail. In that proceeding, Nash as administrator had filed

a petition for citation in the Probate Court to recover from

the respondent Elizabeth Curran certain monies, United States

bonds and a check payable to the order of the deceased. On

motion of the petitioner, a summary judgment was entered in

the Probate Court directing respondent to tiara over the

property to the administrator. An appeal was then taken by

Elizabeth Curran to the Superior Court, which ruled in her

favor, and the administrator appealed. The appeal was taken

from an order of the Superior Court which denied the admin-

istrator's motion for summary judgment, allowed the respond-

ent's motion for summary judgment, and dismissed the petition
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for citation. Both the petitioner and the respondent in the

affidavits supporting their respective motions for summary

judgment had set out the execution of the agreements cf

March 5, 1951, April 20, 1951, and July 20, 1951 . These

are the same agreements admitted in evidence in the trial

of the instant case. Both parties on the prior appeal

asserted that the transfer of the bank deposits was made

pursuant to the provisions of the agreement, and both conceded

that the check received by Elizabeth Curran, payable to the

order of the deceased in the sum of $193^.28, had been

neither endorsed by the deceased nor delivered by her to

Elizabeth Curran. On the prior appeal Elizabeth Curran

based her right to retain the funds which had been transferred

to her on March 5, 1951 on the three agreements and contended

that the check in her possession, payable to Helen Carlin,

was her property because it represented the proceeds of the

sale of some stocks which the deceased had given her on

July 18, 1951. In our prior opinion (5 HI. App.2d 2*+l),

we discussed the effect of the transfers of the bank accounts

on March 5, 1951, pursuant to agreement of that date; we

also considered the agreements of April 20, 1951 and July 20,

1951 and, in reversing the trial court and remanding the

case for trial on the merits, stated that "we think that

the true import of the transfer of these bank accounts was

to vest custody in Elizabeth Curran as agent for Helen Carlin

for purposes of convenience during the lifetime of Helen

Carlin, and since the transfers were ineffective to vest
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ownershlp in Elizabeth Curran after Helen Carlin'

a

death, the accounts become the property of her admini-

strator or legal representative of her estate; and of

course when $25,000.00 of these funds were withdrawn and

invested in United States government bonds, these bonds

likewise became an asset of the deceased's estate."

We also disposed of Elizabeth Curran' s contention

that she was entitled to retain possession of the check in

her possession, payable to Helen Carlin in the sum of

$193^.28, as follows: "Moreover, it appears that respondent

and the chancellor misconstrued the purpose for which these

proceedings were instituted; the question was notwhether

decedent made a valid gift of the bonds inter vivos, as

respondent and the chancellor chose to treat it, but

whether the deceased by endorsement and delivery of the

certificates made a valid gift of the check Itself. It has

been held that a negotiable instrument may be the subject

of a gift inter vivos without an endorsement thereon, but

the cases uniformly hold that there must be a delivery

to the donee by the payee with intent to transfer title. . .

Helen Carlin died the same day the check was issued but

before Elizabeth Curran could obtain from her her

endorsement or delivery of the check; and so even though

the above quoted statement attributed to the deceased shows

an intent to make a gift of the proceeds of the sale of

the bonds, nevertheless the gift was not completed during

the lifetime of the deceased by delivery of the check,
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and therefore the gift failed.

"

The evidence offered on behalf of Elizabeth Curran

at the trial of the case at bar was substantially the Bame

as the facts presented In the affidavits supporting her

motion for summary Judgment which we considered in the prior

appeal; substantially the same arguments were offered and

the same authorities cited as are offered and cited in the

brief on this appeal. To all intents and purposes Elizabeth

Curran concedes that the opinion in the prior appeal con-

clusively answers the objections raised by her arguments in

this proceeding, but she attempts to draw a parallel between

the case of Farkas v. Williams , 5 111. 2d 417, which was

decided by the Illinois Supreme Court after our prior opinion

was filed. We think the Farkas case can be distinguished

frot! this proceeding in that the documents there claimed

to be testamentary dispositions of the decedent's property

were formal express declarations of trust, whereas in the

instant case the agreements executed by decedent and Elizabeth

Curran were, as we pointed out in our opinion, intended to

do nothing more than to vest custody in Elizabeth Curran

as the deceased's agent for purposes of convenience during

the lifetime of the deceased. Moreover, since on the prior

appeal we interpreted these agreements as being ineffective

to vest the ownership of the funds transferred on March 5,

1951 and July 23, 1951 to Elizabeth Curran, the questions

of law there decided will not again be considered. They are

binding on the trial court and also on the Appellate Court

in any subsequent appeal. Meyer v. Meyer , 333 111. App. ^50;
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Tree v. St. Luke's Hospital , 3^7 111. Apr,. 368; and In re

Estate of Maher , 20*4- 111. 25, wherein the court said that

"the rule Is, that upon the remandraent of a cause generally,

the rules of law applicable to the case announced In the

opinion of this court are conclusive upon the second hearing.

In the circumstances, we have reached the conclusion,

after careful study of the record and the applicable authori-

ties, including our former opinion, that all matters Involved

in the petition for citation originally filed in the Probate

Court and heard in the Superior Court on appeal were dis-

posed of by our *«;ra« opinion on the prior appeal of the

parties, and that the question of Elizabeth Curran's alleged

rights as to those was conclusively disposed of In our opinion.

The same would be true with respect to the suit in chancery

to construe the contract of July 20, 1951 which is the subject

matter of one of the caaes consolidated for hearing. That

contract was discussed and Interpreted in our former opinion,

and the question of Elizabeth Curran's alleged rights was

disposed of therein.

There remains for consideration only the inter-

pleading action ordered in responce to the prayer of the Harris

Trust and Savings Bank. While the deposit of $22,38?.W-

made by the bank with the clerk of the Superior Court, pur-

suant to the decree of interpleader, was not directly in

issue in the prior appeal (5 111. App. 2d. .2^1), we think that

the ruling there as effectively disposes of Elizabeth Curran's

claim to the ownership of that fund as though it had been.

The sum of $21,905.65 had been deposited by Elizabeth Curran
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in the Harris Trust and Savings Bank on July 23, 195li

the day Helen Carlln died; It represented the total

made up of a check for $37.50 payable to Helen Carlln and

endorsed by Helen Carlln and Elizabeth Curran, and with-

drawals of $11,611.73 and 110,256.^2 made by Elizabeth

Curran from the decedent's accounts In the Northern Trust

and Savings Bank and the Harris Trust and Savings Bank,

respectively. In her answer In the Interpleader case,

Elizabeth Curran averred that her right to the funds was

evidenced by the agreement dated July 20, 1951* and that

the transfers of the bank accounts on July 23, 1951 were

made pursuant to that agreement. Of course that agreement

Is the same one which we Interpreted In the prior apoeal

as being Ineffective to vest the ownership of the funds

transferred on March 5, 1951 to Elizabeth Curran; and

It would therefore follow that It was likewise Ineffective

to transfer the ownership of the funds transferred July

23, 1951. Accordingly, we think that this question too

was decided on our former appeal.

Of course what we have said In this opinion doee

not affect Elizabeth Curran' right to be reimbursed for

room and board and nursing services rendered to the

deceased prior to her death, but the Superior Court has

no original Jurisdiction to allow a claim against a

decedent's estate. Such claim will have to be filed

and determined In the Probate Court. (111. Hev. Stat. 1955

»

ch. 3, sec. 3^.)

"
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Only one trial was held Involving the disposition

of the three separate suits which were consolidated for

hearing. We are of opinion that the evidence and the law

applied thereto Justified the trial court In finding the

Issues in all three cases In favor of the administrator.

The order of the Superior Court is therefore affirmed.

ORDER AFFIRMED.

NIEMEYER, P. J. and BURKE, J., CONCUR.
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CHARLES CARAVELLA,

v.

MARIO QUARRELLA,

i

Appellant,

Appellee.

13 I.a;
7
4 31

APPEAL FROM

MUNICIPAL COURT

OF CHICAGO

JUDGE BURKE DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Charles Caravella sued Mario Quarrella for damages

for personal Injuries sustained by plaintiff, a pedestrian,

as the result of the alleged negligence of the defendant

in backing up his automobile and striking the plaintiff.

The jury returned a verdict of not guilty on which

Judgment was entered and plaintiff appeals.

The plaintiff testified that on March k, 1955

»

at about 7:00 p.m. he alighted from a northbound Harlem

Avenue bus at the southeast corner of the Intersection

of Harlem and Cornelia Avenues, Chicago. He had come from

work and was carrying a shopping bag containing groceries.

There were no sidewalks on either side of Cornelia Avenue

going east from Harlem Avenue up to the alley between

Harlem and Neva Avenues, which is the next block east.

Beyond the alley there was a sidewalk on the north side

of Cornelia Avenue only. There were curbstones on both

sides. After the plaintiff allghtedfrom the bus at the

southeast corner of Harlem and Cornelia Avenues he crossed

the street at that point over to the north side of Cornelia

Avenue. Cornelia Avenue is approximately 40 feet wide
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and when the plaintiff was about 10 feet from the north

curb he turned and started to walk east because there

were two cars parked along the north curb of Cornelia

Avenue at that time, the first being about 2 or 3 car lengths

from Harlem Avenue.

He was looking east in the direction of the oncoming

cars but did not see any traffic. He reached the second

parked car which was a few feet behind the first one. He

did not observe any people in it nor any lights being on.

Then he started to cut in to the rear of the second car,

walking on a slant closer to the curb. He was hit from

the rear and knocked down. He did not see the car approach

him and he didn't hear anything to indicate that the car

was in motion. He did not see any lights and he did not hear

a horn. He was struck half-way between Harlem Avenue and

the alley and about 6 or 7 feet from the north curb of

Cornelia Avenue. There was a eteeet light about 40 or 50

feet from the scene of the accident, but it was not bright

and did not cast any light at the point where the accident

occurred. After the plaintiff was hit he noticed that he

was hit by the left side of the rear bumper of the car.

The ground was wet. At that time he felt stunned and did

not know what happened. After he was hit, the car stopped

and the two passengers came out and asked him what was the

matter, and picked him up and helped him. When the driver

of the first car first got out to help him, he asked,

"How are you?" and he answered, "I am all right." The
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driver then asked, "Where do you live?" That was all the

conversation that the plaintiff recalls. They took him

home. He was in pain and had bruises from his hip to his

kne-c.- His son took him to Dr. Nuzzerella, whose, father was

the passenger who recommended him.

According to the defendant driver, he picked up

his passenger about a quarter to seven In the evening and

then turned west on Cornelia Avenue. They stopped about

6 to 8 feet from Harlem Avenue to take their coats off.

The left side of the car was not more than one foot from

the center line. There were no cars parked along the curb.

He didn't see any people or traffic and backed up the car.

He looked to the right, the left and he "guesses" that he

also looked to the front and to the back. He then backed

up to the parking space on the north side of the street

along the curb on Cornelia Avenue. He was looking in the

beam of his headlights. He backed up about 6 or 7 feet

and when he was about 5 feet from the curb he looked in

his side view mirror and saw a man was near his left rear

bumper. That was the first time he looked in the mirror.

He stopped right away but did not feel a bump. He did not

blow his horn at that time. He and his passenger got out

of the car and they asked, "Something is wrong, you are

hurt," and the plaintiff anawered, "Oh, my leg, my leg."

The car was on a slant, the rear bumper being about

5 or 6 feet from the curb and the front bumper maybe 2

feet more. The plaintiff was lying on the ground near the

left bumper. Defendant estimated that the plaintiff was
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about 10 or 12 feet from Harlem Avenue, although he admitted

he was not familiar with distances. He further stated

that the distance between where the plaintiff was lying

and Harlem Avenue was maybe one car and maybe another

car length from where he was lying to the alley. He admits

the plaintiff was halfway between Harlem Avenue and the

alley. According to the passenger, as they approached Harlem

Avenue defendant's vehicle was traveling more on the outside

than on the middle of the street near the center line of

Cornelia Avenue. He suggested to the driver that they stop

and get out of the car to take off their overcoats. After

the driver stopped, the passenger said, "Over here, its a

little dangerous to get out of the car. You'd better back

up a little bit and go nearer to the curb to leave the pass

in case some other car passes." They decided to back up

a little and go nearer the curb and take off their coats.

After the driver backed up a little, he stopped the car

and the passenger asked what happened. The driver replied,

"There's a man over there." He further stated that the

driver had his lights on and that he didn' t see any

pedestrians walking towards them, nor did he think there

were any cars parked near the corner of Harlem and Cornelia

Avenues. He repeated that the first stop the driver made

was in the middle of the block between Neva and Harlem

Avenues and that he started to back up but stopped right

away saying, "Somebody was at the back." He stated further

that the conversation with the plaintiff consisted solely
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of his own remark, "See what happened on crocs the middle

of the street? If you cross on Harlem Avenue this thing

no happen, because on Harlem Avenue-" to which the plain-

tiff did not reply, but the passenger "tried to convince

him" and repeated his remark.

The Jury was given oral instructions. Plaintiff

asserts that the court erred in giving an instruction in

the language of the statute relative to a pedestrian

crossing the roadway at a point other than within a marked

crosswalk or within an unmarked crosswalk at an Inter-

section. The instructions given by the court were com-

prehensive and when considered as a connected series

fairly instructed the Jury on the Issues. The case pre-

sented factual issues. We are convinced that the Jury

could not be and was not misled by the instruction.

Plaintiff urges that the court erred in refusing

to give an instruction embodying provisions of an ordinance

and a statute to the effect that the driver of a vehicle

shall not back the same unless the movement can be made

with reasonable safety and without interfering with other

traffic. In our opinion the instructions given by the

court adequately covered all of the issues, and the court

did not err .in refusing to give the requested instruction.

Finally, plaintiff insists that the court erred

in allowing an Irrelevant remark of a nonobserving non-

participant which was calculated to mislead the Jury into

believing that the plaintiff admitted he crossed in the
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mlddle of the street. The transcript of the testimony

discloses that plaintiff made no objection to the

question propounded by the defendant. The objection that

plaintiff presents at this time was not voiced in the trial

court and he is not in a position to raise a question that

he failed to urge during the trial.

For the reasons stated the Judgment of the

Municipal Court of Chicago Is affirmed.

JUDGMENT AFFIRMED.

NIEMEYER, P. J., and FRIEND, J., CONCUR.
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13 I.A^43^
APPEAL FROM

COUNTY COURT,

COOK COUNTY.

NANCY LEVINSON,
Plaintiff-Appellee,

v.

KING'S COURT CORPORATION, a

corporation, F. A. GATES and
JOCELYN GATES, his wife, ALMA

BABA,
Defendants-Appellants

.

JUDGE BURKE DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Nancy Levinson sued F. A. Gates and Jocelyn Gates,

his wife, Alma Baba and King's Court Corporation to recover

$900 claimed to have been earned as a broker's fee in the

sale of a house owned by the Gates' to Amejan Baba and Alma

Baba, his wife. Plaintiff also claimed damages against Mr.

and Mrs. Gates, Mrs. Baba and the corporation for conspiracy

to defraud her out of her commission. After the defendants'

motions to dismiss the complaint were denied, their answers

joined issue on the matters hereinafter discussed. A trial

without a jury resulted in a judgment for the plaintiff

against all the defendants for &450. Defendants, appealing,

ask that the judgment be reversed and that judgment be entered

in their favor. Plaintiff, in a cross-appeal, prays that

judgment be given in her favor for $900.

Plaintiff was the only witness in her own behalf.

She has been a licensed real estate broker since 1932 with an

office in Winnetka. The corporation is engaged in the real

estate business in Wilmette. Kenneth H. King of Glencoe, a

licensed real estate broker since 1936, is secretary and

treasurer of the corporation. Mrs. Estelle Wehrheim of

Wilmette is a real estate saleswoman for the corporation.

F. A. Gates and Jocelyn Gates were the owners as joint tenants
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of the house which they occupied as a residence at 104 16th

Street, Wilmette. The house has two bedrooms, a living room,

dining room, kitchen, bathroom, porch and basement.

Previous to the showing of the Gates' house to firs.

Baba, the Gates' had advertised their home for sale in the

newspapers at a price first of v 19,500 and then at a price of

$18,900. Plaintiff testified that on August 12, 1954, having

seen the advertisement, she spoke to Mrs. Gates on the tele-

phone and secured a listing of the property for the sale price

of ^19,500. She said she talked to Mrs. Gates again on

Monday, September 13, 1954, and was then informed by Mrs.

Gates that the price was reduced to *l8,900, of which *900 was

for the broker and that "they wanted eighteen net." She said

that Mrs. Gates told her that the price was reduced because

"they were very anxious to sell their house" and that "they

had another house that tney wanted to buy." The week preced-

ing Monday, September 13, 1954, Mrs. Baba observed in the

local newspaper plaintiff's advertisement of houses for rent

and for sale. In a telephone conversation between plaintiff

and Mrs. Baba the former stated that she had houses for rent

and for sale. Plaintiff made an appointment to call on Mrs.

Baba and show her some houses.

On Monday, September 13, 1954, plaintiff informed

Mrs. Gates that she would bring her "client" to the premises

the following afternoon. Plaintiff called at Mrs. Baba's

dress shop on Tuesday afternoon, September 14. Mrs. Wehrheim,

a stranger to plaintiff, was in the dress shop. Mrs. Wehrheim

had with her a book containing pictures and descriptions of

houses. Mrs. Baba intended to look through the book. Mrs.

Wehrheim, a representative of the corporation, was a friend

of Mrs. Baba and had been endeavoring to sell her a house for
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about two months. The Gates' house was also listed for sale

by the corporation. On Tuesday afternoon plaintiff drove her

car to the dress shop. Mrs. Baba got into the car accompanied

by Mrs. Wehrheim. While plaintiff was driving her car to visit

houses to be inspected by Mrs. Baba she, plaintiff, learned

that Mrs. Wehrheim was a saleswoman for the corporation.

Plaintiff drove first to a house at 222 9th Street, VJilmette,

which is now owed by the Gates'. This house was not satis-

factory to Mrs. Baba because it was too large. Plaintiff then

drove to the Gates' house. Mrs. Wehrheim remained in the car

while plaintiff and Mrs. Baba went into the house and Mrs.

Baba inspected it. Plaintiff testified that Mrs. Baba said to

Mrs. Gates: "This is the finest house I have ever seen. I

have looked at many houses. I would love to have my daughter

see it." She stated further that Mrs. Gates told Mrs. Baba to

"bring her daughter back." Plaintiff testified further that

on Tuesday afternoon she told Mrs. Baba the price was ^16,900

and that after Mrs. Baba saw the house she said she could pay

^>3,000 down and *250 monthly; that she called Mrs. Gates on

the telephone and told her of the proposal of Mrs. Baba as to

terms; that Mrs. Gates said: " I think we might be able to do

that, I will have to ask my husband;" that her husband had

been talking about a mortgage on the house so that it would

make it easier for someone to buy it; and that plaintiff then

called Mrs. Baba on the telephone and told her that "it looked

pretty good to me." Plaintiff testified that Mrs. Gates called

her on the telephone and said her husband was not in but that

he would call her and that she thought she would hear from him

in a short time; that later Tuesday afternoon plaintiff called
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Mrs. Gates to inquire as to any communication v/ith Mr. Gates;

that Mrs. Gates said she heard from her husband and that he

said: "We can work it out" and that "we can raise our mort-

gage with Mrs. Baba's cash payment of *3,000 and the v250 a

month Mrs. Baba also would pay would be sufficient to make the

payments on the mortgage and also pay ours." Plaintiff stated

further that she then called Mrs. Baba and told her the story

and that Mrs. Baba was quite happy. She told Mrs. Baba that

the Gates were willing to sell on her terms of ,,3,000 down and

^250 a month at the price of ,,18,900. She asked Mrs. Baba for

a check and the latter said: "Give me another day because

King's Court has my money, its on deposit on another house

that they have been showing me, and I can't get it right away."

On Wednesday morning , September 15, plaintiff called at the

dress shop of Mrs. Baba for the purpose of picking up a check

as a down payment. Mrs. Baba was not in. Plaintiff went to

Park Forest to see her grandchildren that afternoon and did

not return home until about 11:00 P.M. On Thursday, September

16, plaintiff called Mrs. Baba on the telephone. Plaintiff

stated that Mrs. Baba wanted "to be friends with everybody";

that the corporation had spent three weeks showing her houses

and the corporation "has been so nice to her that she felt

that in some way they should participate." Plaintiff answered

that she had nothing to do with the corporation and that "they

did not show you the house." Thereupon plaintiff called Mrs.

Gates on the telephone. She did not wish to talk to plaintiff

and plaintiff talked to Mr. Gates. He said she would have to

talk to the corporation. On calling the corporation office

Mr. King said he was "getting out an exclusive." She quoted
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him as saying that he also had a contract and that she "spent

one hour in the house" and he would give her #50 for her time.

Without the knowledge of plaintiff, Mrs. Baba,

accompanied by her daughter, went to the Gates' house on Tues-

day evening, September 14, to examine the house. That was the

evening of the afternoon when plaintiff showed the house to

Mrs. Baba. Present on Tuesday evening in the Gates' house

were Mr. and Mrs. Gates, Mr. King, Mrs. Wehrheira and Mrs.

Baba. That evening Mr. and Mrs. Gates signed and delivered

an exclusive sales agreement granting the corporation the sole

authority to sell the property at a price of #18,900 for a

period of three months. At the insistence of Mr. Gates there

was written on the reverse side of this exclusive agreement an

agreement signed by the corporation to indemnify the Gates in

the event of litigation pertaining to the commission in the

sale of the premises and to pay any judgment rendered by reason

of such litigation. On September 16, 1954 the Gates entered

into a contract for the sale of their property to Mrs. Baba

for #18,900 with a down payment of #3,000 and payments of #200

per month. The name of plaintiff was inserted in this contract

as the broker together with the corporation. Her name was

stricken with pen and ink by Mr. King at the request of Mr.

Gates without the knowledge of plaintiff. On November 9,

1954, Articles of Agreement for a warranty deed were executed

as contemplated by the agreement of September 16. Mrs. Baba

testified that while in the automobile on Tuesday afternoon

she told plaintiff that she had a deposit with the corporation

and would buy a house through it whenever she bought. This

witness further testified that she never told plaintiff that
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she would buy the Gates' house through her and that she told

plaintiff the corporation must handle the deal. Mrs. Gates

testified that she told plaintiff that she could make no

arrangements whatever with her and that her husband only

could make the arrangements. Mr . and Mrs. Gates testified

that they did not employ plaintiff as a broker to sell their

house. Plaintiff never advertised the Gates house for sale.

Defendants state that before plaintiff can be

entitled to a broker's commission for the sale of the Gates'

real estate, she must prove that the Gates employed her for

that purpose. Plaintiff answers that a contract to pay

commissions to a broker may be implied from the acts and words

of the seller. Plaintiff had the burden of proving that the

Gates employed her as a broker. This employment need not be

established by an express contract. It may be implied from

the conduct and words of the parties. The evidence establishes

that the Gates listed the house for sale with plaintiff. It

was also listed with other brokers, including the corporation.

The property was first listed at a price of ^19,500. When no

buyers were found who would pay that amount the price was

reduced to ^lS,900 with the understanding that the *900 would

be the broker's commission. At the time plaintiff took Mrs.

Baba to the house both Mrs. Baba and Mrs. Gates knew that

plaintiff was a real estate broker and that she was showing

the house for the purpose of making a sale. The conduct of

all the parties, as well as their words, established an implied

contract between Mr. and Mrs. Gates and plaintiff to pay a

commission should plaintiff procure a purchaser on the terms

proposed by the sellers.
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The defendants assert that a real estate broker is

not entitled to a commission for the sale of real estate

unless he first produces a purchaser ready, willing and able

to purchase the same and who enters into a legal, written

contract binding upon both the owner and the purchaser, citing

Wilson v. Mason , 156 111. 304; Chapman v. Illinois Midwest

St^ck^ajQd^ank, 302 111. App. 2*2, and other cases. In the

Wilson case, the court said (309):

"The duty of a broker, who is employed to sell real

pqtate is to find and oroduce to the vendor a purchaser, wno

if ready willing and able to complete the purchase as pro-

Posed! This he must do before he is entitled to any commis-

S?nnS If the vendor rejects the purchaser so produced, the

oroker is bound tS show that such purchaser was willing ready

and able to perform the contract according to the proposed

terms". If the principal accepts the purchaser thus Presented,

eithfr uoon the terms previously proposed or upon modified

terms then agreed upon, and a valid contract is entered
_
into

between them? the commission is earned. In such case, the

b?oke? has earned his commission although the sale is never

actually completed, if the failure of the purchaser to complete

tS sale results from the inability of the vendor tc.make a

p-ood title, and without fault on the part of the broke £-

fn agreement by a real estate broker to procure a purchaser

not only implies that the purchaser shall be one able to

comply, bit that the seller and the purchaser must be bound

to each other in a valid contract."

In the case at bar the Gates and the Babas entered into an

agreement binding upon both of them. The only change in the

terms of the deal procured by plaintiff and the consummated

deal was that the monthly payments were *200 instead of *250.

There was no substantial change in the terms. It will be

observed that the exclusive sales agreement calls for a sale

price of #13,900 or any lesser amount that the sellers agreed

to accept.

Defendant say that a verbal contract for the pur-

chase of real estate is not binding upon either the vendor or

the vendee and that it necessarily follows that plaintiff
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would not be entitled to a commission for the sale of the

Gates' property based upon a mere verbal expression of satis-

faction as to the purchase price. The defendants did not give

plaintiff an opportunity to procure a written contract.

Nevertheless a written contract was entered into. They are

not in a position to take advantage of their misconduct.

Defendants also state that a broker claiming commissions for

the sale of real estate must prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that she was the procuring cause of the sale. The

evidence establishes that the plaintiff brought the parties

together and was the procuring cause of the sale. At the

time plaintiff brought Mrs. Baba to the Gates' house any

broker who procured a suitable purchaser would be entitled to

a commission. The corporation had the house listed. Mrs.

Wehrheim did not think that Mrs. Baba would be interested in

the Gates' house because it had only two bedrooms. She

thought Mrs. Baba required a house with three bedrooms, al-

though the Gates' house was listed for sale by the corpora-

tion, the plaintiff was the broker who brought Mrs. Baba to

the house and introduced her to the owners. All of the

defendants knew that plaintiff would be entitled to the

commission. Mr. Gates feared that plaintiff would sue and he

insisted on the indemnity agreement. When the preliminary

contract was prepared two days later it recognized that plain-

tiff was entitled to participate in the commission. This Mas

stricken out on the insistance of Mr. Gates. Under the evi-

dence Mr. Gates is not in a position to assert that Mrs. Gates

did not have authority to represent him in the transaction.
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Finally, defendants state that a broker avers no

cause of action against the purchaser of real estate where

there is no contractual relation between the broker and the

purchaser and that a purchaser has the legal right to refuse

to perform a mere verbal agreement for the purchase of real

estate. There was a valid written agreement between the

seller and the purchaser who was procured by the plaintiff

and she earned the commission. The evidence establishes that

defendants joined in the plan to deprive plaintiff of her

commission. Hence, judgment should be against all the defend-

ants. Under the law and the evidence we find that there

should be a judgment in favor of plaintiff and against all

the defendants for #900. Therefore, the judgment of the

County Court of Cook County is reversed and the cause is

remanded with directions to enter judgment for ,#900 in favor

of plaintiff and against all the defendants.

JUDGMENT REVERSED AND CAUSE
REMANDED WITH DIRECTIONS.

NIEMEYER, P.J., and
FRIEND, J., Concur.
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of Kankakee County.

CROW, J.

This is an appeal "by the defendant, Cue *otherrael,

alleged to be a mentally deficient person, from an order of the

County Court of K&nkekee County, pursuant to its findings, that

the defe dant was e mentally deficient person and that he be com-

mitted to the Department of Public Welfare, following a petition

for commitment, notice, hearing, end a report of Commissioners.

A verified petition, signed by Pearl McCorkle, as pe-

titioner, alleging Cua Kothermel to be a mentally deficient per-

son, W8s filed June 20, 1956, under the Mental liealth Cod«, CH.

9li. ILL. ivEV. SrA'IS.. 1955. par. 1-1 ff . accompanied by a certif-

icate of G. E. Irwin, M. D., that a personal examination was mads

of Gus Mother* «1 on June 13, 1956, by him, and that he found Gua

Rothern«l to be mentally deficient. On June 27, 1956, pursuant

to the statute, after due and reasonable notice, a hearing was had

before the Court, with a Commission of two physicians appointed

by the Court, neither the defendant, his spouse, any relative, op
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his attorney having demanded r Jury trial, as any of them «lght

have done under the ate tut* J CH. 91-L ILL. V-V. :: ' S.. 1955 .

pars. 5-1. 2. 5. 4. 5. At the hearing, the defendent, ^us Rothermel,

was represented by counsel, testimony was heard on behalf of both

the petitioner and the defendant, an exhibit on behalf of the de-

fendant bbs admitted in evidence, by stipulation, and the Con-

mission reported by formal Report filed of record that they had

made personal examination of the defendant, that they found hla

to be mentally deficient person, found his birth date to be

August 1, 1903, and recommended he be comraitted to the Tepartnent

of Public Welfare, The Court found the defendent to be a rnen tally

deficient person, and entered its Order that he be committed to

the Department of Public Welfare. This appeal is taken from that

Order.

The defendant's theory is ttiat there are not sufficient

facta In evidence to prove him to be mentally deficient; that aost

of the petitioner's evidenoe dealt with the condition of defendant's

premises, and that his alleged rnental deficiency is not o: MM typa

and extent requiring institutional cere; that the facts as pre-

sented show conditions much improved from previous years, but that

the petition was provoked by other factors; and that the Coasnission-

ers failed to personally examine the defendant. The petitioner

urges that the evidence is adequate, the petitioner's motives, if

any appear, are Irrelevrnt, the evidence concerning the defendant's

residence and conditions in life is relevant upon his mental con-

dition, the record imports verity, and it appeers of record thet

the Commission made a personal examinetion of the it«

The dental Health Code, CH. 9lj. ILL, j . % ~3., 1955,

par. 5-5, provides as follows, in part:

- 2 -
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« * « The personnel of the coeuiission so appointed shall
be of recognized competency and integrity and shell act
together as a commission to make a personal examination of
tie person alleged to be -.nen tBlly 111 tally deficient,
or in need of mental treatment and prepare 8 written report
in duplicate of their findings and recommendations and de-
liver the sane to to clerk of the court, t!« original to
be retained in the files and, in event of e finding of men-
tal illness, mental deficiency, or of need of r.»:ital tr*at-
aent, the ofer copy to he delivered with the patient to

the person or hospital to whom or to which the patient is
committed* * * *

This Code, CH. 91%. ILL. rtEV. STATS., 1955. par. 1-7,

defines a "mentally deficient person" as:

«* * * * any person whose nental abilities have been ar-
rested from birth, or whose mental development has been
arrested by disease or physical injury occurring at an
early age, who requires cere, treatment, detention and
training in a hospital or under a guardian or conserva-
tor for his own welfare, or the welfare of others or of
the community. • • * *

It appears from the evidence that the appellant is fifty-

two years old, married, and the father of fifteen children, two of

whom are deceased; he was born in Kankakee County, attended school

there until the second grade, when he left school, being then of

the age of fifteen years; his occupation is collecting Junk and

selling it to junk dealers; prior to 1940 he was dependent on local

public assistance, but since 1040 he has received State Aid to

Dependent Children benefits only except recently when two of his

sons have workedj he resided and centered his junk-colleoti

bus! ess and a little gardening business on a two and one-'ialf

acre tract south of the City of Kankakee, on State Highway Ko»

49, where his three-room house was occupied by himself, his wife,

and ten of his children, until a few weeks before the hearing,

wv en he, his wife, and nine of the children moved to Kankakee, to

occupy a house owned by his father. The only occupation he has

pursued, itttf t. an junk-collecting and occasional snall-scsle

- o -





truck gardening, was for one veer In e Kankakee factory aa a

sweeper. Of the thirteen living children of the appellant, two

are ppwse-.tl, at Lincoln State School, under commitment ea mentally

deficient persona, one is at Kankakee State Hospital, under coo>

ralfcment, and of the ten at home, three, Daniel - 10, Lawrence - IS,

and Marguerite - 12, are under corai'itment to the department of

Public Welfare, as men tell;; deficient persona, and are awaiting

entrance to Lincoln State School*

Soma time shortly before the present proceedings, the

petitioner here, who Is the Juvenile Probation Officer, had, at

the request of Lincoln State School, asked the defendent and hia

wife to execute certain papers permitting the Kankakee doctors to

inform the School of the physical condition of certain of the de-

fendant's children committed there, and the defendant declir»ed to

do so or to permit his wife to do so, he thinking they were attempt-

ing to take his children away, - the defendant was appsrently

sincere, but mistaken, in so thinking* Whether that had anything

to do with the later filing of the petition in tills proceeding ia

not st all clear, but if such were an immediately motivrting

factor, such is irrelevant, - the petitioner's motives, if any,

are immaterial. If she la a reputaole citiaen she may file the

necessary verified petition to initiate the cause, - and there is

no indication she is not reputable cltlzent CH. 9lj. ILL. .

ST/ IS. 1955. par. 5rl: Cf. MERRILL v. NIBBLE (1882) 12 111. Ar. ,

85; jg( & CO. y. a; 7V OF CuIC/OO et el. (1924) 513 111. 408.

Various witnesses testified concerning specific behavior

of the »pv>ell8nt tending to show that: the land on which the home

provided by appellant for his family Is located, Is littered with

ref.se, aorae of which is lnflaimnable, with human and animal offal.

- 4 -





and has been, for some time, under order of the State lire

Marshal's Office, and the chief of the local fire protection dis-

trict, to be remedied aa fire hasard; appellant's children have

no formal toilet facilities at that horn, hut are left to answer

the ofll of nature in and about the dwelling hose; they are re-

peated school behavior and cleanliness problems; one of the daugh-

ters, of the age of twelve years, presently committed to the De-

partment of Public Welfare, but not yet transferred to Lincoln

State School, reported at school that she had had inoestuous re-

lations with her father; appellant's children have been observed

walking barefoot outside in the snow; appellant's answers to fire

officials were out of reason at all times, and outrageously flighty;

the appellant's attitude towards the petitioner lie re when she

called on him at the request of neighbors or school officials was

abusive; the appellant was observed, a couple of years a. o, having

intercourse with his wife, outside the dwelling ho se, in daylight,

in put lie view; the condition in which the spnellant keeps his prem-

ises is a detriment to the neighborhood, causing nearby property

values to be impaired, and the conditions of unseemly behavior and

neglect of property have so long continued without action by any

authorities that some witnesses feel the appellant has had some

kind of protection, especially in view of the fact that the pe-

titioner has been there many times and knows the conditions; a

petition was presented to the State's Attorney about a month before

this hearing, signed by some of the witnesses here, requesting

that something be done about the appellant and his preadses. -he

defendant himself did not testify, nor did his wife. And neither

the defendant, his attorney, or anyone else for him, objected to

any of the petitioner's evidence. The evidence in such a proceed-

- 5 -
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Ing as thia may take a rather wide acope and, if otherwise coupe tent

and relevant, may go Into tee whole histor-' of the defe dant's life

and hhoae of hia cloae relatives aa tending to ahow the defendant's

own mental oondltlonf g, - ___i |
U918) 211 111. App.

635.

The Commission consisted of Donald A. iieler, U# D#f and

Herbert P. Swarts, M. D», both of Kankakee, '^his Commission heard

and participated in the examination of the witneaaea before the

Court. Both of the Commissioners reported in writing to the Court

on the 27ti day of June, 1956, that they had peraonelly examined

Gus Bother el and found him to be a mentally deficient peraon and

recommended he be committed to the Department of Public Welfare.

There i8 nothing to indicate the CoBUtiiaslon waa not of ecognised

competency and integrity, or thr-t they did not act together aa a

commission to make a personal examination of the appellant, or that

they did not prepare 8 written report in duplicate of their findings

and re commend a ti one and deliver the same to the Clerk. Their writ-

ten report, filed of record, indies ting they had made a personal ex-

amination of the defendant, end there being no competent evidence

to the contrary, we cannot asy they failed to follow the statute

as to a personal examine tiori of the defendant. The record imports

verity J Cf. IB HE CASH (1943) 383 111. 409.

The>re also appears tih certificate of Dr. "eorge Irwin,

t at few examined the appellant on the 13th day of Juno, 1956, snd

found him to be mentally deficient, his I.Q.. less than 35^, and his

mental sge to be 6 years; end Dr. Irwin testified at the hearing

that he had examined the defendant several times in recent years,

snd had formerly thought he could live outaide an institution, under

certain favorable neighborhood conditions, but that he had erred,

and he now believed the defendant was unable to make a social ad-

justment because of his mental deficiency. Although Dr. Irwin had

- 6 -
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difficulty understanding how Mm defendant operated hla business,

the defendant at least knew how rauoh money was due hinu Tsr. Irwin

felt the defondent's move recently to a better house In a differ-

ent communi tr would not help. He aloo referred to the defendant's

having associated himself with soma religious group which is char-

acterized by emotional flight** and further ssid his knowledge of

general natters is almost totally deficient.

There also appears, by stipulation, a letter of I .

Shpiner to the effect that, based upon information and sources stated

in the letter, which was information furnished by the appellant,

his father, and raster, as to th* conditions of life and ehavior

of eppellant, and also from a personal examine ti on of the apnellsnt

«t his office on June 25, 1956, and after referring to certain

assumed facts, including that the defendant cannot read or write,

he determined, by test, that Gus hotherwsl had e gross I.Q. reflect-

ing a mental age of 9 yrs.; that he was mentally deficient, but

without psychosis; his general fund of Information was fairly good

despite his lack of formal schooling! en3 that nothing would bs

gained, either subjectively or socially, by ooanitting him to an in-

stitution*

The only case cited by the defendant is S. Adm. v.

CEAKLOCK et si. (1900) 184 111. 96, which involved en earlier ststute

aa to luiutlcs and feebleminded persons, and in which the Court held

the statute required notice to the defendant and a hearing, and here

such had net occurred that was oontrary to the statute but did not

involve the validity of the statute, and, hence, the Supreas Court

had no jurisdiction on s writ of error. So such questions are in-

volved In the case at bar.

We believe this record cleariy shows thet the appellant *s

mental a. ill ties or development have bean arrested and hi is s

mentally defioient person within the purview of the cental Health

- 7 -
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Code, and that the facta and cirouras tanoea in evldenoe indicate

that institutional care, treatment, detention, and training are

required for appellant for his own welfare. The Trial Court we.

satisfied with the findings of the Commission and did not set the

same aside * Cil. 91*. ILL. HEY, qTAIS., 1957, p«r y 5-7. We see

no error in that. The Commission having so found, and the Court

being so satisfied, the order finding the defendant to a* a mentally

.eficient person necosserily followed, and the Court then had to

commit him to the o«re eui custody of relatives, a licensed private

hospital, or the Department: CH
f 91^- ILL. .CT. a LA S., 1957. par ,

5-13. There being nothing here to indicate that any licensed

private hospital had notified the Court it was will o accept

the defendant: OH. 9li. IT^. vu^i^B., 1955, par, S-1J7, that

alternative was not available, and the choice by the Court of the

Department over any of the defendant's relatives so far as Indicated

herein was well within the C ourt'a judicial discretion under the

statute in the circumstances here presented.

The Court did not err in finding the appellant to be a

mentally deficient person and in committing him to the Department

of Public Welfare. Tie order is not contrary to the manifest

weight of the evidence. We perceive no error of law.

The order should be, and is affirmed.

AFFIRMED.
DOVE, P.J. CONCURS

\>'L^Lcco^^
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STATE OP ILLINOIS
APPELLATE COURT
THIBD DISTHICT.

Pebruary Term, A. D. 1957

General No, 10104

13 I.A^5 7
Agenda Me. 18

Dorothea Sager,

PlaintIff-Appellant

,

vs.
Paul Steele et al.,

Defendants

•

# #
Henry C. Husmann and William
Thompson,

Defendanta-Appellee b •

Appeal from the
Circuit Court of
Sangamon County

BOETH, J.

The record in this case shows that the case was tried

before a Jury. On Kay 15» 1956 the Jury returned a verdict

finding the defendant not guilty. No Judgment was entered on

the Jury * verdict. Notice of appeal was subsequently served

and filed. An inspection of the record reveals that there is

no Judgment in the trial court from which an appeal can be

prosecuted. Accordingly the appeal will be dismissed.

Dismissed.
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APPELLATE COURT
STATE OF ILLINOIS
FOURTH DISTRICT P

At The February Term, A. D., 1957

Term No. 57-F-2 Agenda No. 5

ROLLIN WELCH (Also Known as

CHARLES R. WELCH),

PLAINTIFF,

VS.

CLARENCE LAUX,

DEFENDANT,

13 I.A!
d571

Appeal from the

Circuit Court of

Madison County,

Illinois.

BARDENS, J.

Plaintiff filed a suit in the Circuit Court of

Madison County to recover the cost of aluminum

storm sashes and screens which he alleged were

furnished as an "extra" under a contract with

defendants for the purchase of a new home being

constructed by plaintiff. Defendants contended

such item was included in theoriginal agreement and

also c ounte r c laim ed for work done by them in

finishing the house. The case was tried without a

jury and judgment was entered in plaintiff's favor on

both complaint and counterclaim. This appeal is

based on the contention that such judgment is against

themanifest weight of the evidence.

The written agreement entered into by the parties
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was in the following form:

RECEIPT

Clarence LauxReceived of

the sum of $1,000.00 to apply on the total purchase price

of $16,400.00 to be paid to the undersigned for Lot 252

in Northwoods Subdivision (on Airline Drive), in Wood

River Township, Madison County, Illinois. The balance

of $15,400.00 to be paid upon completion of the dwelling

now being constructed on said Lot 252, which completion

shall be within 30 days from date. The undersigned to

deliver a good and sufficient Warranty Deed and Abstract

of Title upon receipt of payment of the balance of

$15,400.00.

Dated this 12th day of June A. D. 1953.

Charles R. Welch (SEAL)

Accepted:

Clarence laux

Minnie A, Laux

Paid in Full

(SEAL)

(SEAL)

Plaintiff's evidence consisted solely of testimony by

plaintiff. He contended that the house contracted for

w as to be finished with wooden storm windows, but

that shortly after the agreement was signed, defend-

ants asked plaintiff if he would secure combination

aluminum storm windows for them and give them his

ntractor's discount. Plaintiff agreed to do so and

laced an order for such windows on June 19, 1953,

c o

sevendays after the date o f the contract. On July 2,
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1953, defendants paid the sum of $15,325.00 and

the contract was marked "Paid in Full." Plaintiff's

explanation of the $75.00 difference in final pay-

ment and the actual balance due is that defendants

were being credited with the cost of the eliminated

wooden storm windows and were to pay for the

combination windows separately. When the bill

for the aluminum windows arrived, plaintiff went

to defendants' house and requested payment.

Defendants' evidence contradicted plaintiff's

and was directed toward establishing that the

combination storm windows and screens were

included in the original agreement and that plain-

tiff accepted the $15,375.00 as the balance in full

with a clear understanding that such was the case.

Testimony was also introduced as to the various

alleged deficiencies in the house which had to be

supplied by defendants and the cost or reasonable

value thereof. Defendants' main contention is that

plaintiff's claim is foreclosed by his acknowledg-

ment of payment in full at a time when the combina-

tion windows had been ordered and that his claim for

the additional sum is an afterthought. They argue

that the case should be controlled by the written

instruments showing payment in full.

It should first be noted that the written agree-

ment of June 12, 1953, is not of particular help in
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weighing the adverse contentions of the parties.

It is denominated a "Receipt" and in fact is little

more since it contains no specifications or other

data usually contained in such agreements. It is

obvious that oral testimony had to be introduced

to give meaning to the phrase "completion of the

dwelling" used in the Receipt. The trial judge,

therefore, properly permitted such testimony.

In deciding the case the trial judge had to

assess the credibility of the witnesses and choose

between conflicting versions o f the facts . We

cannot reverse the lower court's conclusion unless

in examining the evidence we feel that a contrary

conclusion is manifestly proper. Such is not the

case. The acceptance of a lesser sum than that

called for by the Receipt is explained by plaintiff's

contention that it was a credit for the wooden storm

windows. The evidence also showed that plaintiff

requested payment of the sum alleged to be due

shortly after the work was done, and that one

defendant recalled such incident. Such evidence

is consistent with plaintiff's theory of the case and

while not conclusive in itself it is sufficient to

sustain the judgment against defendants' contention

that it is against the manifest weight of the evidence.

We also agree with the trial court's conclusion

on defendants' Counterclaim. Raving made no claim

V

4
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against plaintiff for services performed in

finishing the house until this suit was filed, the

trial judge could conclude from the conflicting

testimony that there was no contract, express

or implied, covering such work.

Judgment Affirmed.

Scheineman, P. J. a n d C u lb e r t s on , J., concur.

(Publish abstract only)
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the Hownlters' for ^3,000.00; and that the agreed commission of

*11)|.0.00 on the •!« Is due plaintiffs.

The cause was tried by the court without a Jury. No

questions are raised on the pleed'ngs. The fact that the farm was

purchased by the Howalters as alleged in the complaint ts not dis-

puted.

The sole question r ai sed and argued in plaintiffs'

brief is whither plaintiffs were the procuring cause of the sale

upon which they claim a commission. ve are not concerned with

any issue in connection with their employment, altnou^h tne same

was contested in the t rial court.

As a general rule, where a transaction which a broker

is employed to negotiate is consummated, the broker is entitled

to his commission if he is the efficient, procuring cause of the

transaction and unless he is such procuring cause, he is not

entitled to his commission. I.L.P. Brokers, Sec. 79. Murawska

v. Boeger , 219 111. App. 2I4.I; Kurtz v. cyans , 201 111. A?p.

130.

The burden of proving this essential element of

their case rested upon plaintiffs. Whether they met this

burden of proof was a question to be decided in this case by

the court as a trier of the factr. A review of its decision

entails some examination of the proofs bearing upon this issue

as the same are reflected by the record.
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Merrel Edsall, Sr., one of the plaintiffs, testified

that he first talked with the defendant Chester A. Creek on

January h., 1955 at which time he learned the location of the farm

which was la Lee Township, Fulton County, its acreage and improve-

ments; that Creek wanted *!|5, 000.00 for the farm with the live-

stock thereon or
: !+0,000.00 without the livestock; that he aeked

Creek if the fa** was listed for sale anywhere and Creek r-eplied

that a Ted Pitzhenry had it on open listing; that aoout February

1, 1955, he went to the home of Rosa and Louise Howalter and talked

to them about the Creek farm; that the Howalters' desired to look

at the farm; that the following morning he and trie Howalters' went

to the defendants' farm and inspected it; that the Howalters' then

told him that if they could get rid of their farm they would like

to nave the Creek farm; that the same day he and the Ho. alter?',

at the suggestion of the latter, went to Canton to see Creek;

that Ross Howalter and defendant had met before; that they talked

and after their conversation in which Edsall did not participate,

the latter asked Creek if he would be interested in taking the

Howalters' small farm in on a trade for his larger acreage; that

Creek told Fdsall he would not be interested in such a trade;

that witness then tried to sell the Howalters' small farm but was

unable to do so; that the witness never talked with defendants

again with reference to the sale of the Creek farm until after it
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was sold on Marc a 11, 1955; that on March 21, the witness loomed

of the sale of the farm to the Howalters', went to see the defend-

ant and demanded a commission on the sale.

Ross Howalter testified that he bought the Creek farm

on March 11, 1955 for '38,000.00; that he knew this farm was for

sale in early January, 1955; that Merrel Edsall did not know toe

name of the owner or location of the Creek farm when he called to

see the Howalters' on February 10, 1955; that Edsall did not know

e price which Creek was asking for his farm; that the trip to

Canton made by the Howalters' and i-dsall was to learn Cre k's

price; that Creek stated he wanted -'^O, COO. 00 for the farm; that

the witness asked Creek if he would take the Howalter farm as a

down payment; that Creek said he was not intererted; that witness

then told Creek to forget the whole thing because if they couldn't

trade the Howalters' could do nothing; that Edsall took n.: part

in this conversation; that Edsall did not see the witness again

until March 10, 1955 when the latter called at his office con-

cerning the sale of the Howalters' farm; that on March 9, 1955

a .rother of the witness offered to furnish him the money to buy

the Creek farm; that the next day witness telephoned Creek and

offered '38,000.00 for the fprm; and that Creek then ?aid he

would sell at that price if he didn't have to pay a real estate

commission.
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The testimony of Louise Howalter, wife of Ross Howalter,

appears to substantially corroborate thst of her husband.

Chester Creek, one of the defendants, testified that he

decided to sell his farm about January 1, 1955; that he placed It

with a vir. Fitzhenry of Canton and a Paul Yeager; that he first

met Merrel Edsall on January k$ 1955 in .filler's Auto Body in

Canton; that the next time he saw Sdsall was when he came Into the

Body Shop with Howslter on February 11, 1955; that or thct occasion

he had a conversation with Howalter in which Edsall took no part;

that he did not again see Fdpall until the latter demanded a

commission on March 21, 1955; that Edsall never advised witness

that he had a buyer for his farm.

The foregoing would appear to be substantially all of

the evidence relating to the question a? to whether plaintiffs

were the procuring cause of the sale upon which they claim a

commission. Examination thereof establishes without dispute that

Merrel Edeall's only contact with the purchasers relative to the

transaction in question was on the occasion of the visit to the

Creek farm about March 1, 1955; that the only result thereof was

the proposal by the Howalters' that Creek take their small farm

as a down payment; that Creek refused to consider such proposition;

and that Ross Howalter then In the presence of Edsall, told Creek

he might as well forget the whole thing. Significantly absent

is any evidence tending to snow that subsequently the plaintiffs
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did anything by way of en effort to clone a sele transaction

between the parties. I laintiff f knew than Creek would not con-

sider the trade offered by Howalter ard that we? the only prop-

osition discussed following the Howalters' inspection of the

farm. Negotiations between the parties would appe ar to have then

ended. The fact plaintiff made no effort to induce Creek to

change his mind concerning a trade and did not suggest any plan

for working out a sale to either of the parties is strong evidence

that they entertained no further thought of finally getting the

parties together. We think the evidence tends to show that

plaintiffs in fact did abandon all interest in closing a sale

of the Creek farm after Oreek told Ross de-waiter that he was

not interested in taking the Howalters 1 farm in trade.

It also may be further obs rved that this is not a

case where a sale was consummated as a result of a broker bringing

a seller and prospective purchaser together. Here the evidence

shows the purchasers knew the Creek farm was for sale and did

meet Chester Creek prior to plaintiffs' talk with them.

The trial court after hearing the testimony of all

the witnesses, and having had the opportunity of obsorvinr them

as they testified, reached thM conclusion that the evi:ience on

the issue as to whether plaintiffs were the procuring cause of

the sale, preponderated in favor of defendants.
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A fundamental Ml* followed by slewing court* is

that tUt finding. •* the trial court, who haa had an opportunity

to personally observe and hear the witnesses, will not be dis-

turbed unle.s contrary to the manifest weight of tr.e evidence.

Burrows v. Palmer , 10 111. ?d Vih»

Since upon this recora we cannot say thrt the t rial

court's antiunion was against the manifest weight of the evidence,

its Judgment will be affirmed.

Affirmed.

Ju-5re iioeth too 1 - no part in the consideration

of this raee.
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Josephine Bova,

Plaintiff-Appellant

,

vs.

Charles Keller and Marguerite Keller,

Defendants-Appeliees

.

s /
Roeth, J.

Agenda Mo. 16

/xt>peal from
Circuit Court of
Jersev County

,JHay 14, 1954 plaintiff filed her ooaplalnt against

defendants alleging that she was the owner of certain real estate;

that the defendants were Occupying said real estate under a *onth

to month tenancv requiring the payment of *3<>.0C per month as rent;

that defendants had failed, to pay the montr.lv rental fro,, and inclu-

ding April 1. 1953i that a 5 <*av notice had been served upon defendants

requiring the payment of the rent due by May 3, 19S*i in default

of which the tenancy would be terminated; and that defendants had

failed to comply with the notice. Plaintiff prayed for nossession

and a Judgment for ft* rent then due. By answer Mi an amended

counterclaim defendants denied plaintiff was the owner and alle6ed

that a warrant* deed from defendants to plaintiff was in fact a

-1-
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mortgage given to secure the payment of a loan of $2000.00;

that defendants have paid $30.00 per month on account of the loan

of $2000.00 and praying that upon payment of the balance found to

be due on said loan that said deed be held for naught and a recon-

veyance to defendants ordered.

Upon the Issues thus made, the case was tried before the

court without a jury. The court found the issues for the defendants

on their counterclaim; found the balance due as $736. 86 1 and directed

a reconveyance of the real estate upon payment of the said amount.

This appeal Is prosecuted by the plaintiff from that decree.

By Section 12 of the Mortgage Act (111. Bev. Stat. 1955.

Chap. 95, par. 13,) It is provided that every deed conveying real

estate which shall appear to have been intended only as security

and in the nature of a mortgage, shall be considered as a mortgage.

The law is firmly established, that a person who seeks to establish

that a deed, absolute in form, is in fact a mortgage must establish

this by clear, satisfactory, and convincing evidence. A conveyance

takes effect from its delivery, and the question whether it was a

deed or a mortgage becomes fixed at that time. The decision of that

question depends upon the intention of the parties at the time of

the execution. In determining the question a court may consider

not only the preliminary negotiations but also the statements and

conduct of the parties both at and subsequent to the execution of

the instrument. Tnt-.t.iTi v. Totten. 29^ 111. 70, 128 N.E. 295;

Kill lk v. Kanusta . 303 111- 208, 135 »•• *4-02; jjj—| Yt Krusg,

-2-
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301 111. 408, 13^ N.E. 1071 Tanner v. Caano. 393 111. 496, ?6 N.E. (2d)

490; Warner v - Qosnell. 8 111. 2d 24, 132 N.E. (2dL) 526 and cases there-

in cited. It therefore becomes advisable to review the testimony at

some length in order to resolve the question between the contending

parties.

Defendants commenced the operation of a tavern business

In 19^2 In property then owned by a Mrs. Ball. The real estate and

building thereon were located In the midst of the Pere Marquette

State Park area. Sometime In 1944 the building was destroyed by

fire. Defendants contacted Mrs. Ball about the reconstruction of

the building. She was reluctant to rebuild at her expense but

agreed that defendants might do so at their expense and that If the

real estate was ever sold defendants should have the first chance

to purchase. Defendants rebuilt the building and from that tine

on, as between defendants and Mrs. Ball, the building was regarded

as belonging to defendants. During this time the defendants and

plaintiff and plaintiff's deceased husband were good friends and

visited back and forth socially and plaintiff's husband undertook

to advise defendants from time to time on business matters.

In 1948 Mrs. Ball decided to sell the real estate. She

contacted her attorney and authorized him to sell the property to

the defendant Charles Keller for 12000.00 if he could raise the

money, and if he could not, to find a purchaser for it for what the

attorney felt the property was worth or its fair cash market value.

The attorney contacted the defendant Charles Seller and explained

his instructions to him. Keller thereupon said he was interested

and would try to raise the money. A short time later Charles Keller

-3-
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advised the attorney that he had raised the money and would brln«

the peoule Into his office. Pro-; this point on, there Is a sharp

conflict In the testimony.

To sustain their counterclaim defendants first called

the plaintiff under bee. 60. She testified that Charles Keller

first contacted her husband about a loan of ^2000.00. Her nusband

consulted the plaintiff who appeared to have funds of her own.

The plaintiff was unwlliirn, to loan Keller any -nonev. MM further

testified that later Charles Keller contacted her personally at bar

nlace and asked her to loan Ida the monev, but that MM told

8he would BOt sake a loan but would buy the real estate and permit

him to remain In the tavern business. According to plaintiff,

Xeller beinfe aware of Mrs. Ball's desire to sell to his, M)M the

plaintiff that the only way this could be done was to purchase -

property in Keller's nana and then turn it over to plalnti. .

Plaintiff says that fclwy thereupon agreed tnat this should be ione

and that Keller would have Mrs. ball's attorney prepare tue necessary

papers. The plaintiff testified that at this same conversation

Charles Keller agreed to pay $30.00 per month and the taxes as rent.

Thereafter trie parties met in the office of Krs. ball's

attorney. Plaintiff says she cold the attornev that she was ouyin*

the property and chat he would have to transfer the title over to

Charles Keller and fro* him to her. At this time & .
of earnest

Eoney was paid, as the plaintiff savs, by her, out of her funds.

Plaintiff and her husband and the defendants later returned to tne

-4-
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attorney 1 3 office whereupon she paid the balance of tne »2000.00

mi received two deeds, one from Mrs. Ball to tne defendants and

one from the defendants to her, which she recorded and has since kept

in her noseesslon. Throughout her MefeMM* plaintiff Insisted

that she had not Intended to loan Charles heller any -none* but

that at all times she intended to buy the real eBtate and con-

eldered herself to toe tne owner of the real estate and the defendant

Charles Keller to be Me owner of Me buildln

The defendant Charles Keller testified that he first

discussed the matter of a loan with plaintiffs husband and the

husband's nephew. He later had a conversation with these same parties

at which plaintiff was present and at which plaintiff agreed to loan

fel* the money. Keller testified to some discussion at Mil time

and before Mia* to the* attorney ' office, MSMftUl the formation

of a partnership arrangement under which Me plaintiff and MV

husband would buv M* ground and in addition put up enou fc.:, MM to

match Kellers building and inventory Me nephew would then becoae

a partner and he and Keller would Improve the property and operate

the business, dividing the profits. In testifyln* to Mil discussion

Charles Keller said:

"The^ (mitu the Bovas) wanted to put

up the same amount of money that I had Invested

there, and the around , to go in business with

a, the monev was to put u» cabins ana to

modernize the tavern." (Emphasis ours)

The formation of this partnership never materialized but was still

MM subject of discussion between the parties on tne occasion of

-5-
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the visits to the attorney's office. Keller testified that plalnaff

paid the initial $500.00 to the attorns and requested that the

abstract be continued and revested a title opinion. He testified

that although plaintiff paid the money and received eke aeeds and

abstract and title opinion, he thought she IM loaning IM money

to el. to buy the- ground. As to the 130.00 per month that he *as

to pay to plaintiff, Keller savs that plaintiff told ale be should

pay this amount pending the completion of the partnership arrange-

ment and that he thought t.ese payments would oe applied on the

$2000.00 with an adjustment to be made when the partnership was

completed.

The record also shows that when Keller sent the »30.o0

payments to plaintiff eh* would return a rent receipt. In 195-

Ilsr sent plaintiff a letter enclosing a Cheek for *I?5-J2 »«hlNi

according to our boo,, is due you for balance of 1951 am Januar*

ana February of %.$$*- Al» £55-32 for taxes". In eftifl letter

thev advised plaintiff thev were planning on selling the tavern.

In 1953 Koller wrote plaintiff, Enclosed pl,ase fin.
-

or

1300.00. I would Ilk* a statement for sal amount of Me* »**% *»••

In 19^8 defendant Keller requested a lease froa plaintiff, wbic.

he obtained, to enable ale to secure a liquor license, -ith ke»

exception of the year prior to the commencement of this cult

plaintiff paid the taxes and was reimbursed for the sa=e fee the

defendants. The last year the defendants paid the taxes direct.

-6-
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The attorney for rra. Ball testified on behalf of

defendants. R* testified to the prellrlnar- negotiations wltr.

Charles Keller concerning the sale of the real estate and MM oc-

casions of the visit toy all parties to .Is offlor. He couldn't

remember who paid the MM ,
• t *r the plaintiff or her husband.

He denied that plaintiff told fata she was buvin I -
Mrt

testified that nothing was ever iftj hii office as to whether

plaintiff was purchasing the property or vu-.ather MM transaction

was a loan. Plaintiff did Inquire of hi whether the title was

tjood and he gave all opinion that It was and furnished a written

title opinion to fcftia effect. He overheard part of I 1 1 aversa-

tions regard Ing the formation of a partnership and savs tr.at he

regarded the transaction Involving the- real estate as a security

transaction httVlag the Impression that Um land, bulldin.,.,, equipment,

bar and Improvements would ultimately becorae oartners^ lp prooertv.

Yet vthen aalced &v plaintiff what he thought of the valu~ of the

property he told tor that if she could buy it for $2000.00 she was

getting a bargain. She fact that it was a bargain appears fr

evidence. The value of the real estate at the tlae was in excess

of th« 12000.00 and since then it has appreciated In value.

Althou^ defendant Marguerite Keller »as prese

at various tlMI during various conversations between I I partlc.
,

she was not called a* a witness on her own behalf and that of her

husband to give her version of what took place. The failure co

call her as such a witn MM is not explained b^ MM record ftlttMOgn
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It appears that she was present during the trial of the oaee.

Prom the foregoing analysis of the record In this case,

we think It clear that at the time Mrs. Ball decided to sell the

property In question she was on friendly terms with defendants and

desired to give them the first opportunity to purchase the real

estate since they already owned the building, so as not to disturb

them in their business. Defendants did not have the money to

purchase. Their main concern was some arrangement to keep them

in at least as good a position as when Mrs. Ball had owned the

property. It is reasonable that they would turn to good friends

to accomplish this purpose. By securing the plaintiff to purchase

the property they were able to maintain their status quo for over

6 years. The testimony of Charles Keller with reference to the

discussions about a partnership arrangement, lend substantial weight

to the view, that while said discussions were going on, he considered

plaintiff to be the owner of the land. The reference by Keller in

the letter of 1953 to the payment as being for rent, and the execution

of the lease are additional circumstances that he considered plaintiff

to be the owner.

Defendants strenuously argue that their continuing in

possession after their deed to plaintiff and payment of taxes by

them is strong evidence to show that the deed was intended to be

a mortgage, citing Totten v. Totten, supra. The language of the

court In that case is that continued possession and payment of taxes

by a grantor is strong evidence tending to show that a deed is in

fact a mortgage. This necessarily pre-supposes that the grantor

-8-
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was in possession and paying taxes as the owner, prior to the deed.

There, the grantor in the deed had been in possession and had paid

the taxes prior to the deed and continued in possession and

continued to pay the taxes after the deed. In the case at bar

Keller was never in possession of the real estate as owner prior

to his deed. The record in this case is barren of any facts or

circumstances tending to show that Keller ever exercised any

dominion over the real estate or claimed to be the owner of it,

after the execution of the deeds and prior to the commencement of

this suit. With it being conceded that he was the owner of the

building, his continued possession of the building is not inconsistent

with plaintiff's claimed ownership of the real estate and the

consequent right to possession. In fact at one time Keller sought

to sell the tavern but couldn*t because he did not have title to

the real estate. Although fully aware of this situation for more

than 2 years prior to the commencement of this suit he made no

claim of ownership to plaintiff and took no action until plaintiff

commenced this suit for possession of the real estate. As to the

taxes, they were actually paid by plaintiff and she was reimbursed

for them. Furthermore defendants claim in this regard assumes the

very fact in question, namely that he was in possession and paying

taxes as owner and not pursuant to the landlord-tenant agreement.

-9-
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Defendants urge that the findings of the chancellor who

saw and heard the witnesses testify are entitled to much consideration

and should not be disturbed unless palpably erroneous. This undoubt-

edly is a correct statement of the law. While the chancellor^

findings are entitled to weight, a reviewing court has the power

to overrule his findings, if he was in error.

It is our opinion that the defendants have not met the

burden of proof required of them. The transaction here involved

constituted a purchase of the real estate by plaintiff and was not

one giving rise to an indebtedness which could be secured by a

mortgage. The plaintiff proved the allegations of her complaint

and was entitled to a Judgment for the possession of the real estate

and the rent due. The defendants are the owners of the building and

should have a reasonable time to remove it.

Accordingly the decree of the Circuit Court of Jersey

County will be reversed and the cause will be remanded for such

further proceedings as are consistent with the views herein

expressed.

Reversed and remanded.

-10-
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RADCLIFFE 0. W00LF0RD,

Appellee,

v.

PERFECTION MOTORS, INCORPORATED,

APPEAL FROM MUNICIPAL

COURT OF CHICAGO.

as i.a. 573a corporation,

Appellant

.

judge Mccormick delivered the opinion of the court.

A suit was filed in the Municipal Court of

Chicago by the plaintiff seeking to recover from the

defendant damages for the loss of his automobile in a

fire which destroyed the defendant's public garage.

At the time of the fire the automobile of the plaintiff

was in the possession of the defendant, having been left

with it for greasing and an oil change. The case was

tried before a jury, which returned a verdict in favor

of the plaintiff, assessing his damages at the sum of

$1^00, The defendant thereupon made motions for Judgment

notwithstanding the verdict and in the alternative for a

new trial, which motions were denied by the trial court.

Judgment was entered in favor of the plaintiff and against

the defendant for $1^00, from which judgment this appeal

is taken.

The defendant in this court has confined himself

to only one issue. It contends that it proved as a matter

of law at the trial that It was not guilty of negligence

and, therefore, that the court erred in not entering judg-

ment notwithstanding the verdict in favor of the defendant.
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The defendant does not question that the plaintiff made

out a prima facie case.

The only evidence introduced by the defendant

was that of one Litchinger, its vice president and

treasurer, who was out of town the day of the fire. In

his testimony, after describing the garage, he stated

that the premises were almost entirely destroyed by the

fire; that at the time of the fire 60 or 70 automobiles

on the premises were damaged to some extent; that at the

time of the fire there were 12 to 16 fire extinguishers

around the premises; that there were on the premises

underground gasoline tanks containing gasoline, and welding

torches; that neither the tanks nor the welding torches

exploded; that the furnace in the basement was not harmed;

that the men working about the shop were provided with

a can in which to keep oily rags and they were supposed

to clean up all rubbish and trash and wash out the stall

in which they had been working with water and a detergent

which would absorb any grease or oil that might be left

on the floor. He further testified that he did not know

whether they cleaned up the premises on the night of the

fire, nor did he know when the shop had been cleaned with

a grease solvent before the occurrence; that there were

no fire doors on the premises; that the fire occurred

during the night; that there was a watchman, a man in his

middle-late sixties, on duty at the time; that the watchman

died prior to the trial; that a part of the duties of the
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watchman was to sweep the floor after the mechanics left;

that in his opinion the watchman was a trustworthy employee;

that no reason for the fire had been found by the fire

department of the City of Chicago in its investigation.

Plaintiff in his testimony also stated that he did not

know the cause of the fire.

The only question before us is whether on the

testimony which it had before it the trial court was in

error in not entering judgment notwithstanding the verdict.

In Hammer er.x*.. Graymont Hotel Corp., 337 111.

App. V3 1
*, quoting from Brenton v. Sloan's United Storage

& Van Co., 315 111. App. 278, the court said:

" 'Under the law of this State a bailor makes
out a prima facie case as against a bailee by showing
that the goods which have been bailed have not been
returned upon demand, and such a prima facie case Is
not overcome by a mere showing to the effect that the
goods have been burned, or otherwise destroyed (Byalos
v. Matheson, 328 111. 269; Clemenspn v. Whitney, 238"
111. App. 308, 313 * * *.

" fTo discharge himself from liability under
such circumstances a bailee must show that the loss
occurred without his fault and whether he has met
his burden Is a question of fact for the jury to decide
(Lederer v. Railway Terminal & Warehouse, Co._, 3*+6 111

•

1^0; Byalos v . Matheson ? supra ; Clemenson v. Whitney,
supra .

j

"'As was stated in the case of Heyman & BroSj^
Inc. v. Marshall Field <feCo.

? 301 111. App ." 3>d," at
~

page 3**6s "In such case "the bailee, before he Is
relieved from liability, must show that the loss, theft,
or destruction by fire, was not the result of any
negligence on his part." Unless all reasonable minds
would agree that the defendant has shown the degree of
care required of such bailment, the determination of
the issue of due care becomes a question for the jury.
Ostensibly, this rule is an outgrowth of a recognition
of the practical difficulty which a bailor would have
in trying a bailment case, and places the burden on
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the defendant to explain the circumstances surrounding
the loss of the goods. Plaintiffs, in such cases,
usually are not in a position to rebut defendant's
evidence and it is the omissions and weaknesses of the
defendant's case that become vital for consideration
of the jury in determining the question of due
care. "'

In the case before us the plaintiff had made

out a prima facie case. The only evidence introduced by

the defendant with reference to its lack of negligence was

the evidence of the witness Litchinger as to what directive

had been imposed upon the employees with reference to

keeping the premises free from oil and rubbish and disposing

of oily waste, which was admittedly used in their work,

together with a foreclosing of the possibility of the fire

having originated in the gas tanks, the furnace or the

welding torches. No witnesses were produced by the

defendant who were present at the garage the day of the

fire, nor is any reason given why they were not called.

The defendant's evidence is not of such a conclusive

character that all reasonable minds must agree that the

defendant has proved that the loss occurred without his

fault.

The defendant also contends that because the

plaintiff in his complaint alleged that the defendant

was guilty of "malfeasance or misfeasance" he was held

to a higher degree of proof. The allegation was no more

than a general allegation of negligence. Chicago City

E2> Co. v. Jennings^ 157 111. 27h. In any case, the type

of allegation in the complaint would have no effect on
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the well recognized rule governing actions by bailees.

The trial court properly submitted the issues

to the jury and was correct in overruling the motion for

judgment notwithstanding the verdict. The judgment of the

Municipal Court of Chicago is affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

Robson, P. J., and Schwartz
}

J., concur*
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GEORGE F. CONIEY COMPANY,
a corporation,

Appellee,

v.

MARVIN LANGHAUS,

13 I.A.^5 74
APPEAL FROM MUNICIPAL

COURT OF CHICAGO.

Appellant

JUDGE SCHWARTZ DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Plaintiff's truck was damaged in a collision

with defendant's automobile August 28, 1951*. The case

was tried by the court without a jury. Liability was

conceded by defendant, and the only issue was one of

damages. After hearing the evidence the court found for

plaintiff in the amount of $1888.72, $1288.72 being f»r

repairs to the truck and $600 for loss of profits.

Defendant, on appeal, first urges that plain-

tiff should have mitigated its damages by replacing the

truck instead of repairing it. He argues that the

manifest weight of the evidence establishes that a

comparable truck could have been purchased for $650.

Adding to this figure the cost of special equipment,

lettering and painting on the damaged truck and then

deducting the salvage value, brought defendant's estimate

of plaintiff's total loss to $752, a figure about $500

less than the cost of the repairs. Where property has

been damaged by a defendant and can be repaired, the true

measure of the damages is the reasonable cost of the

repairs, providing It is less than the value of the
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property before damage, Santiemmo Vfjtejre Transfer,. Jnc^,

9 111. App.2d 1+87, 502; MeDpnell v. Lake Erie & Western

£Y » cQ,a> 2o8 HI. App, ¥+2, k5h. Defendant's legal position

is sound, but we must consider whether it is supported by

the evidence.

Defendant produced two witnesses who were

experienced in the business of appraising, buying and

selling used cars and trucks. Neither of them had ever

seen the damaged truck and neither knew its true condition

or amount of mileage. Their testimony supports the conten-

tion of defendant, but both had to assume facts which may

or may not have been true with respect to the damaged truck.

On the other hand, plaintiff's witness testified

that he had been In the business of repairing trucks for 25

years, that he had repaired thousands of them, and that in

connection with that business he acquainted himself with

current values of all makes of trucks. He further testified

that he was familiar with the value of the truck in question,

and that when called upon to make repairs he took into con-

sideration whether it would not be better to declare a par-

ticular vehicle a total loss. At the time plaintiff's truck

came to his shop, he checked the current markets for a

similar truck and found that none was available. He testi-

fied that if one had been available it would have cost in the

neighborhood of $1250, and in addition they would have had to

equip the truck with the facilities of the damaged truck and

to paint and reletter it to specifications. This would have
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brought the total well over the cost of repairs. The evi-

dence was adequate to support the finding that the cost of

repairs was $1288.72 and that plaintiff properly proceeded

with the repair of the truck.

In addition to $1288.72, the amount of the

repair bill, the court allowed $600.00 for loss of profits.

On this phase plaintiff produced a witness who testified

that he was regularly employed in preparing cost state-

ments, balance sheets and doing all other accounting work

for plaintiff's company. He testified that he had been

requested to figure the loss per day on the damaged truck.

He said "Our computed costs per day of operating a truck

is $25 to $27. We prepare estimates so that they will

result in a 25 - 35 percent gross profit." In answer to

another question, he said "The average per day of profits

on a truck, off hand, I would say that that truck

would take in probably $20 to $25." On cross-examination

he testified that he knew of no jobs which were lost as a

result of the truck not being available. When asked the

exact number of days the truck was out of operation he said

"I will say six to eight weeks." He testified that the $25

cost factor per truck included insurance, workmen's compensa-

tion, gas, oil, maintenance, depreciation and other items.

He testified on cross-examination that job prices are esti-

mated on a basis of profit which would yield 25 to 30 percent

on gross sales; that "the loss to plaintiff each day the

truck in question was laid up was $25 a day plus 35 percent
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profits on sales. .. [that] the loss of profit would be about

$15 a day over and above expenses." George F. Conley testi-

fied that 30 days elapsed between the date of the accident

and the day he put the truck back on the street ~ "about

thirty working days." The trial court apparently took the

figure of $20 and multiplied it by thirty, making $600.

However, we have noted that at one time plaintiff's accountant

testified that the truck "would take in probably $20 or $25,"

and at another, that the loss of profit was $15 per day; also

that the cost factor included insurance, workmen's compensa-

tion, gas, oil, maintenance, depreciation and other items.

Plaintiff has vehemently argued that loss of profits is

difficult to prove with minute particularity. Courts

recognize that fact. But an accountant or bookkeeper knows

or should know the figures upon which an estimate is made

and he should testify with clarity and candor and not with

palpable determination to boost the profits, as appears to

have been done in the instant case. The testimony is so

conflicting and confused on this question that we do not see

how any court could arrive at a reasonable determination of

the loss of profits, if any.

Upon the filing of a remittitur of $600 by

plaintiff in the office of the clerk of this court within

ten days, thereby reducing the judgment to $1288.72, the

judgment will be affirmed; otherwise judgment will be

reversed and the cause remanded for a new trial.

Judgment affirmed upon the
filing of a remittitur.

Robson, P. J., and McCormick, J., concur.
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THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF
ILLINOIS,

Defendant in Error,

-A13 I.A. 574
ERROR TO CRIMINAL

COURT, COOK COUNTY.

ALVIN C. RITHAMEL (Impleaded),

Plaintiff in Error.

JUDGE SCHWARTZ DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Defendant was indicted on the charge of receiving

stolen property of the total value of $2110. He was tried

and found guilty by a jury of the offense of receiving

stolen property of the value of $?0 and his punishment

fixed at 30 days imprisonment in the county jail and a

fine of $1000. Judgment was entered on the verdict.

Defendant has appealed and assigns as his principal error

the improper admission of evidence of subsequent offenses

and the admission as exhibits of items of property other

than those named in the indictment.

The law in this state, as settled by repeated

decisions, is that in prosecutions for receiving stolen

property It is competent for the purpose of showing guilty

knowledge to prove that the accused had on other occasions

prior to the offense charged received stolen property from

the same thieves, and when such former transactions are

proved, it is admissible to prove subsequent transactions

between the same parties as tending to prove knowledge by

showing a continuous practice of dealing with thieves.

The foregoing is a statement of the law as set forth in
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People v . Gotler. 311 111. 387, 390-1, which has been cited

with approval in People v, Llvermore, 390 111. 85 (19^5)

(involving a confidence game) and People v. Fiorito
?
Vl3

111. 123 (1952) (stolen property). In People, v. Hphbs^ 297

111. 399 (1921 ) the court held that subsequent acts of

abortion are admissible to prove intent only where there Is

also evidence of prior acts of criminal abortion.

In the Instant action there was no evidence

cf any dealings between the witnesses and defendant prior

to the date set forth in the indictment. However, the

state argues that defendant's counsel "opened the door"

to evidence of subsequent transactions by eliciting testi-

mony concerning such transactions on cross-examination.

During the trial, the prosecution admitted, it would have

been improper for it to offer evidence of subsequent

transactions in the first instance. It is defendant's

contention that he had the right to cross-examine witnesses

for the purpose of discrediting them, and that was the only

purpose for which the questions were asked. Did he thereby

waive his right to object to testimony that these additional

crimes were committed with his connivance, and could the

additional items be admitted in evidence as exhibits of

stolen property received by defendant?

The witness in question testified as an

accomplice. When he testified, pursuant to questions

asked him on cross-examination, that he had stolen other

goods, defendant thereby "opened the door," permitting
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the state to question the witness as to whether or not

these goods were stolen as part of the arrangement

defendant had with the witness or in the course of the

witness 1 dealings with defendant. If the state had confined

itself to that extent, the evidence would have been proper.

Instead, however, the state, in addition to eliciting this

information from the witness, also produced and admitted in

evidence the additional articles which the witness testified

he had stolen. The items alleged in the indictment were two

oxygen tents, two polio pack heaters, two wheel chairs, two

beds, and two mattresses. The articles alleged to have

been received at other times which were admitted in evidence

as exhibits and remained as exhibits during the trial were

two oxygen masks, four oxygen regulators, two humidifiers,

female urinal and bedpan. These articles remained in court

throughout the course of the trial and became as much a

part of the case against defendant as if they had been

named in the Indictment . This was erroneous . In People

v * Deal. 357 111. 63^, 6kl (193*0 the court, citing People

v. Allen. 321 111. 11, stated that even in those cases where

evidence of other offenses is admissible, the prosecution is

not permitted to go into detail with respect to them, obvi-

ously in order to avoid the conclusion on the part of the

jury that the defendant was being tried not alone for the

offense of stealing the property named in the indictment,

but as well for the other offenses.

Complaint Is also made of the court's conduct
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In comments before the jury with respect to the Instructions

in regard to the verdict. There is no basis for this com-

plaint. The court tried the case patiently and fairly and

made no statement not warranted during the conduct of the

trial. It was unnecessary for counsel to make numerous

motions to withdraw a juror. That creates confusion and

Induces error.

Complaint is made that the court in effect

directed the jury to return a guilty verdict. No such con-

struction can be placed on his statement to the jury. It

is difficult, however, to see how the jury could reach a

decision that defendant was guilty of receiving stolen

property of the value of $?0. If guilty at all, he was

guilty of receiving stolen property of the value of more

than $50.

We think the court ruled properly with respect

to instructions. The judgment, however, must be reversed

and the cause remanded for a new trial because of the error

herein referred to.

Judgment reversed and cause
remanded for new trial.

Robson, P. J., and McCormick, J., concur a
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